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Abstract 
The domain decomposition strategies proposed in this thesis are efficient precondi-
tioning techniques with good parallelism properties for the discrete systems which 
arise from the finite element approximation of symmetric elliptic boundary value 
problems in two and three-dimensional Euclidean spaces. 
For two-dimensional problems, two new domain decomposition preconditioners 
are introduced, such that the condition number of the preconditioned system is 
bounded independently of the size of the subdomains and the finite element mesh 
size. First, the alternate strip-based (ASB2 ) preconditioner is based on the parti-
tioning of the domain into a finite number of nonoverlapping strips without interior 
vertices. This preconditioner is obtained from direct solvers inside the strips and 
a direct fast Poisson solver on the edges between strips, and contains two stages. 
At each stage the strips change such that the edges between strips at one stage are 
perpendicular on the edges between strips at the other stage. Next, the alternate 
strip-based substructuring (ASBS2 ) preconditioner is a Schur complement solver for 
the case of a decomposition with multiple nonoverlapping subdomains and interior 
vertices. The subdomains are assembled into nonoverlapping strips such that the 
vertices of the strips are on the boundary of the given domain, the edges between 
strips align with the edges of the subdomains and their union contains all of the 
interior vertices of the initial decomposition. This preconditioner is produced from 
direct fast Poisson solvers on the edges between strips and the edges between subdo-
mains inside strips, and also contains two stages such that the edges between strips 
at one stage are perpendicular on the edges between strips at the other stage. The 
extension to three-dimensional problems is via solvers on slices of the domain. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Computational mathematics facilitates an approximation to the solution of a prob-
lem using limited computer resources. The discretisation of partial differential equa-
tions (PDE's) in many computational continuum mechanics problems, for example 
in fluid dynamics and elasticity, often leads to large linear systems of algebraic 
equations, sometimes several tens of thousands of unknowns for two-dimensional 
problems, and more than one million unknowns in three space dimensions. The 
direct solution of systems of this size is prohibitively expensive, both with respect 
to the amount of storage and to the computational work. Making a good choice of 
an iterative method for a particular problem is often difficult, since each method has 
its own advantages and liabilities. Suitable approaches are often based on physical 
insight in the underlying process or on insight into the structure of the mathematical 
model. Usually a method is selected according to its numerical convergence qualities 
and its ease of programming. 
1.1 Significance of Domain Decomposition and 
Multigrid Methods 
Classical iterative methods like the Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel and Successive Over Relax-
ation (SOR) have been used from the beginning of the numerical treatment of PDE's. 
Yet these methods share the disadvantage that the amount of work does not remain 
proportional to the number of unknowns, and the computer time needed to solve a 
problem grows more rapidly than the size of the problem (Varga (1962) [81], Young 
(1971) [89], Freund (1991) et al. [41], Nenvalina (1993) [62], Axelsson (1994) [1]). 
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In order to apply them efficiently, iterative methods need to be preconditioned. 
Domain decomposition1 (DO) and multilevel methods are the basic techniques for 
parallelising PDE solvers and for constructing new parallel solvers, especially pre-
conditioners. 
The emergence of parallel computers and their potential for the numerical solu-
tion of difficult-to-solve problems, has led to a vast amount of research in DO meth-
ods, which provide a natural possibility to combine classical and well-tested single-
processor algorithms with new parallel ones. In preconditioning, DO algorithms 
use a preconditioned conjugate gradient2 (PCG) approach. The preconditioners are 
derived from exact or approximate solvers for large scale linear or nonlinear systems 
of equations arising from the discretisation of PDE's restricted to subdomains into 
which the given domain is subdivided (or from which it is originally assembled) to 
obtain fast solutions. Each subdomain can be associated with a set of nodes and a 
finite element subspace of a global finite element space. The DO techniques can also 
be used for describing complex geometries, for coupling physically different fields, 
and for coupling different discretisation techniques. 
For most industrial and scientific problems, the most efficient discretisation is 
not explicit, it requires repeated solution of large systems of algebraic (usually non-
linear and of mixed mathematical type) equations, and may require multigrid3 (MG) 
algorithms to ensure rapid convergence of both short and long range solution com-
ponents. 
The MG approach combines two complementary ideas that lead to rapid con-
vergence: the smoothing of the high frequency components of the error, and the 
coarse-grid correction of the low energy components. There are virtually unlim-
ited choices of the interpolation and the coarse grid correction that may be used. 
Complying with the golden rule that "the amount of computational work should be 
1The earliest known DD method was introduced by Hermann Amandus Schwarz (1870) [70] to 
prove existence and uniqueness of solutions to Laplace's equation on irregular domains. Sobolev 
(1936) [76] showed that the method converges for the equations of linear elasticity. 
2The conjugate gradient (CG) method was developed by Hestenes and Stiefel (1952) [48], and 
first combined with a simple method for preconditioning by Reid (1971) [67]. 
3 Probably the first working MG method was developed and analysed by Fedorenko (1964) [40] 
for the Laplace equation on the unit square. Bachvalov (1966) [2] considered the theoretical case 
of variable smooth coefficients. The beginning of a rapid development was marked by Brandt 
(1972) [13], (1977) [14], (1984) [15] who outlined the main principles and the practical utility of 
MG methods and Hackbusch (1980) [45], (1981) [46] who laid firm mathematical foundations and 
provided reliable methods. 
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proportional to the amount of real physical changes in the computed system" (Brandt 
(1984) [15], p. 1), MG methods offer the possibility of computational complexity 
and storage that is linearly proportional to the number of grid-points. For this 
reason MG methods are not usually considered as preconditioners for acceleration 
techniques, but rather as powerful iterative methods in themselves. However, when 
combined with DD, the amount of computational work needed to solve a problem 
to a particular accuracy may reduce considerably. DD's can also be regarded as MG 
methods employing potentially a more robust, localised smoother. Both DD and 
MG methods have a great potential for problem specific tuning and optimisation. 
Recently a powerful abstract framework has been developed for the analysis of 
DD and MG algorithms. Texts on the theoretical foundations for MG techniques 
are the tutorial by Briggs (1987) [18] or Briggs et al. (2000) [19], the MG guide 
by Brandt (1984) [15], and the monographs by Hackbusch (1985) [47] and Wes-
seling (1992) [82]. Convergence and complexity issues are presented by Yserentant 
(1993) [90] and more extensively by Bramble (1993) [8]. An overview of the essential 
principles of DD is offered by Chan and Mathew (1994) [25], while a discussion of 
DD and MG algorithms, their implementation and analysis is presented by Smith 
et al. (1996) [75]. In Quarteroni and Valli (1999) [66], the fundamental mathe-
matical concepts behind DD methods for a wide range of boundary value problems 
is treated. An introduction to the basic concepts of parallel computers, parallel 
programming, and the run-time behaviour of parallel algorithms to understand, de-
velop, and implement parallel PDE solvers is Douglas et al. (2003) [30]. In Toselli 
and Widlund (2004) [80], some of the most successful and popular DD methods 
for finite and spectral element approximations of PDE's are presented. For a more 
extensive survey of recent advances in DD algorithmic techniques, implementation 
tools and applications, we refer to the proceedings of the annual DD meetings, which 
can be accessed via the web page of the Domain Decomposition Organisation (at 
http: I /www. ddm. org). 
1. 2 Scope of this Thesis 
In DD, current research concentrates both on the improvement of existing algorithms 
as well as on the development of new ones. The goal is to design algorithms with a 
convergence rate and efficiency independent of the number of unknowns, coefficients, 
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and geometry. In this thesis a new class of DD methods for symmetric elliptic 
boundary value problems in two and three-dimensional Euclidean spaces is proposed. 
The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 is a brief review 
of the essential principles of the DD and MG methods in the case of second order 
symmetric elliptic boundary value problems. In particular, we introduce the basic 
mathematical concepts and develop the motivation behind the new DD approach. 
For the two-dimensional case, in Chapters 3 and 4, two new domain decomposi-
tion preconditioners are introduced. These preconditioners are optimal with respect 
to the partitioning parameters, that is the condition number of the preconditioned 
system can be bounded independently of the size of the subdomains and the finite 
element mesh size. 
Chapter 3 is dedicated to the formulation and analysis of the alternate strip-
based (throughout this thesis, referred to as ASB2 ) preconditioning technique. This 
technique is based on a partitioning of the given domain into a finite number of 
nonoverlapping strips without interior cross-points (i.e. all the vertices of the strips 
lie on the boundary of the domain). The strips may have high aspect ratio, that is 
they may be long and narrow. The new preconditioner is obtained from direct solvers 
inside the strips and a direct Poisson solver on the interfaces between strips. Perfect 
scalability, that is performance insensitive to the number of strips, is achieved in two 
stages. At each stage the strips change such that the interfaces between strips at 
one stage are perpendicular on the interfaces between strips at the other stage. The 
applicability of this new DD method is restricted mainly to problems with constant 
coefficients. 
When the coefficients of the given problem are varying, preconditioners with 
smaller subdomains better reflect the behaviour of the coefficients and give rise to 
more rapidly convergent algorithms. In Chapter 4, we present the alternate strip-
based substructuring (ASBS2 ) preconditioning technique. This technique applies to 
the case of a decomposition with multiple nonoverlapping subdomains and interior 
cross-points (i.e. there exist vertices of the subdomains which are situated in the 
interior of the domain). In general, cross-points are more difficult to handle, due to 
the fact that they represent strong coupling between subdomains. The main task 
of the ASBS2 method is to determine the interface data between all subdomains, 
by solving iteratively the Schur complement problem obtained after the variables 
corresponding to the interior of the subdomains are block Gauss eliminated. In 
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view of the ASB2 solver (Chapter 3), for this Schur complement preconditioner, the 
separate treatment of the cross-points is avoided by assembling the subdomains into 
nonoverlapping strips such that: the ends of the strips are on the boundary of the 
given domain, the interfaces between strips align with the edges of the subdomains 
and their union contains all of the interior vertices of the initial decomposition. 
Then, the global interface between all subdomains is partitioned as a union of edges 
between strips and edges between subdomains that belong to the same strip (edges 
do not include their end-points). For the subproblems corresponding to the various 
edges, a direct fast Poisson solver is used. Scalability is again achieved in two stages. 
At each stage the strips change such that the interfaces between strips at one stage 
are perpendicular on the interfaces between strips at the other stage. 
The three-dimensional alternate strip-based substructuring (ASBS3 ) precondi-
tioning strategies, presented in Chapter 5, are direct extensions of the ASBS2 tech-
niques to three-dimensional problems. The ASBS3 preconditioners are based on 
a decomposition of the given domain into a finite number of disjoint subdomains 
assembled into nonoverlapping slices such that: the edges of the slices lie on the 
boundary of the given domain, and the union of the faces between slices contains 
all of the interior vertices. For the subproblems corresponding to the faces between 
slices, a direct fast Poisson solver is used. Both scalability and efficiency are achieved 
in two stages. At each stage the slices change such that the faces between slices at 
one stage are orthogonal to the faces between slices at the other stage. The two 
stages of the ASB2 , ASBS2 , and ASBS3 preconditioners allow the use of a two-grid 
V-cycle. 
Each of the Chapters 3 to 5 contains three main parts. In the first part, the 
new algorithms are described and explained. Matrix notation is also used to help 
with the understanding of the implementation issues. A mathematical framework 
for the abstract analysis of the new DD techniques is developed in the second part. 
The third part contains numerical examples which confirm the theoretical estimates 
and illustrate the efficiency of these techniques. All computations were carried out 
in Matlab. Once it is understood why and how they work, these new DD methods 
can be extended to more general problems, defined on more complex geometries. In 
the final chapter, overall conclusions and final remarks are addressed. In addition, 
some possible extensions of these methods to time-dependent problems for parabolic 
operators are also sketched. This thesis ends with an appendix and references. 
Chapter 2 
Prerequisites and Notation 
The aim of this chapter is to introduce the basic mathematical concepts and develop 
the motivation behind the new DD techniques proposed in this thesis. First, we 
formulate the elliptic PDE to be studied, then we focus on presenting the salient 
features od the DD and MG methods for the numerical solution of the given problem. 
For more comprehensive details and proofs, we recommend the relevant references 
in each section. The chapter ends with a summary. 
In what follows, we shall denote continuous functions by using boldface, for 
example, u, f, and discrete functions (i.e. vectors) by using italics, such as u, f 
Further notation is explained as it occurs. 
2.1 Problem Formulation 
In this section, we present the model problem to be studied, and its finite dimen-
sional formulation in the framework of the piecewise polynomial finite elements. We 
focus on scalar, self-adjoint, second-order elliptic problems, including those with 
large variations in the coefficients. The classic results presented here can be found 
in various finite element monographs and course texts (see e.g. Lions and Ma-
genes (1972) [52], Strang and Fix (1973) [77], Mitchell and Wait (1977) [60], Ciarlet 
(1978) [28], Yosida (1980) [88], Johnson (1987) [50], Quarteroni and Valli (1994) [65], 
Eriksson et al. (1996) [39], Renardy and Rogers (1996) [68], and Brenner and Scott 
(2002) [17]). 
6 
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Differential Form. We consider the following symmetric elliptic boundary value 
problem: 
{ 
-\7 · ( CX (X) \7 U (X)) = f( X) in n 
u(x) = 0 on an, 
(2.1.1) 
where n C JRD is a D-dimensional domain with Lipschitz boundary an. Without 
loss of generality we assume that n is a polygon, for D = 2, or a polyhedron, for 
D = 3, of unit diameter. Let X= (xl, ... 'XD) denote a generic element inn. The 
coefficient a(x) 2 a 0 , for some positive constant a 0 , will be taken as a(x) = 1 (for 
the Poisson equation) or piecewise constant inn; f(x) is a given datum. 
Variational Form. First, we recall some function spaces, which are important 
for our subsequent analysis. DXl(n) is the Lebesgue space of real-valued, uniformly 
bounded functions on n. This is a Banach space for the oo-norm: 
llullvX>(n) = ess sup lu(x) I· 
xEO 
L2 (n) is the Lebesgue space ofreal-valued, square integrable functions on n. This is 
a Hilbert space for the scalar (inner) product and the associated 2-norm (Euclidean 
norm): 
(u, v) = 1 uvdx, llulli2(n) = (u, u). 
The following are Sobolev spaces: 
with the associated seminorm and norm: 
and the subspace: 
HJ(n) = {u E H 1(n)l u = 0 on an}. 
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The above definitions imply: 
and (2.1.2) 
for some positive constants C. Thus the following ordering relations hold: 
and 
A function u E HJ-(D) is said to be a weak solution of the differential equation 
(2.1.1)' if 
a(u, v) = (f, v), Vv E H~(D), (2.1.3) 
where 
a(u, v) = 1 a\i'u · V'vdx and (f, v) = 1 fvdx. 
We assume that the bilinear form a(·,·) is continuous (bounded), in the sense that 
there exists a positive constant c0 , such that: 
(2.1.4) 
We also require a(·, ·) to be coercive, i.e. there exists a positive constant c1, such 
that: 
(2.1.5) 
Finally, we assume that there exists a positive constant c2 , such that: 
(2.1.6) 
Note that a(·,·) is an inner product in the space HJ(D). Thus we can define the 
corresponding energy norm llull~ = a(u, u), which through the coerciveness and 
continuity of the bilinear form a(·, ·) is equivalent to the norm in the Sobolev space 
H 1(D). 
2.1 Problem Formulation 9 
Theorem 2.1.1 (Lax-Milgram) When a(·,·) is a continuous, coercive bilinear 
form on HJ(rl), and (2.1.6) holds, there exists a unique u E HJ(rl) such that (2.1.3) 
is satisfied. Furthermore, the following stability estimate holds: lluiiHl(f!) ~ c2/c1 . 
Proof: See e.g. Brenner and Scott (2002) [17], Section 2. 7. D 
Finite Element Approximation. Let L;h = { ah} be a quasi uniform partition-
ing of the given domain rl, into a finite number of polyhedra, such that (see e.g. 
Quarteroni and Valli (1994) [65], pp. 73-74; (1999) [66], pp. 41-43): 
• { ah} are nonoverlapping D-simplexes of size h E (0, 1] (i.e. there exist positive 
constants C and c independent of h such that each simplex ah contains a ball of 
diameter ch and it is contained in a ball of diameter Ch). We define Sh(rl) to be 
the piecewise linear finite element subspace of H 1 ( 0,) associated with I:h, 
where P 1 ( ah) is the set of linear polynomials (i.e. polynomials of degree less than 
or equal to 1 globally with respect to all space variables) defined in ah. 
Similarly, let S~(rl) be the piecewise linear finite element subspace of HJ(rl) 
associated with r;h, 
or 
• { ah} are nonoverlapping D-cubes of size h E (0, 1] (i.e. there exist positive 
constants C and c independent of h such that, for every element ah, each simplex 
formed by its vertices contains a ball of diameter ch and it is contained in a ball of 
diameter Ch). In this case, we define Sh(rl) to be the piecewise bilinear (trilinear) 
finite element subspace of H 1(rl) associated with I:h, 
where Q 1 is the space of bilinear (trilinear) polynomials (i.e. polynomials which are 
linear with respect to each variable). 
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Similarly, let S~(O) be the piecewise bilinear (trilinear) finite element subspace 
of HJ(O) associated with Eh, 
The finite element (Galerkin) approximation for problem (2.1.1) is to find u E 
S~(O) such that: 
a(u, v) = (f, v), Vv E S~(O). (2.1. 7) 
We observe that the converse inequalities to (2.1.2) are not true in general. 
However, if the function u belongs to the finite dimensional subspace Sh(O) of 
H 1(0), then the following inverse property holds. 
Lemma 2.1.2 (the inverse property) For all u E Sh(O), 
where the constant c depends on the domain n. 
Proof: For proofs of this result in a more general case we refer to Ciarlet (1978) 
[28], Theorem 3.2.6. 0 
Algebraic Form of the Discretised Equation. To obtain the unknowns of the 
finite dimensional problem (2.1.7), given by the point values {ui}~1 of u at the 
mesh points (m is the number of degrees of freedom for the grid), the test functions 
v are chosen equal to a set of piecewise linear (bilinear) basis functions, { ¢i}~ 1 , for 
S~(O). Substitution of the discrete solution: 
m 
u(x) = L ui¢i(x) 
i=l 
into equation (2.1. 7) generates the equivalent algebraic problem, in the form of the 
discrete linear system: 
Au= f. (2.1.8) 
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In (2.1.8), u = { ui}~1 is the m vector of the point values, A = { aij }Y,j=1 is the 
m x m finite element stiffness matrix with entries: 
and f = {fi}~ 1 is the m-dimensionalload vector with entries: 
The Conjugate Gradient Method. The stiffness matrix A in (2.1.8) is sym-
metric, i.e. 
(Au, v) = (Av, u), Vu, v E lRm, 
and positive definite, i.e. 
(Au, u) > 0, VuE lRm, u =J 0, 
where ( ·, ·) denotes the Euclidean scalar product. In particular all its eigenvalues are 
positive. Therefore the conjugate gradient (CG) method (see Luenberger (1973) [55], 
Golub et al. (1989) [43], Freund et al. (1992) [41], Saad (1996) [69]) can be applied. 
For the CG method, the decrease in the energy norm of the error after r steps can 
be bounded by: 
where 
2 (J~«AJ -1)r' 
v'I«AJ + 1 
K:(A) = Amax(A) 
Amin (A) 
is the condition number of the matrix A, with Amax(A) and Amin(A) the maximum 
and minimum eigenvalue of the matrix A respectively. Therefore, for A with a low 
condition number or with clustered eigenvalues, the convergence of the CG method 
is very rapid. On the other hand, it can be proved that K:(A) = O(h-2 ) (see e.g. 
Johnson (1987) [50], Section 7.7; Quarteroni and Valli (1994) [65], Section 6.3.2; 
Smith et al. (1996) [75], Section 2. 7), thus, for very small h, a direct application of 
the CG method will not be an efficient approach, since although sparse, the matrix 
A is no longer well conditioned. In the preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) 
method (Axelsson (1994) [1]) an easily invertible, symmetric positive definite (SPD) 
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matrix B, which is spectrally close to A, is chosen, such that the relative condition 
number r;,(B- 1 A) is much smaller than r;,(A). Let b(·, ·) be the bilinear form, also 
defined on S~(fl) x S~(fl), associated with the preconditioner B. Then the matrix 
B- 1 A is symmetric with respect to the inner products a(·,·) and b( ·, ·), i.e. 
and 
respectively. 
Theorem 2 .1.3 Let B be a SPD preconditioner for A, and let b( ·, ·) be the inner 
product associated with B, such that: 
cb(u, u) :S a(u, u) :S Cb(u, u), VuE S~(n), 
for some positive constants C and c. Then c :S Amin(B-1 A) and Amax(B-1 A) :S C. 
Hence r;,(B- 1A) :S Cjc. 
Proof: See e.g. Dryja and Widlund (1994) [37], Section 2.3, or Brenner and Scott 
(2002) [17]), Section 7.1. 0 
The PCG method can be viewed as a CG method applied to the preconditioned 
system: 
as follows: 
• let u0 be an initial iterate, 
r
0 
- f - Au0 , the initial residual 
w 0 - B-1r0 , the initial preconditioned residual 
v0 - w 0 , the initial search direction 
(2.1.9) 
2.1 Problem Formulation 
• for l = 0, 1, · · · 
(wt rt) 
compute the direction coefficient: Pt +--- - ( vl, ~vi) 
update the iterate: u1+1 +--- u1 - p1v1 
update the residual: r 1+1 +--- r1 + p1Av1 
if r 1+1 2:: tolerance, then 
update the preconditioned residual: w1+1 +--- B-1r 1+1 
( wl+1, rt+1) 
compute the orthogonalisation coefficient: q1 +--- _;__---:----:---'-(wl, rl) 
update the search direction: v1+1 +--- w1+1 + q1v1 
else end for. 
13 
Note that in the CG algorithm given above the matrices A and B-1 are not explicitly 
formed, but only applied to given vectors. In developing preconditioners, the goal is 
to find a B-1 that is inexpensive to apply in terms of floating point operations and 
interprocessor communication, and that provides fast convergence, hence requires a 
small number of iterations to achieve an accurate solution (see Golub and Van Loan 
(1989) [43], Section 10.3). 
Parallel Subspace Correction. Many DD algorithms are interpreted and anal-
ysed within the framework of parallel subspace correction (PSC) method (Xu (1992) 
[86]), or the additive Schwarz method (Dryja and Widlund (1994) [37]) by construct-
ing a partitioning of the solution into local subspaces and bounding the energy of 
each element in the partition. Let Vi, i = 1, ·, N be a set of subspaces such that: 
N 
s~(n) = L Vi, 
i=1 
and bi ( ·, ·) be an inner product defined on Vi x Vi such that: 
a(u, u) ::; wbi(u, u), VuE Vi, 
for some positive constants w. We define the operators Pi : S~(n) ~ Vi such that: 
(2.1.10) 
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Then the PSC operator P : S~(n) --t S~(n) is defined by: 
(2.1.11) 
and is analysed by the following result. We denote by Pi the equivalent matrix form 
of Pi ( i = 1, · · · , N), and by P the equivalent matrix form of P. 
Theorem 2.1.4 Let 
N 
C= max ~oi1 , l<j<NL 
- - i=l { 
0, if pipj == 0 
where oij = is the Kronecker symbol. 
1, otherwise 
If for all u E S~(n) there exists a representation (not necessarily unique) 
N 
u = 2:ui, 
i=l 
such that 
for some positive constant c, then /'\,( P) :::; wC /c. 
N 
c 2: bi(ui, ui) :::; a(u, u), 
i=l 
Proof: See Dryja and Widlund (1994) [37], Section 2.3, Smith (1992) [74], Sec-
tion 3, Chan and Mathew (1994) [25], Section 4.1, or Xu and Zou (1998) [87], 
Section 2.2. 0 
2.2 The Domain Decomposition Approach 
DD methods are powerful preconditioned methods, where the preconditioners are 
designed from exact or approximate solvers for large scale linear or nonlinear sys-
tems of equations arising from the discretisation of PDE's restricted to subdomains 
into which the given domain is subdivided or from which it originally is assembled, 
to obtain fast solutions. In this section, we present a selective survey of several 
DD techniques, classified as either an overlapping or nonoverlapping subdomain 
procedure, which underlie the new DD methods introduced in this thesis. For ex-
tensive convergence and complexity issues we refer, for instance, to Smith et al. 
(1996) [75], Xu and Zou (1998) [87], Quarteroni and Valli (1999) [66], Brenner and 
Scott (2002) [17], Chapter 7, Toselli and Widlund (2004) [80], and the references 
therein. 
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2.2.1 Nonoverlapping Domain Decomposition 
A DD without overlapping, of the domain D, consists of a number of mutually 
disjoint open subdomains Di (i = 1, · · · , N) such that: 
N 
n = uni. (2.2.1) 
i=l 
We assume that all subdomains Di (i = 1, · · · , N) are of size H (> h) in the sense 
that there exist positive constants C and c independent of H and h, such that Di 
contains a ball of diameter cH and it is contained in a ball of diameter CH. We also 
assume that the mesh L;h is consistent with (2.2.1) in the sense that the boundary 
of every individual sub domain, 8Di, can be written as a union of boundaries of 
elements in L;h (see Figure 2.2.1) and consider the elements (edges, vertices) of a 
subdomain to be direct projections of the corresponding elements in D. 
Figure 2.2.1: The initial partitioning of the domain D c IR2 into subdomains {Di}~ll 
with mesh refinement shown on one subdomain. 
When the coefficient a(x) in (2.1.1) is piecewise constant, the subdomains are 
chosen such that a(x) = ai in Di. Corresponding to each subdomain Di (i = 
1, · · · , N), we denote: 
Thus, 
ai(u, v) = { ai\7u · \7vdx, \fu, v E H 1(D). ln; 
N 
a(u, v) = L ai(u, v). 
i=l 
(2.2.2) 
(2.2.3) 
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Let the global interface between all subdomains be: 
N 
r = UU7ni n n). 
i=l 
Therefore: 
First, we define the local subspaces S~(ni) c S~(n) (i = 1, · · · , N), such that: 
then, for each subdomain ni, solve for u{ E S~(ni), the following local problem: 
a(u{, v) = (f, v), Vv E S~(ni)· 
We observe that the computation of u{ can be carried out independently and in 
parallel for all ni. Let 
be the solution of the problem: 
We denote by uE = u- ui the part of the solution u which lies in the orthogonal 
complement of VI in sg(n): 
VE = {u E S~(n)J a(u, v) = 0, Vv E VI}. 
Therefore, by the representation (2.2.3) of a(-,·), on each subdomain ni, the function 
uE E VE satisfies: 
The function uE is called a piecewise discrete harmonic function. From the definition 
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of VE, we deduce: 
a(uE, v) = (f, v)- a(u1, v), Vv E S~(n), 
or equivalently, when vEE VE is similarly defined as uE, 
Note that: 
Since the value of uE in n is uniquely determined by its value on r, it is convenient 
to consider only the restrictions on r of the functions in s~ ( n). If we denote the 
finite element space of these restrictions by s~ (r), then the relation between inter-
face functions u, v E S~(r) and their discrete harmonic extensions uE, vE E VE 
respectively, can be established through the following bilinear form: 
(2.2.4) 
When a(·, ·) and s( ·, ·) are symmetric, positive definite, then the the bilinear form 
s ( ·, ·) has the minimisation property: 
s(u, u) = min a(u, u), u E S~(n), 
ii/r=u 
(2.2.5) 
i.e. the discrete harmonic extension is the energy minimising extension (see e.g. 
Smith et al. (1996) [75], p. 145, or Brenner and Scott (2002) [17]), p. 194). The 
bilinear forms a(uE, uE) and s(u, u) can be analysed using the seminorm iu1Hl/2(r) 
defined by: 
(2.2.6) 
This is equivalent to the fractional order Sobolev seminorm: 
(2.2.7) 
where ~ and T denote arc-length along r (see e.g. Xu and Zou (1998) [87], p. 871, 
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or Brenner and Scott (2002) [17], p. 195). The associated space is: 
is equipped with the norm: 
(2.2.8) 
Let ri be an open curve in r, then the Hilbert space: 
where iilr; = u, iilr\r; = 0, is endowed with the norm defined by: 
2 ll (u(~)- u(T))2 1 u2(T) 1 u2(T) 
llull 112 ( ·) = ~~ ID d~dT + I I dT + I I dT, (2.2.9) 
Hoo r, r· r· - T r T - 11 r T - 12 
t l '1. 'l. 
where 1 1 and 12 are the end-points of ri· For extended discussions of these Sobolev 
spaces and their properties, we refer to Lions and Magenes (1972) [52], and Grisvard 
(1985) [44]. 
The next results play important roles in the analysis of many DD algorithms. 
Theorem 2.2.1 (trace theorem) For all functions u E H 1 (Di), there exists a 
continuous linear map 1: H 1(Di) ---+ L2(Di) such that Ill= ulan;· Furthermore, 
for some positive constants C. Using this result, it can be proved that: 
and 
for some positive constants C, where llull£2(a!1;) denotes the L2(8Di)-norm of ulan;· 
Proof: See Lions and Magenes (1972) [52], vI, Sections 3 and 4, vII, Section 10, 
or Quarteroni and Valli (1994) [65], Section 1.3, or Brenner and Scott (2002) [17], 
Section 1.6. 0 
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Lemma 2.2.2 (Poincare- Friedrichs inequality) For all functions u E H 1(0.i), 
where cis a positive constant which depends on the domain ni· 
Proof: See e.g. Quarteroni and Valli (1994) [65], Section 1.3, or Brenner and Scott 
(2002) [17], Section 5.3. D 
Theorem 2.2.3 If u E Sh(O) is discrete harmonic in Oi and lul~l/2(an;) repre-
sents the H 112 (80.i)-seminorm of ulan;, then there exist positive constants C and c 
independent of the mesh parameter hand the number of subspaces N, such that: 
The left hand-side inequality holds for all functions u E H 1 ( Oi). 
Proof: See e.g. Chan and Mathew (1994) [25], Section 4.3, and references therein, 
or Brenner and Scott (2002) [17]), p. 195). D 
Let S be the stiffness matrix associated with the bilinear form s ( ·, ·) under the 
standard nodal basis functions in S~(r), then S is a Schur complement (SC) asso-
ciated with the stiffness matrix A. If we write: 
where Au is the stiffness matrix associated with the nodes inn\ rand AEE is the 
stiffness matrix associated with the nodes on r, then A can be expressed in factored 
form as: 
where lu and lEE denote identity matrices, and S = AEE- AfEA!}ArE is the SC 
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matrix. Writing the original linear system (2.1.8) as: 
[ 
Iu 0 l [ Au 0 l [ Iu 
AfEA!l 1EE x o s x o 
then eliminating u1 yields: 
(2.2.10) 
where fs = JE -AfEA[/ f 1 . We note that (2.2.4) can also be written as the following 
inner product: 
and (2.2.5) can be expressed in matrix notation as: 
The condition number for Sis much smaller than that for the matrix A, K,(S) ::; K,(A) 
(see e.g. Smith et al. (1996) [75], Section 4.2). Therefore, we can iterate directly 
on S, that is apply the CG method to the system (2.2.10), then extend the result 
harmonically inside all the subdomains. When the SC is computed explicitly, the 
method is called direct substructuring. However, the explicit calculation of Schur 
complements is expensive and requires a large amount of memory since they are 
typically dense, though of much smaller dimension than the original stiffness matrix. 
Moreover, the condition number K,(S) deteriorates with respect to the subdomain 
size H, the finite element mesh-size h, and the coefficients a( 
where Hma:x and Hmin denote the maximum and the minimum diameters of the 
subdomains respectively (see e.g. LeTallec (1994) [78], Xu and Zou (1998) [87], 
or Brenner (1999) [16]). This may lead to a high number of iterations, and a 
suitable preconditioner may need to be considered. A large number of iterative 
substructuring methods have been proposed during the last decades (see Bramble et 
al. (1989 ) [11], Dryja et al. (1990) [36], Smith (1992) [74], Dryja et al. (1994) [35], 
Dryja et al. (1995) [38]). These preconditioners are referred to as interface solvers 
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or interface preconditioners. Let M be a suitable preconditioner for the SC system. 
Then the preconditioner B for the whole matrix A is defined as: 
B = [ lu 0 l x [ Au 0 l x [ lu 
AfEA[} lEE 0 M 0 
A[}ArE l 
fEE 
(2.2.11) 
and the preconditioned matrix is: 
Note that the matrix B-1 A is equivalent to the block diagonal matrix: 
Therefore the eigenvalues of B- 1 A are the eigenvalues of M-1 S and the eigenvalue 
1 of the identity matrix I. 
In view of parallel implementation, for each subdomain Sl, let Ai denote the 
contribution to the stiffness matrix A obtained from the corresponding subdomain 
(see e.g. Quarteroni and Valli (1999) [66], Section 2.4): 
A·= II IE 
[ 
A(i) A(i) l 
t (A~~f A~k . (2.2.12) 
The notation has the following meaning. A~iJ is the principal submatrix associated 
with nodes in the interior of ni, with entries: 
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the entries of A~ik are: 
and A~~ corresponds to the nodes on the interface r n ani, and its entries are of 
the form: 
where c/>j (j = 1, · · · , mi) are the finite element basis functions associated with the 
nodes in ni, and '1/Jr (r = 1, ... 'ri) are those associated with the nodes on r n ani· 
Therefore, we can also write A in the split form: 
N 
A= 2:., Rf AiRi, (2.2.13) 
i=l 
where A is as introduced in (2.2.12), ~is the restriction matrix from the full vector 
inn to the local vector in ni Uri, and Rf denotes the prolongation by zero on the 
nodes external to ni Uri (i = 1, · · · , N). 
We note that the interior nodes in each subdomain ni are decoupled from the 
interior nodes in other subdomains, while for the interface nodes, more than one 
subdomain contribute. These features are useful for parallel processing, since the 
given problem can be decoupled into independent subproblems on subdomains and 
the communication needed will be only for the values on the interface between 
subdomains. We can write A1 1 as a block-diagonal matrix with block order i given 
b A{i) (. - 1 N)· y II '/,- ' ... ' . 
All= blockdiag (AW) = 
0 
and 
(2.2.14) 
where Si =A~~- (A~ik)T(A~1)- 1 A~ik, ~is the restriction matrix from the vector on 
r to the vector on ri, and Rf is the matrix that extends by zero a nodal vector from 
ri to r (i = 1, · · · , N). The Schur complements Si can be formed independently 
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and in parallel (see e.g. Quarteroni and Valli (1999) [66], Section 2.4). 
When an iterative method is used to solve the linear system associated with 
B-1 A, at each iteration step a system with the coefficient matrix B needs to be 
solved. This requires first the inversion of A }i] for each i = 1, · · · , N, i.e. the 
solution of N independent Dirichlet problems in the subdomains, which can be 
solved in parallel. Then backward substitution can be applied, starting from the 
block M to obtain the values along the interior boundary, followed by the block 
AI I, which again yields the solution of N independent Dirichlet problems in the 
sub domains. 
The Null-Space Property. Very important for the iterative substructuring meth-
ods is the null-space property (see Bramble et al. (1986) [9], Mandel (1990) [56], 
Smith (1990) [73], Smith et al. (1996) [75]). This allows for global estimates to 
be derived from the local properties of the Schur complements and the interface 
preconditioners associated with the boundary of individual substructures. Let us 
write the SC operator in the form (2.2.14). We assume that the SC preconditioner 
M may also be written as: 
such that for every sub domain Di, the null-space for Si and Mi are identical (note 
that for PDE's that are constant inside each subdomain, if a subdomain has no part 
of its boundary with given Dirichlet data, the corresponding null-space is equal to 
the constant functions, while to a subdomain with given Dirichlet data on part of 
its boundary corresponds the trivial null-space). If 
for some positive constants Ci and ci, then summing over the subdomains implies: 
(min ci)uT Mu::; uTSu::; (max Ci)uT Mu. 
l l 
We refer to the quantity maxi Cd mini ci as the local bound. It follows that, when 
using M as a preconditioner for S, the convergence rate will not depend explicitly 
on the number of subdomains. When there are jumps between coefficients across 
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the interface boundary between subdomains, such that: 
a(u, v) = 2: ln. ai(x)(\lu, \lv)dx, 
t t 
and ai is smooth inside the subdomains, we may define Mi = aiMi, where Mi is a 
preconditioner associated with the Laplacian and iii is the average of ai ( x) on ni. 
If there exist constants Ci and ci independent of the jumps in ai(x) such that: 
then the convergence rate is also independent of the jumps in ai ( x). 
In the remaining part of this section we shall briefly review some of the most 
popular and successful DD methods and motivate the construction of the new DD 
approach to be introduced later in this thesis. 
Decomposition without Interior Cross-Points. Let n = (0, l) X (0, 1) be a 
rectangular domain, partitioned into N ~ 2 disjoint subdomains without interior 
cross-points (Figure 2.2.2). In this case, the SC matrix Scan be written as a block-
diagonal matrix, each block corresponding to the boundary ani n n. By dropping 
all the couplings between different edges, we obtain a block-diagonal matrix, each 
block corresponding to an interface ri between two adjoint subdomains ni and ni+l' 
(i = 1, · · · , N- 1): 
Figure 2.2.2: The partitioning of the domain n c JR2 into subdomains {Oi}i!1 
without interior cross-points. 
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The J-Operator. We choose two adjacent subdomains n1 = (0, h) X (0, 1) and 
f22 = (h,h + l2) X (0, 1) with interface f1 = {(x,y): X= h,O < y < 1} and assume 
that the grid corresponding to the union of the two subdomains is ( n 1 + 1 + n 2) x n, 
lk = (nk + 1)h (k = 1, 2) and h = 1/(n + 1). For the Laplacian operator, S1 can be 
expressed by an exact eigendecomposition (Bjorstad and Widlund (1986) [4], Chan 
(1987) [24]): 
S1 = pCnl A (n) pCnl' 
where p(n) is the orthogonal sine transform matrix with entries: 
F (n) -~ . (__!1!!__) .. - sm 
tJ n + 1 n + 1 
(hence p(n) = (FCnlf) and A(n) is a diagonal matrix with elements given by: 
where 
. 2 ( Z7f ) 1/Ji = 4 sm 2 ( n + 1) and 
Let (wCnl) 112 denote the diagonal matrix with the diagonal entry of order i given by 
the positive square root of 1/Ji, then s1 can be preconditioned by the ]-operator: 
1/2 
2 -1 0 0 
-1 2 -1 0 
j2d = p(n) (wCnl) 1/2 p(n) = ~ (2.2.15) 
0 -1 2 -1 
0 0 -1 2 
which is a scaled version of the square root of the discrete one-dimensional Laplacian 
operator along the interface r 1 , with zero Dirichlet boundary conditions on ar 1. 
This preconditioner was proposed by Dryja (1982) [31]. For computational issues 
regarding this preconditioner we also refer to the tutorial by Douglas et al. (2000) 
[30], Section 2.3, and the web resources for downloadable software announced in this 
tutorial. 
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The spectral technique used to approximate the solution along the edges can also 
be extended in higher dimensions. For the three-dimensional case, we assume that 
the interface r 1 between two adjacent sub domains is a rectangle with an n 1 x n2 
mesh. The corresponding ]-operator has the form: 
J3d = ( p(n2) @ p(nl)) ( w<nd @ In2 + Inl @ w<n2)) 1/2 ( p<nd @ p(n2)) ' 
(2.2.16) 
where p(n;) and w(n;) are defined as above with ni instead of n, In; denotes the ni-
by-ni identity matrix (i = 1, 2), while ® represents the Kronecker (direct, tensor) 
product (see e.g. Smith et al. (1996) [75], p. 120). This operator guarantees a 
convergence rate that is independent of h, but depends on the aspect ratio of the 
subdomains. 
When the mesh on r 1 is uniform, the preconditioner (2.2.15) can be solved in 
O(nlog(n)) operations using the Fast Fourier (Sine) Transform (FFT). Moreover, 
when 5 1 is associated with a quasi-uniform grid, (2.2.15) can still be used on the 
uniform grid to obtain an asymptotically well-conditioned preconditioner for 5 1 . For 
further details we refer to Dryja (1982) [31], (1984) [32], Smith et al. (1996) [75] 
pp. 119-120, Xu and Zou (1998) [87] p. 878, Quarteroni and Valli (1999) [66], pp. 77-
78. For a survey of preconditioners for more general operators and discretisation, 
see Keyes and Gropp (1987) [51], Chan and Resasco (1987) [26) and (1988) [27). 
Decomposition with Interior Cross-Points. We consider now the case of a 
partitioning (2.2.1) of the domain n E IR2 into N > 2 disjoint subdomains with 
interior cross-points. When interior cross-points are present, in two dimensions, the 
global interface r can be partitioned as a union of edges and vertex-points (see 
Figure 2.2.3). The edges are the lines that separate two adjoint subdomains and do 
not include their end-points. The vertices are isolated points on the interface that are 
shared by more than two subdomains. We look for preconditioners for the SC system 
(2.2.10). These preconditioners should have good parallel properties on arbitrary 
elliptic operators and should be perfectly scalable, that is their performance should 
be insensitive to the number of subdomains. Thus global coupling between distant 
subdomains must also be provided. 
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Figure 2.2.3: The global interface rasa union of edges and vertices in a partitioning 
of the domain n c IR2 into subdomains {Oi}~ 1 with interior cross-points. 
We reorder the unknowns uE on the interface r, listing first those lying on each 
edge, then those at vertices. Thus, 
In what follows we shall use deliberately a duplicity of notation and denote by Ek 
the indices of the nodes lying on the edge Ek ( k = 1, · · · , nE); similarly, denote by x 
the indices of the vertex-points. With the above reordering we obtain the following 
block partitioning of S: 
[ s, s,,] , S= 
S'f'x Bxx 
(2.2.17) 
or equivalently: 
SE!E! SEIEnc: SE!X 
S= s~E2 s€2en€ SE2X 
s~x sr En, X Bxx 
Note that SEiEj = 0 whenever Ei and Ej are not part of the same subdomain, and 
that Bxx is a diagonal matrix. 
The survey below, of some of the preconditioners based on the partitioning 
(2.2.17), follows closely the presentations in Chan and Mathew (1994) [25], Smith 
et al. (1996) [75], Xu and Zou (1998) [87] and Quarteroni and Valli (1999) [66]. 
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The Block-Jacobi Preconditioner. A simple block-Jacobi preconditioner M1 is 
obtained from S by dropping all the couplings between different edges and between 
edges and vertices. The result is a block diagonal preconditioner given by: 
where: 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
with Mq,Ek equal to either SEkEk or an interface preconditioner for the edge Ek, like 
(2.2.15) introduced earlier. 
If REk and Rx denote the pointwise restriction map from r onto the nodes on Ek 
and the vertex-points respectively, then the block-Jacobi preconditioner M1 satisfies: 
n, 
Mj 1 = L R~ME~!kREk + R~s;;~Rx· (2.2.18) 
k=l 
Since M1 does not involve global coupling between the subdomains, its spectral 
properties deteriorate as the number of subdomains increases. Then: 
where the positive constant C, independent of H and h, may depend on the co-
efficients of the given problem (see Bramble et al. (1986) [9], Dryja and Widlund 
(1994) [37]). The presence of the H-2 factor can be heuristically justified by the fact 
that the information is exchanged only between neighbouring subdomains, hence the 
number of steps required by the CG method to converge must be equal to the inverse 
of the diameter of ni 0 On the other hand, the presence of the log( HI h) stems from 
the consideration that the global preconditioner is made up of local edge precondi-
tioners MEkEk and of the vertex contributions Bxx· The latter yield pointwise values 
that should be controlled in terms of energy norm, which is possible at the expense 
of a logarithmic factor. 
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The Bramble-Pasciak-Schatz Preconditioner. In order to remove the H-2 
term, Bramble et al. (1986) [9] inserted some mechanism of global coupling through 
a coarse grid problem based on a coarse mesh induced by the vertex-points. Let R~ 
and RH denote the standard piecewise interpolation and restriction maps of coarse 
grid functions onto all the nodes of r, and AH = RHAR~ be the associated stiffness 
matrix. Then the inverse of the modified preconditioner is defined as: 
n, 
M8~s = L R~M<~!kREk + Rf£Aj/ RH. (2.2.19) 
k=l 
This is also referred to as a direct sum preconditioner, since the sum of the dimen-
sions of AH and MCkCk equals the dimension of S. 
The estimate of the relative condition number thus improves to: 
~<(Mii~sS) :S C ( 1 +log~) 2 , 
where the positive constant C is independent of H and h, and also of the variation 
in the coefficients if they are constant in each subdomain ni (see Bramble et al. 
(1986) [9], Widlund (1988) [83], Dryja et al. (1994) [35]). 
In three dimensions, the interface r can be decomposed into faces <p, edges E, 
and vertices X· After reordering, the vector of interface unknowns can be expressed 
as: 
Thus, the SC matrix may be written as: 
Scpcp Scpc scpx 
S= s~c sec Sex 
s~x s~ Sxx 
Draping the coupling between different faces, different edges, faces and edges, edges 
and vertices, faces and vertices yields: 
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where Mr.pr.p is block diagonal, such that each block is associated with one face and 
could be any face preconditioner, Mu is also block diagonal, where each block is 
associated with one edge and could be any edge preconditioner, AH is a coarse grid 
operator obtained by using linear finite elements, with the subdomains themselves 
as mesh-elements. If Rr.p; denotes the restriction operator for each face, then: 
nE n€ 
Mi1v = L R~;M~~;R'Pi + L R~MZo!kRfk + R'£A]/ RH. (2.2.20) 
i=l k=l 
Then: 
H ( H) 2 
"'(Mi1vS)::; Ch 1 +log h 
(see Dryja et al. (1994) [35]). However, it is not possible to solve the coarse problem 
and the local problems in parallel while preserving both the null-space and the 
convergence properties. 
The Vertex-Space Preconditioner. In general, whenever Ei and Ej are edges of 
the same subdomains, sfifj =J. 0. The preconditioners MJ and MBPS both ignore 
this coupling, hence the logarithmic growth factor in the condition number. The 
aim is to remove the mild residual dependence on H / h and this is achieved by Smith 
(1990) [73], (1992) [74], where additional coupling between edges and vertex-points 
is introduced (see also Nepomnyaschikh (1986) [63]. The vertex-region Vj is defined 
as the cross-shaped region centred at the vertex-point X] containing segments of 
length 8H (0 < 8 ::; 1) of all the edges that emanate from Xj (j = 1, · · · , nx) (see 
Figure 2.2.4). 
Figure 2.2.4: The vertex-regions as union of segments inside adjacent edges. 
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Let Rvi denote the restriction map that associates with full vectors the subvec-
tors corresponding to the indices in v1, and Svi denote the principal submatrix S 
corresponding to v1. Then: 
The vertex-space preconditioner is defined by: 
nx 
M -1 M-1 '"""'Rr s-1R vs = BPS + 6 Vj Vj Vj. (2.2.21) 
j=1 
Then: 
""(Mv1S)::; C (1 +log~), 
where C may depend on 5 (see Smith (1990) [73], (1992) [74], also Dryja et al. 
(1994) [35]). 
The Wire-Basket Preconditioner. For the three-dimensional case, in Smith 
(1990) [73] the vertex-space method is extended into a wire-basket based algorithm, 
by associating the vertex nodes and the edge nodes into one set called the wire-
basket. The vector of interface unknowns becomes: 
E . ( )T U = U'P, Uw , 
while the SC operator may be written as: 
By dropping the couplings between various faces and faces and the wire-basket, the 
following preconditioner emerges: 
[ 
Mtptp 0 ] Mws= 
0 Mww 
(2.2.22) 
Then: 
K(MW~S) :S C ( 1 +log~) 2 , 
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where C is also independent of coefficients (see Smith (1990) [73], also Dryja et al. 
(1994) [35], Dryja et al. (1996) [34]). This method is completely parallelizable. 
The New Alternate Strip-Based Preconditioner. The convergence results 
corresponding to the substructuring methods via the MJ, M8 ps, and Mvs pre-
conditioners indicate that interior cross-points are more difficult to handle. This 
is due to the fact that vertices represent strong coupling between interfaces. The 
BPS method is perhaps the first to treat vertices satisfactorily. In order to im-
prove convergence, the VS method introduces additional local solvers associated 
with the points near each vertex-point. However, the local problems associated with 
the vertex-regions are usually expensive to solve, hence for these problems interface 
preconditioners may have to be considered to reduce computational complexity. 
The new DD methods to be introduced later in this thesis may be viewed as 
direct extensions of the two-subdomains interface preconditioning technique via the 
}-operator, to the case of a decomposition with multiple nonoverlapping subdomains 
and interior cross-points. In two dimensions, the separate treatment of the vertex-
points is avoided by assembling the original subdomains into nonoverlapping strips 
such that: the ends of the strips are on the boundary of the given domain, the 
interfaces between strips align with the edges of the subdomains and their union 
contains all of the interior vertices of the initial decomposition. Thus, the global 
interface between the subdomains can be partitioned as a union of edges between 
strips and edges between subdomains inside to the same strip (edges do not include 
their end-points). For the subproblems corresponding to the various edges, the 
}-operator is used. Since this interface preconditioner is sensitive to the aspect 
ratio of the subdomains, in order to achieve scalability, the new preconditioner is 
produced in two stages. At each stage the strips change such that the interfaces 
between strips at one stage are perpendicular on the interfaces between strips at 
the other stage. This gives rise to an efficient method which is optimal with respect 
to the partitioning parameters (see Chapter 4). The extension to three-dimensional 
problems is via slice solvers (see Chapter 5). 
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2.2.2 Overlapping Domain Decomposition 
Overlapping DD algorithms are based on a decomposition of the domain n into a 
number of overlapping subregions. 
Decomposition with Two Overlapping Subdomains. Let f21 c nand f22 c 
n be two overlapping subdomains, which form a covering of n (see Figure 2.2.5), 
i.e. nl u n2 = n. 
Figure 2.2.5: The covering of the domain n c JR2 with two overlapping subdomains. 
In the Schwarz methods the computational domain is subdivided into overlap-
ping subdomains and local Dirichlet problems are solved on each subdomain. The 
Schwarz alternating algorithm to solve (2.1.1) starts with a suitable initial guess u0 
and generates a sequence of iterates u1, · · · , uk , · · · , as follows: 
and 
u~+1 = u~+ 1 on r2 
k 1 -u2 + = 0 on an2 \ r 2. 
Then set: 
Corresponding to each subregion ni, let 1i denote the indices of t he nodes in the 
interior of domains ni and CaTd(1i) = iii denote the COrresponding number of indices 
in each subclomain. Thus 11 and 12 form an overlapping set of indices for the 
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unknown vector u and ih + ii2 > n, where n is the number of unknown in n. Let ~ 
be the restriction matrix whose action restricts a vector v of length n to a vector of 
size iii by choosing the entries with indices li ( i = 1, 2). Its transpose Rf is ann x iii 
matrix whose action extends by zeros a vector of nodal values in Di. Therefore the 
local subdomain matrices are: 
Ai = ~ARf, i = 1,2. 
The Schwarz alternating algorithm can also be written as: 
uk+l/2 ~ uk + RIA! I Rf (! - Auk) 
uk+l ~ uk+l/2 + R2A21 Rf(f- Auk+l/2). 
(2.2.23) 
By defining 
(2.2.23) can be written as a single step process: 
The multiplicative Schwarz preconditioner Ems is given by: 
and the convergence is governed by the multiplicative Schwarz iteration matrix: 
Although the matrices BiA are symmetric with respect to the a(·, ·) inner product 
(induced by the SPD matrix A), the multiplicative Schwarz iteration matrix is not 
so (see Chan and Mathew (1994) [25] pp. 66 and 92). A symmetrized version can 
be constructed by iterating one more half-step and obtain the iteration matrix: 
therefore the CG method can be applied. 
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A more parallelizable version can be obtained by defining the additive Schwarz 
iteration as follows: 
uk+l/2 t-- uk + R1A11 Rf (f - Auk) 
uk+l - uk+l/2 + R2A21 Rf(f- Auk). 
Therefore the additive Schwarz preconditioner for A can be defined as: 
(2.2.24) 
Hence B - 1A is symmetric in the a(· ,· ) scalar product, and can be used with a CG 
acceleration technique. The Schwarz alternating method may be used to solve clas-
sical boundary value problems for harmonic functions on domains that are the union 
of two subdomains by alternately solving the same boundary problem restricted to 
each subdomain. An extension to many subdomains is discussed in Lions (1988) [53]. 
Decomposition with Multiple Overlapping Subdomains. Consider the do-
main S1 as in Figure 2.2.6. Assume that the mesh diameter is O(h) and the subdo-
- N -
mains ni ( i = 1, · · · , N) such that U ni = n, are of diameter 0 (H) and overlap 
i=l 
each other with a width of 0(6). The number of nodes across S1 is 0(1/h), the 
number of nodes across a subdomain is O(H/h), and the number of nodes across an 
overlap region is 0 ( 6/ h). 
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Figure 2.2.6: The covering of the domain S1 c IR2 with many overlapping subdomains 
{Di }~l· 
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The two subdomain additive Schwarz preconditioner can be extended to the 
multiple overlapping subdomains as follows: 
N 
B;;s\ = L /4Ai 1 Rf, 
i=l 
where Ri and Rf are the restriction and interpolation maps respectively, correspond-
ing to ni and Ai = }4ARf (i = 1, · · · , N). However, this algorithm is not scalable, 
since the condition number of the preconditioned system grows like the number of 
subdomains (Dryja and Widlund (1994) [37]): 
An improved additive Schwarz preconditioner is defined by: 
N 
B-::s~2 = L RiAi1 Rf + R~A}/ RH. 
i=l 
Then: 
where the positive constant C may depend on the variation of the coefficients (see 
Dryja and Widlund (1994) [37], Dryja et al. (1994) [35]). If the coefficients are 
constant or mildly varying within each coarse grid element, then: 
where C may depend on the overlap parameter 6 (see Dryja and Widlund (1994) 
[37]). In three dimensions this estimate deteriorates to: 
(see Dryja and Widlund (1994) [37]). On the other hand, the classical Dirichlet 
transmission conditions employed between subdomains lead to convergence rates 
which are not uniform with respect to frequency: high frequency components con-
verge rapidly, whereas low frequency components converge only slowly (Gander 
(2000) [42]). 
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2.3 The Multigrid Technique 
The MG methods provide optimal order algorithms for solving elliptic boundary 
value problems, in the sense that the amount of computation is determined only 
by the amount of real physical information. The error bounds of the approximate 
solution obtained from the full MG algorithm are comparable to the theoretical 
error bounds in the finite element method, while the amount of necessary computa-
tional work is proportional to the number of unknowns in the discretised equations 
(problems with N unknowns are solved with O(N) work and storage), for a large 
class of problems. The short presentation in this section is based the introductory 
tutorial on MG techniques by Briggs (1987) [18], Briggs et al. (2000) [19], and the 
monographs Hackbush (1985) [47] and Wesseling (1992) [82]. For theory regarding 
the more general case we recommend Scott and Zhang (1992) [72]. 
A MG method has two main features: smoothing on the current grid, and error 
correction on a coarser grid. The idea beyond the MG process is to damp all (locally) 
highly oscillating components of the error first, then approximate the remaining 
smooth part on the coarse grid. By alternately repeating the smoothing step and 
the coarse grid correction, an iterative method is obtained. From the beginning we 
introduce a sequence of grids obtained by doubling the step size from the smallest 
grid-size equal to h, to the largest possible grid-size equal to hL: h = h0 < · · · < h1 < 
· · · < hL, where the index l is the number of the level and h1 = 21h (l = 0, · · · , L) 
(Figure 2.3.1). This process of descending to a coarser grid is called coarsening, 
while the opposite process of ascending from the a coarser to a finer grid is called 
refinement. 
Figure 2.3.1: Sequence of nested grids associated with the domain n c JR2 . 
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The Two-Level Case. We first assume only two grids, one fine and one coarse, 
of mesh-size h and 2h respectively. The two-grid (TG) method has the following 
steps: 
Step (1) (Smoothing) first we consider the equation on the fine grid: 
Au= f. (2.3.1) 
The goal of the TG iteration is the solution of (2.3.1). After a few iterations of 
a chosen iterative method (e.g. damped Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel, SOR, CG) the high 
frequencies become smooth. However, if low frequencies (smooth components) are 
also present, the convergence will become slow. Let u 112 be the approximate solution 
after this step has been completed. The TG technique is based on the observation 
that a complementary iteration needs to be constructed to reduce the smooth error. 
The error u 112 - u is to be approximated on a coarse grid. In order to do this, first, 
we calculate the initial defect on the fine grid: 
r = Aul/2- f. 
Therefore: 
A(u112 - u) = Au112 - f = r. (2.3.2) 
Then, translate the defect r into the coarse grid as: 
rc = Rr, 
where R : S~(O) ----+ sgh (0) is a restriction operator. Let Ac be the matrix of the orig-
inal system (2.3.1) restricted to the coarse grid. Then the coarse grid approximation 
w of u 112 - u satisfies: 
(2.3.3) 
By the Galerkin approach, we can define Ac = RAP. Another approach is to 
rediscretise the given equation on the coarse grid and therefore obtain Ac in the 
same way A has been initially derived. The equation (2.3.3) can be solved exactly, 
or iteratively with an initial guess w = 0. 
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Step (2) (Coarse Grid Correction) The coarse grid approximation of the error 
is then translated into the fine grid, as Pw, by means of prolongation 1 operator, 
P: sgh(n) ----+ S~(n). Finally the old value of u is updated as: 
This process can be expressed in a single coarse grid correction formula as: 
(2.3.4) 
Having returned to the fine grid, we have completed a two-grid V-cycle and can 
check for convergence, by measuring the size of the residual (I- APA;;-1 R)r. The 
V -cycle is repeated until the error is below the required tolerance. 
The Multilevel Algorithms. The notation in the description of the MG V-cycle 
is as follows: the index indicates the grid-size of the mesh-grid on which the system 
is described at each level, namely the index 21 h indicates the discretisation on the 
grid of grid-size h1 = 21h (l = 0, · · · , L); P21h denotes the interpolation from the 
(l + l)th grid level to the lth grid level, while R21h denotes the restriction from the 
( l - 1 )th grid level to the lth grid level. 
Step (lh) Pre-smooth Ahuh = fh with some initial guess ih. 
Compute r2h = R2h(Ahuh- fh). 
Step (12h) Pre-smooth A2hw2h = r2h with initial guess w2h = 0. 
Compute r4h = R4h(A2hw2h- hh). 
Step (14h) Pre-smooth A4hw4h = r4h with initial guess w4h = 0. 
Compute rsh = Rsh(A4hw4h- !4h)· 
Step (24h) Correct W4h <-- w4h- P4hwBh· 
Post-smooth A4hw4h = r4h with initial guess w4h = w4h· 
1 A popular prolongation is the piecewise linear interpolation (Hackbush (1985) [47], p. 59.) 
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Post-smooth A2hW2h = r2h with initial guess W2h = w2h· 
Post-smooth Ah uh = rh with initial guess uh = uh. 
The difference from the TG V-cycle is that (2.3.3) is replaced by one multigrid 
iteration applied to the initial guess w = 0. If (2.3.3) is replaced by two multigrid 
iterations, then we obtain the W-cycle. A particular case of the V-cycle is the 
sawtooth cycle, derived by eliminating from the V -cycle process the pre-smoothing 
step. 
Multilevel Schwarz Methods. Let the domain fl be as represented by Fig-
ure 2.2.6 with the overlapping subdomains Di (i = 0, · · · , N), of diameter O(H) 
and overlap of width 0(6). We assume that with the domain n, a sequence of grids 
with grid-sizes h = ho < ... < ht < ... < hL are associated, denoted by n(l). We 
also assume that the grids corresponding to each sub domain Di ( i = 0, · · · , N) are 
inherited from the original grids on the domain n and denote by n~l) the corre-
sponding l-level subdomain of [l(l). We consider the interpolation maps (R~1)f from 
the nodal values on the interior grid n~l) to the finest grid and its corresponding 
restriction R~t) map on the interior nodes in D~l) and denote by A?) = R?) A(R~1)f 
the local stiffness matrix associated with the subregion D~l). The additive two-level 
Schwarz process reads: 
N 
u1 +-- u1/2 + L)R~l)f(A~t))-1 R~t) j, 
i=1 
where l = 0, · · · , L-1. The corresponding two-level additive Schwarz preconditioner 
is: 
N 
Bttas = (R(t+I)f(A(t+1))-1 R(l+1) + L)R}1)f(A?))-1 R?). 
i=1 
Note that the local subproblems involving (A~1))_ 1 are much smaller than the origi-
nal problem and can be solved by direct or iterative methods. If however the coarse 
problem involving A(l+l) is still large, the two-level additive overlapping precondi-
tioner can be used again. 
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The multilevel additive Schwarz preconditioner is defined as follows: 
L N 
B-1 = '"""""'(R(l))T(A(l))-1 R(l) 
mlas LL t t t · 
1=1 i=1 
It has been shown (Zhang (1992) [91]) that: 
where the positive constant C is independent of h and the number of levels, but 
may depend on the variation in the coefficients. 
The two-level multiplicative Schwarz process reads: 
N 
u1 +--- u1/2 + L(R~l)f(A~l})-1R~l)(J- Au1f2). 
i=1 
The corresponding two-level multiplicative Schwarz preconditioner is: 
N 
Barns= R(l+1)f(A(l+1))-1 R(l+1) + L(R?)f(A~!))-1 R~l) 
i=1 
A symmetrized version can be obtained by iterating one more half-step as follows: 
N 
u2/3 +--- u1/3 + L(R?)f(A~l))-1R~l)(J- Au1f3) 
i=1 
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2.4 Summary 
In this chapter, we have recalled some of the best known and most efficient DD 
and MG methods applied to second order, self-adjoint, coercive boundary value 
problems. We note that the convergence results for this methods remain valid if 
the exact solvers on every sub domain and/ or on the coarse grid are replaced by 
spectrally equivalent inexact solvers and the meshes are assumed to be shape regular 
(for a definition of regularity of meshes see e.g. Ciarlet (1978) [28], Remark 3.1.3; 
Quarteroni and Valli (1994) [65], Section 3.1; (1999) [66], Section 2.1). In recent 
years, a unified framework for the analysis of both DD and MG methods has been 
developed via the PSC method or the additive Schwarz method. This generates the 
natural idea that new and more efficient algorithms may be devised, to draw upon 
the strengths of both DD and MG methodologies. The challenging point is how to 
do that and yet do not add to the already perceived complexity of DD algorithms. 
Chapter 3 
Alternate Strip-Based Domain 
Decomposition Algorithms 
for Symmetric Elliptic PDE's in 
2D 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we propose a new class of DD preconditioners for the discrete linear 
system (2.1.8), in two dimensions. The new solvers are obtained from alternate de-
compositions of the domain n c IR2 into a finite number of nonoverlapping strips, 
and are perfectly scalable (i.e. their performance is insensitive to the partitioning 
parameters). Probably the earliest papers involving splitting the domain into sub-
domains without interior vertices are Buzbee et al. (1971) [20] and Buzbee and 
Dorr (1974) [21]. Later, preconditioners for two-dimensional elliptic boundary value 
problems together with analytic estimates of the convergence of the preconditioned 
iterative procedures were proposed by Bramble et al. (1986) [10] and Bj0rstad and 
Widlund (1986) [4]. In Chan and Resasco (1987) [26], a fast direct Poisson solver 
on a rectangle divided into parallel strips or boxes is presented. These methods, 
however, are applicable only when the aspect ratio of each strip is not too high (i.e. 
when the strips are not too long and thin). In Mandel and Lett (1991) [57], DD 
preconditioners for p-version finite elements with high aspect ratio with better con-
vergence properties are introduced. In Boglaev (1997) [5], (2000) [6] and Boglaev 
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and Duoba (2004) [7], strip-based decompositions are used for solving singularly 
perturbed problems. 
The alternate strip-based (ASB2 ) preconditioner to be introduced in this chapter 
is based on exact solvers in the interior of the strips and the J-preconditioner (see 
Section 2.2) on the interfaces between strips (i.e. on the edges shared by two strips). 
Since this interface preconditioner is sensitive to the aspect ratio of the subdomains, 
in order to achieve scalability, the ASB2 preconditioner is produced in two stages. 
At each stage the strips change such that the interfaces between strips at one stage 
are perpendicular on the interfaces between strips at the other stage. The two stages 
allow the use of a two-grid V -cycle and guarantee a good rate of convergence of the 
preconditioned iterative procedures, which is optimal with respect to the partitioning 
parameters. Therefore, the new preconditioner is also applicable in the case of strips 
with high aspect ratio. This new DD approach extends in a straightforward manner 
to the three-dimensional case (see Chapter 5). 
The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. In Section 3.2, we describe the 
strip-based (SB2 ) and the alternate strip-based (ASB2 ) preconditioning techniques. 
Section 3.3 is devoted to the theoretical investigation of these DD methods. In 
Section 3.4, numerical examples are presented to illustrate the behaviour of these 
methods. Conclusions and further remarks are addressed in Section 3.5. 
3.2 Strip-Based Domain Decomposition 
We consider the problem (2.1.1) with constant coefficients a(x) _ 1, in the two-
dimensional case. For clarity of presentation, we assume the domain n C JR2 to be 
the unit square (0, 1) x (0, 1). Let 
(3.2.1) 
be a partitioning of this domain into strips ns (s = 1, ... 'ns), such that each ns is 
an open rectangle in JR2 having one dimension equal to 1 and all vertices situated 
on the boundary an (see Figure 3.2.1 left or right). The interface between two 
strips, which we denote by rj (j = 1, · · · , n 8 - 1), is an open line in JR, of length 1. 
We assume shape regularity of the rectangular strips in the sense that there exists 
a maximum rectangle edge ratio 1/ H, such that for every strip ns the width H 8 
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satisfies the double inequality 1 :::; 1/ H 8 :::; 1/ H. We say that the strip aspect ratio 
condition is satisfied with 1/ H. We emphasise that 1/ H 8 may be high, i.e. the 
strips may be long and narrow. We assume that the edges between strips align with 
a given finite element mesh L,;h associated with n (see Figure 3.2.2 left or right). 
Let S~ ( n) be as described in Section 2.1 ( h < H). For every strip ns, we 
consider the restrictions on ns n n of the functions in S~(D), and denote the finite 
element space of these restrictions by S~(08 ). We define S~(D8 ) to be the subspace 
of S~(08 ) consisting of those functions which are zero on the boundary ans n n. We 
also consider the restrictions on ans n n of the functions in S~(D) and denote the 
finite element space of these restrictions by S~ ( ans). For every edge between two 
strips r1 cans, we define S~(f1) to be the subspace of S~(ans) consisting of those 
functions which are zero on ( ans n D) \ f1. 
Furthermore, let f'1 be the domain obtained from the union of the edge between 
two strips f1 with the neighbouring strips ns. Note that the domains f'1 form an 
overlapping covering of n, such that every point in n is contained in at most two 
of these domains. With every such a domain, a subspace of S~(D) is associated: we 
define S~(f'1) as the subspace of S~(D) consisting of those functions with support in 
f'1. Then: 
n 8 -l 
s~(n) = L s~(f'1), (3.2.2) 
1=1 
i.e. for all u E S~(D), there exists a representation, which is not unique, of the form: 
ns-l 
u- "'""'u1 
-L ' 
1=1 
3.2.1 The Strip-Based (SB2) Technique 
(3.2.3) 
We consider the linear system (2.1.8) and write the stiffness matrix A as: 
ns 
where An is the stiffness matrix associated with the finite element nodes in U ns, 
s=l 
ns 
and AEE, the stiffness matrix associated with the finite element nodes on u ansnn. 
s=l 
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Then: 
where In and lEE denote identity matrices, and S = AEE- AjEA!} A1E is the SC 
matrix. 
On the other hand, the matrix A can be split as: 
ns 
A= L)Rsf AsRs, (3.2.4) 
s=l 
where A 8 is the finite element matrix associated with the given problem in the strip 
subregion DS, with zero Dirichlet boundary conditions on ans n 8D and Neumann 
boundary conditions on ans n D, Rs is the restriction matrix from the full vector in 
D to local vectors inns u (8Ds n D), and (R8 )T is the corresponding prolongation 
by zero on the nodes external to ns U (ans n D) (see also (2.2.13)). Therefore we 
can write An as a block-diagonal matrix with block of order s given by AW: 
An = blockdiag ( A~1) = 
0 
FUrthermore, by reordering the nodes, S can be expressed as a block-diagonal 
matrix, with each block corresponding to a boundary ans n D. First, in the SC 
matrix S, we drop all the couplings between different edges fi, to obtain the block-
diagonal matrix: 
blockdiag (Sri) , 
each block Sri corresponding to an edge between two strips fi. Then, we define 
the preconditioner Msb2 for S as follows. For every fi, let ( -82 / 8T2 )ri be the one-
dimensional Laplacian operator with domain of definition HJ(fi), and let c5ri denote 
the discrete operator defined on S~(fi) by: 
where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to the arc-length T along fi, and 
(·, ·)ri is the scalar product in L2 (fi). Note that b"ri represents a finite dimensional 
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approximation of ( -82 / 8r2 )ri. Since Ori is symmetric and positive definite (SPD) 
in the inner product ( ·, · )ri, we can define the square root 0~~2 of Ori (see Bramble 
et al. (1986) [9], pp. 108-109). We denote by Jri the matrix form of 0~~2 , then set 
the approximation for Sri as Jri and the approximation for S as: 
Msb2 = blockdiag ( Jri) . 
We define the preconditioner Bsb2 for the matrix A as: 
Bsb2 = [ lu O ] x [ Au 0 ] x [ lu 
AJEA[} fEE 0 Msb2 0 
(3.2.5) 
The preconditioned matrix is: 
A generic system Bsb2w = r can now be written in terms of block matrices as: 
(3.2.6) 
where wi represents the subvector of w associated with the finite element nodes in 
n, 
U ns, wE represents the subvectors of w associated with the finite element nodes 
s=l 
ns 
on u ans n n, and similarly for ri andrE. The solution w = B~~r can be derived 
s=l 
as follows. 
The SB2 Procedure (algebraic form). 
(I) compute A[}ri and obtain the system equivalent to (3.2.6): 
(3.2.7) 
(II) using A[}ri obtained in (I), solve for wE the system (3.2.7). 
(III) using wE obtained in (II), solve for withe system (3.2.7), by backward sub-
stitution. 
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With the preconditioner Bsb2 we can construct the following iterative method: 
start with u0 as an initial approximation (without restricting the generality we can 
assume the starting approximation to be zero) and generate a sequence of iterates 
u 1 .. · u 1 • • • as follows· 
' ' ' ' . 
This can be interpreted as a Richardson iterative procedure (see e.g. Smith et al. 
(1996) [75], Appendix, or Toselli and Widlund (2004) [80], C. 3). 
Alternatively, since the new preconditioned matrix B~~A is symmetric and non-
negative definite with respect to the a(·,·) scalar product (induced by the SPD 
matrix A), the CG acceleration can be applied as follows (see also Chapter 2): 
• let u0 be an initial iterate, 
T 0 +---- f- Au0 , the initial residual 
w 0 +---- B~~ T 0 , the initial preconditioned residual 
v0 +---- w 0 , the initial search direction 
• for l = 0, 1, · · · 
(wt Tt) 
compute the direction coefficient: Pt +---- - ( vl, ~vl) 
update the iterate: u1+1 +---- u1 - p1v1 
update the residual: T1+1 +---- T1 + p1Av1 
if Tl+l ~ tolerance, then 
update the preconditioned residual: wl+1 +---- B~~Tt+l 
(wl+l Tl+l) 
compute the orthogonalisation coefficient: Qt +---- ( / l) 
w ,T 
update the search direction: vl+1 +---- wl+1 + q1v 1 
else end for. 
The resulting SB2 method has good parallelisation properties and a rate of conver-
gence proportional to 1/v'Ji (see Theorem 3.3.4 and Table 3.4.1). 
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Figure 3.2.1: The horizontal (left) and vertical (right) partitioning into strips of the 
domain n c IR2 . 
Remark 3.2.1 We note that since the interior problems on each strip ns are solved 
exactly, the variables corresponding to the interior of ns can be eliminated from the 
ns 
iterative process, which then can be reduced to a boundary iteration on u ans n n. 
s=l 
The resulting algorithm, though with a convergence rate still proportional to 1/VH, 
is more efficient than the SB2 algorithm presented above, as each iteration does not 
require the solution of interior strip problems (see Chan and Resasco (1987) [26]). 
However, our goal is to obtain a method which is optimal with respect to both 
partitioning parameters H and h. In the ASB2 algorithms to be introduced below, 
the variables corresponding to the interior of the strips will play an essential role, 
and the SB2 procedure as described earlier is preferable. 
3.2.2 The Alternate Strip-Based (ASB2) Technique 
In order to be effective in a parallel environment, the conditioning of the precon-
ditioned system should not deteriorate as the number of subregions (processors) 
increases. We continue our discussion with a two-stage extension of the SB2 tech-
nique, which does not exhibit such growth in the condition number. We assume, 
for instance, that at the first stage the strips are horizontal (i.e. the edges between 
strips align in the horizontal direction Ox), while at the second stage the strips are 
vertical (i.e. the edges between strips align in the vertical direction Oy). Figure 3.2.1 
shows the partitioning of the square n into disjoint, uniform strips at two different 
stages. 
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The Additive Alternate Strip-Based (ASB2a) Algorithm. (1) (2) Let B sb2 and B sb2 
denote the SB2 preconditioner at the first and second stage respectively. It is easy 
to see that n is covered by the following overlapping subdomains: on one hand the 
strips and the edges between strips at the first stage, and on the other hand the strips 
and the edges between strips at the second stage. Therefore Schwarz algorithms can 
be built using the Bsb2 preconditioner. 
The (inexact) additive Schwarz method is: start with u0 as an initial approxi-
mation (without restricting the generality we take this approximation to be zero) 
and generate a sequence of iterates u 1 , · · · , u1, • • • , as follows: 
ul+1/2 f- ul + (B~g)-1(! _ Aul) 
ul+1 f- ul+1/2 + (B~~~2 )-1(! _ Aul). 
This can also be written in one step as: 
and interpreted as a Richardson iterative process with the two-stage SC precondi-
tioner defined by: 
B-1 = (B(1))-1 + (B(2))-1 
asb2 sb2 sb2 · 
The new preconditioned matrix B~i2A can also be used with CG acceleration as 
follows (see also the SB2 method above): 
• let u0 be an initial iterate, 
r 0 t- f- Au0 , the initial residual 
w 0 t- B~i2r0 , the initial preconditioned residual 
v0 t- w 0 , the initial search direction 
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• for l = 0, 1, · · · 
tthd. t' ffi' (wl,rl) compu e e 1rec wn coe c1ent: Pt - - ( vl, Avl) 
update the iterate: u1+1 f- u1 - p1v1 
update the residual: r 1+1 - r 1 + p1Av1 
if r 1+1 2': tolerance, then 
update the preconditioned residual: wl+ 1 - B~l2rl+ 1 
( wl+l, rl+l) 
compute the orthogonalisation coefficient: q1 - -'---.,----'-(wl, rl) 
update the search direction: vl+1 f- w1+1 + q1v1 
else end for. 
The following steps will compute w1 = B~l2r1 (l = 0, 1, · · · ): 
or equivalently: 
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The resulting ASB2a method is optimal in the sense that the rate of convergence 
can be bounded independently of the partitioning parameters H and h (see Theo-
rem 3.3.8 and Table 3.4.2). 
Moreover, the ASB2a algorithm can be modified such that at the second stage the 
calculations are reduced to a coarser grid. The two-grid approach combines two ideas 
that lead to rapid convergence: the smoothing of the high frequency components 
of the error, and the coarse grid correction of the low energy components. Let 
H 8 = H, for all s = 1, · · · , n 8 , and let E 2Ph C · · · C E 2h C Eh be a set of nested 
uniform square grids associated with the original domain n, such that 1 ::;: p and 
2Ph < H. Figure 3.2.2 shows the partitioning of the square 0 into disjoint, uniform 
strips ~V at two different stages, with two levels of mesh-refinement. In order to 
describe the two-grid algorithm, we introduce the restriction R from grid Eh to 
grid E 2Ph and the interpolation (prolongation, extension) P = RT from grid E 2Ph to 
grid Eh. The prolongation and restriction operators can be defined blockwise, each 
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block corresponding to a strip or to an edge between two strips. For A, the coarse 
grid reduced operator Ac is defined either by rediscretisation of the problem on the 
coarse grid ~2Ph, or by the relation Ac = RAP. Finally, let B{b2 denote the SB2 
preconditioner when the domain n is partitioned into horizontal strips and the grid 
is fine, and B~b2 denote the SB2 preconditioner when the domain n is partitioned 
into vertical strips and the grid is coarse. Then, in the ASB2a procedures above we 
can replace (B;~~)- 1 by P(B~b2 )- 1 R, and (B~~~)- 1 by (B{b2)-1 . 
Figure 3.2.2: The horizontal (left) and vertical (right) partitioning into strips of the 
domain n c JR2 ' with two levels of mesh refinement. 
The Two-Grid Alternate Strip-Based (ASB29a) Algorithm. The new ad-
ditive two-grid method is: start with u0 as an initial approximation (without re-
stricting the generality we take this to be zero) and generate a sequence of iterates 
u 1 . . . u1 • • • as follows· 
' ' ' ' . 
ul+1/2 +-- ut + P(B~b2)-1 R(!- Aut) 
ul+1 +-- u/+1/2 + (B{b2)-1(!- Aut). 
This can also be written as: 
When this scheme is used to define a preconditioner for the CG method, the inverse 
of the new two-grid SC preconditioner is: 
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The preconditioned SC matrix is B~sl2gA. The resulting ASB2ga method is also 
optimal in the sense that the rate of convergence can be bounded independently of 
the partitioning parameters H and h (see Theorem 3.3.11 and Table 3.4.3). 
Remark 3.2.2 We note two different possibilities that arise from the strip-splitting 
of the domain at the coarse level of the ASB2ga algorithm. First, if the same number 
of strips is maintained at both stages, then the size of the strip-subproblems at the 
coarse stage reduces by increasing the size of the coarse mesh. On the other hand, 
there is the possibility of reducing the number of strips while increasing the mesh 
size. The latter situation occurs, for instance, when at the coarse stage each strip 
is of width 2H while the mesh size is equal to H. Another case is that when the 
coarse strip is the whole domain and the size of the coarse mesh is equal to H. 
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In this section, we analyse the behaviour of the strip-based preconditioners intro-
duced in Section 3.2. In view of Theorem 2.1.3, we first collect some technical tools 
which will be used to prove our main results, then we state and prove the theorems 
concerning the spectral condition for the relevant operators in the PCG iterations 
described in Section 3.2. Throughout this section the notation introduced in Sec-
tion 3.2 is maintained. Also, C and c denote generic positive constants which are 
independent of the partitioning parameters H and h. The actual values of these 
constants may not necessarily be the same in any two occurrences. Further notation 
is explained as it occurs. 
We decompose functions u E S~(D) as: 
(3.3.1) 
where 
ns 
ui E VI= E9 S~(08 ) 
s=l 
is the solution of the problem: 
a(ui, v) = (f, v), Vv E VI. 
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Note that this is equivalent to solving independently for each ns the following local 
problem: find ui E S~(r28 ), such that: 
a(u!, v) = (f, v), Vv E S~(r28 ). 
We denote by uE = u-ui the part of the solution u which lies in the orthogonal 
complement of VI in S~(rl): 
VE = {u E S~(fl)/ a(u, v) = 0, Vv E VI}. 
The function uE E vE is the piecewise discrete harmonic function in S~(n), and 
the value of uE in n is uniquely determined by its value on the global interface 
ns u ans n n between all strips (see also Section 2.2). From the definition of VE, we 
s=l 
deduce: 
a(uE, v) = (f, v)- a(ui, v), Vv E S~(n), 
or equivalently, when vE E V E is similarly defined as uE, 
Note that: 
(3.3.2) 
Next, we consider the bilinear form a(·,·) on S~(n) x S~(n) defined by first 
setting: 
a8 (u, v) = { Vu · Vvdx, lns 
for every s = 1, · · · , ns, then writing: 
ns 
a(u, v) = 2: a8 (u, v). 
s=l 
(3.3.3) 
(3.3.4) 
It can be shown that the bilinear form a(-, ·) is equivalent to a(·, ·) (see e.g. Quar-
teroni and Valli (1999) [66], Section 2.4, also discussion in Section 2.2). Thus we can 
drop the tilde from this notation. The bilinear form a(uE, uE) can now be analysed 
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using the fractional order Sobolev seminorm on the boundaries of all strips: 
ns 
L JuJ~l/2(an•)' 
s=l 
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where JuJHl/2(an•) denotes the fractional seminorm of ulan• = uEJan• given by: 
(3.3.5) 
where~ and T denote arc-length along 80 8 (see e.g. Xu and Zou (1998) [87], p. 866). 
For every edge between two strips fi c 80 8 , let 
where~ and T denote arc-length along fi. The associated space: 
1/2 . 2 . 2 H (fJ) = {u E L (P)JJuJHl/2(ri) < oo} 
is equipped with the norm: 
(see e.g. Xu and Zou (1998) [87], p. 868). 
On the other hand, let ui E S~(fi), and let JJuiJJH~~2(ri) be the norm given by 
(2.2.9), or equivalently, by: 
where dist( T, ()fi) represents the distance of T to the end-points of fi. It can be 
shown that, when uj is a smooth function defined on 808 ' with support contained 
in the edge rj c 808 ' 
(3.3.6) 
(see e.g. Bramble et al. (1986) [9], p. 112, or Xu and Zou (1998) [87], p. 868). 
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Furthermore, if uJ E S~ (fJ), then the following equivalence holds: 
(see e.g. Bramble et al. (1986) [9], p. 113). 
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(3.3.7) 
Now we can define the bilinear form bsb2 ( ·, ·) associated with the preconditioner 
Bsb2 as: 
(3.3.8) 
where for every edge between two strips fJ, uJ is equal to uEiri on fJ, and zero on 
an and on all the other strip boundaries, and yJ is similarly defined as uJ. 
The process of obtaining the solution wE S~(D) of 
bsb2(w, v) = (r, v), Vv E S~(D), 
is equivalent to the following procedure. 
The SB2 Procedure (continuous form). 
(I) for every strip ns c D, solve for w~ E S~(D8 ) the following equation: 
This can be done independently and in parallel for all ns. 
(II) for every edge between two strips fJ, solve for wJ E S~(fJ) the following 
equation: 
where vJ = vE I ri. This can be done independently and in parallel for all fJ. 
(III) for every strip DS, extend the values of wJ, determined in (I I), discrete har-
monically into ns. That is solve for w~ E S~(D.s) the following homogeneous 
equation: 
with w~ given by wj from (II) on fJ c ans. Then, set the solution Ws E 
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8~(0.8 ) as W 8 = w! + wf. Again, this can be done independently for all ~zs. 
Next, we define the bilinear form basb2 ( ·, ·) associated with the preconditioner 
Basb2 as follows. Let b~~~(-, ·)and b~~~(-, ·)represent the bilinear form (3.3.8) associ-
ated with the preconditioners B;i~ and B;~~ respectively. We define: 
basb2(u, v) = b~~~(u, v) + b~~~(u, v), Vu, v E S~(n). (3.3.9) 
Analogously, in order to define the bilinear form basb2g ( ·, ·) associated with the 
preconditioner Basb2g, let b~b2 (·, ·)and btb2(·, ·)denote the bilinear form (3.3.8) asso-
ciated with the preconditioners B~b2 and B{b2 respectively. We define: 
Vu, v E S~(n). (3.3.10) 
Lemma 3.3.1 Let n = (0, 1) X (0, 1) be the unit square and let ns = (0, 1) X (0, H) 
be a strip in the partitioning (3.2.1) of fl. For all u E H 1(0 8 ), the following estimates 
hold: 
( i) if u is equal to zero along one side of size H of ns, then: 
(ii) if u is equal to zero along one side of size 1 of ns, then: 
(iii) if rj is an edge of size 1 in ans, and lluiiL2(ri) represents the L2 (rJ)-norm of 
ub, then: 
(iv) if u E H 1(0), then: 
In each of the estimates ( i) - ( iv), C denotes a generic positive constant which is 
independent of the function u and the partitioning parameter H. 
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Proof: These estimates can be obtained by direct integration and the Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality. See Appendix for details. 0 
Lemma 3.3.2 Let ns be a generic strip in the (3.2.1) partitioning of n and fJ 
denote a generic interface between two strips. If ii E S~(rl) is discrete harmonic in 
ns, u = iilan•, and a8 (·, ·)is defined by (3.3.3), then: 
a
8 (ii, ii) ~ C L (b~~2 u, u)ri. 
rican• 
Proof: See Bramble et al. (1986) [9], Lemma 3.2 (ii). 0 
Lemma 3.3.3 Let u be a continuous, piecewise quadratic function defined on the 
finite element mesh ~h of the domain n. If Jhu is its piecewise linear interpolant 
on the same mesh, then: 
where ns is a generic strip in the (3.2.1) partitioning of n. The same type of bounds 
hold for the L2 , H 112 , and H~t2 norms. 
Proof: See Dryja and Widlund (1994) [37], Lemma 4. 0 
Theorem 3.3.4 For the SB2 preconditioning technique, the relative condition num-
ber !i:(B.;b~A) grows linearly as 1/ H, i.e. 
(B-IA) _ Amax(B.;b~A) < C ii: sb2 - , (B-IA) - H · 
Amin sb2 
Proof: Throughout this proof we maintain the notation adopted when defining 
(3.3.8). In order to show that the relative condition number satisfies !i:(B.;b~A) < 
C/ H, by Theorem 2.1.3, it suffices to show that: 
cHbsb2(u, u) ~ a(u, u) ~ Cbsb2(u, u), V'u E S~(rl). (3.3.11) 
Note that, by the definition (3.3.8), of bsb2(·, ·), and the representation (3.3.2), of 
a(·,·), in order to prove (3.3.11), we only need to show that: 
(3.3.12) 
j j 
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Let ns denote a generic strip in the (3.2.1) partitioning of 0. The right hand-
side inequality in (3.3.12) follows through the representation (3.3.4) of a(·,·) and 
Lemma 3.3.2: 
ns 
a(uE, uE) = L as(uE, uE) 
s=l 
Next, we show that the left hand-side inequality in (3.3.12) holds. Let u = 
u1 + uE be the (3.3.1) decomposition of u. For uE, we construct a representation 
of the form (3.2.3): 
where u1 E S~(f'1), with S~(f'1) as in (3.2.2). We derive this representation as 
follows. Let 'r/J denote a continuous, piecewise linear function on the finite element 
nodes of ans' that is zero at the ends of rJ c ans and everywhere else on ans \ rJ' 
0 ::::; 'r/J ::::; 1, and its gradient is of order 0(1). If Jh is the finite element interpolation 
operator onto the space S~(8D.8 ) and U 8 = uEian•, then we define: 
Note that if { 'r/J} form a partition of unity, then 
Then we may choose u1 as the discrete harmonic extension of u1 in f'J, extended by 
( 1/2 . zero to the rest of D.. By Lemma 3.3.3 for the Hao norm), when v = 'r/Jus (note that 
this is a continuous, piecewise quadratic function), in order to estimate iiu1 11 2 1; 2 . , Hoo (rJ) 
it suffices to estimate llvll 2 1; 2 .• We assume for simplicity that rJ = (0, 1). We Hoo (rJ) 
divide the interval [ 0, 1 J into two intervals of length 1 I 2: ( 0, 1 I 2] and ( 1 I 2, 1 J and take 
the tensor product (0, 1] Q$}(0, 1]. The double integral in the definition of llvll 2 112 . Hoo (fl) 
is then split into a sum of four double integrals. Due to the symmetry, we only need 
to consider one of them. We consider the diagonal term corresponding to the set 
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[0, 1/2] x [0, 1/2] and use the identity: 
v(~)- v(T) = 2~u8 (~)- 2TU8 (T) 
= (~ + T)(u8 (~)- U8 (T)) + (~- T)(u8 (~) + u 8 (T)). 
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality applied twice, we obtain: 
Therefore: 
Now, we consider the single integral in the definition of llvll 2 1; 2 . : Hoo (rJ) 
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In this case, due to the symmetry, we only need to consider the following four single 
integrals: 
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Therefore: 
By the above evaluations, we obtain: 
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From the above estimate, Lemma 3.3.1 (iii) and (i), and the left hand-side inequality 
in Theorem 2.2.3, we deduce: 
L lluill~~~2(fJ):::; C L lluslll2(fJ) + C L lusi~I/2(fJ) 
f) cans f) cans f) cans 
:::; C ( ~ lluEIIl2(ns) + HluEI1-l(ns)) + CluEI1-l(ns) 
:::; C (~ + 1) luEI1-l(n•)· 
Thus, through the equivalence (3.3.7) and the definition (3.3.3) of a8 (·, ·), 
L (b~~2ui, ui)fj :::; C ( ~ + 1) a8 (uE, uE). 
Pcan• 
Since every fi is shared by only two strips !V, after summing over all !V c n, 
through the representation (3.3.4) of a(·,·), we obtain: 
""' 1/2 · · ( 1 ) E E L..,.(bfj u1 , u1 )fj :::; C H + 1 a(u , u ), 
J 
which is equivalent to the left hand-side inequality in (3.3.12). 
Therefore, by Theorem 2.1.3 for the preconditioner Bsb2 , 1/.Amin(B.;b~A) grows 
linearly as 1/ H. Since 1/ Amax(B;b~A) :::; C, we conclude that: 
~>:(B;b~A):::; C/H. o 
Remark 3.3.5 We observe that in the proof of Theorem 3.3.4, when ns is a strip 
with only one edge in the interior of the domain n and the remaining edges on the 
boundary 80, we can apply Lemma 3.3.1 (ii) instead of (i). Thus, for this strip: 
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Lemma 3.3.6 Let Q2Ph : L2 (D) ---+ s2PH(D) be the £ 2-projection associated with 
S2Ph(D) (h ~ 2Ph ~ H, p E N). Then, for all u E H 1(D), the following estimates 
hold: 
and 
Proof: See e.g. Bramble and Xu (1991) [12], Section 3. For related results we also 
refer to Xu (1989) [84] and (1991) [85]. D 
Lemma 3.3. 7 Let Q2Ph : L2 (D) ---+ s2PH(D) be the £ 2-projection associated with 
S2Ph(D) (h ~ 2Ph < H, p E N). Then, for all u E S~(D), 
Proof: The proof of this result is based on the observation that the ASB2a precon-
ditioner is obtained in two stages such that the interfaces between strips at one stage 
are perpendicular on the interfaces between strips at the other stage. Throughout 
this proof we maintain the notation adopted when defining (3.3.8). 
First, we show that for any U 0 E S~(D), 
(3.3.13) 
Then, by replacing h by 2Ph and taking U 0 = Q2Phu in the above estimate, the lemma 
follows, through the definition of a(·,·) and the second estimate in Lemma 3.3.6. 
Let u1 = u{ + uf be the (3.3.1) decomposition of U 0 at the first stage, and 
u 2 = u~ + uf be the (3.3.1) decomposition of U 0 at the second stage. By the 
definition (3.3.9) of basb2 (·, ·), u{ and u~ are solved exactly. It remains to show that: 
b(l) ( E E) b(2) ( E E) C ( ) sb2 Ul 'Ul + sb2 U2 'U2 ~ a Uo, Uo · (3.3.14) 
The proof of this estimate involves some auxiliary results from Chapter 4 (see also 
Remark 4.3.7). Let r be the union of the interfaces between strips at the first stage 
and the interfaces between strips at the second stage. Then r can be regarded 
as consisting of overlapping vertex-regions, such that each region is cross-shaped, 
is centered at a vertex-point, and contains parts of the interfaces between strips 
that are within a distance H from that vertex. Thus at most two such regions 
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overlap and the overlap is uniform of order O(H). Let rv denote a generic vertex-
region as described above, restricted to the boundary an: of a generic subdomain 
Of representing the intersection of a strip at the first stage with a strip at the second 
stage. Let fil and fh denote a generic edge between two strips at the first and at 
the second stage respectively, such that rv c fil U fh. We introduce the following 
notation: f'v = f'JI n f'h and S~(f'v) = S~(f'J1 ) n S~(fh), with S~(f'h) and S~(fh) 
as in (3.2.2). If U0 represents the discrete harmonic extension in the sense described 
in Section 2.2.1 of the restriction Uolr into n, then we derive a representation: 
- "'""' - v .U0 =~U, 
v 
where u.v E S~(f'v). We construct this representation as follows. Let 'T}v be a 
continuous, piecewise linear function on the finite element nodes of n that is zero 
on the finite element nodes of the boundary atv and everywhere else on n \ f'v' 0 ::; 
'T}v ::; 1, and its gradient is of order 0(1/ H). If Jh is the finite element interpolation 
operator onto the space S~(n), then we define: 
Note that if { 'TJv} form a partition of unity, then: 
- "'""' - v U 0 = ~u.
v 
We proceed to bound the energies of the parts of 1F associated with the elements 
in Eh. If fjv is the average of 'T}v on a single mesh-element ah, then: 
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we can write: 
(3.3.15) 
Since lliJviiL=(a-h) < 1, the first term on the right hand-side of the inequality in 
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(3.3.15) can be bounded as: 
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(3.3.16) 
For the second term on the right hand-side of the inequality in (3.3.15), from an the 
inverse estimate, the weighted norm on element ah of diameter h, and the bound on 
the gradient of 'f}v, we obtain: 
Since each ah is associated with only four iiv, from (3.3.15), (3.3.16), and (3.3.17), 
we deduce: 
After summing with respect to ah, we obtain: 
L liivl~l(Oj) ~ Cliial~l(Oi) + C ~2 lliialli2(0f)· 
rvc&Of 
We choose uv to be the discrete harmonic extension of uv = iivlrv in f'v, extended 
by zero to the rest of D. Then, the last estimate and the minimisation property 
(2.2.5, of discrete harmonic functions, imply: 
Thus, by the left hand-side inequality in Theorem 2.2.3 and Lemma 4.3.1 (i), 
From this estimate, by the definition (2.2.9), we deduce: 
Since each rv is shared by only four subdomains Di, after summing over all Df c D, 
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by the minimisation property of discrete harmonic functions, we obtain: 
L lluvll~~~2(rv) :S Ca(iio, iio) :S Ca(uo, Uo), 
v 
from which (3.3.14) follows. 0 
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Theorem 3.3.8 For the ASB2a preconditioning technique, the relative condition 
number K:(B~t2A) is bounded independently of the partitioning parameters H and 
h, i.e. 
Proof: This proof is based on the observation that the ASB2a preconditioner is of 
overlapping Schwarz type. In order to bound the condition number K:(B~t2A), we 
need to find upper and lower bounds for the spectrum of B~t2A. To this end, we 
use Theorem 2.1.3 for the preconditioner BasbZ· Throughout this proof we maintain 
the notation adopted when defining (3.3.8) and (3.3.9). 
First, we derive an upper bound for Amax(B~t2A) as follows. Let u E S~(D), 
and let b~g(-, ·)and b~~~(-, ·)represent the bilinear form (3.3.8) associated with the 
preconditioners B~~~ and B~~~ respectively. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and 
Theorem 3.3.4, 
a(u, u) ::; C (a(u, u) + a(u, u)) 
::; C (b~~~(u, u) + b~~~(u, u)). 
From this estimate, the definition (3.3.9) of basbz( ·, · ), and Theorem 2.1.3 for the 
preconditioner Basbz, it follows that: 
(3.3.18) 
Next step of our proof is to determine a lower bound for Amin(B~t2A). Let 
u 1 = u{ + uf be the (3.3.1) decomposition of u at the first stage, and Uz = u~ + uf 
be the (3.3.1) decomposition of u at the second stage. By the definition (3.3.9) of 
basbz(·, ·), u{ and u~ are solved exactly. It remains to show that: 
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As in the proof of Lemma 3.3. 7 above, we denote by r the union of the interfaces 
between strips at the first stage and the interfaces between strips at the second 
stage, and by Of, a generic subdomain representing the intersection of a strip at the 
first stage with a strip at the second stage. Let ii represent the discrete harmonic 
extension in the sense described in Section 2.2.1 of the restriction uJr into n, and 
let llo = QH;2ii be the L2-projection of ii onto s~/2(0), and Uo = iiolr· Then, by 
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Lemma 3.3. 7, 
Since, by the minimisation property (2.2.5), of discrete harmonic functions, 
a(ii, ii) :::; Ca(u, u), 
it remains to show that: 
(3.3.19) 
We demonstrate that: 
b(l) (- - - - ) < c (- -) sb2 U- U 0 , U- U 0 _ a U, U (3.3.20) 
and 
b(2) (- - - - ) < c (- -) sb2 U - U 0 , U - U 0 _ a u, U . (3.3.21) 
Let w = ii- ii0 . At the first stage, for w, we construct a representation of the form 
(3.2.3): 
as follows. Let ry1 be a continuous, piecewise linear function on the finite element 
nodes of n that is zero on the finite element nodes of the boundary af'j (hence at 
the ends off} as well) and everywhere else on O\f'1, 0:::; ry1 :::; 1, and li'Vry11lvX>(f'i):::; 
C /H. If Jh is the finite element interpolation operator onto the space S~(O), then 
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we define: 
Note that if { 17i} form a partition of unity, then 
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We proceed to bound the energies of the parts of u.i associated with the elements 
in ~h. Since the gradient of 17i is of order 0 ( 1/ H), if fjj is the average of 17i on a 
single mesh-element ah, then: 
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we can write: 
1- j 12 I Ih ( j ) 12 U Hl(ah) = 1] W Hl(ah) (3.3.22) 
~ 2J~wJ~I(ah) + 2Jlh(fjj -1]i)wJ~l(ah)· 
Since JJfiiJJL=(ah) ~ 1, the first term on the right hand-side of the inequality in 
(3.3.22) can be bounded as: 
(3.3.23) 
For the second term on the right hand-side of the inequality in (3.3.22), the inverse 
estimate in Lemma (2.1.2), the weighted norm on element ah of diameter h, and the 
bound on the gradient of 1]1 imply: 
2J!h(fjj - 1Ji)wJ~l(ah) ~ C : 2JJ!h(fjj - 1Ji)wJJi2(ah) 
~ C ~2JJwJJi2(ah)· (3.3.24) 
Since each ah is associated with only two ui, from (3.3.22), (3.3.23) and (3.3.24), 
we deduce: 
L JuiJ~I(ah) ~ CJwJ~I(ah) + C ~2 JJwJJi2(ah)· 
rican• 
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When we sum over all ah c 0 8 , we obtain: 
L lujl~l(n•) ::::; Clwl~l(n•) + C ~2 llwlli2(n•)· 
ric an• 
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We choose u.J as the discrete harmonic extension of uJ = uJ lri into fJ, extended by 
zero to the rest of 0. Then, the last estimate and the minimisation property (2.2.5), 
of discrete harmonic functions, imply: 
L liijl~l(n•) ::::; Clwl~l(n•) + C ~2 llwlli2(n•)· 
rican• 
From this estimate, through the equivalence (3.3.6) and the left hand-side inequality 
in Theorem 2.2.3, we deduce: 
L llujll~~~2(ri)::::; C L lujl~l/2(an•) 
ri can• ri can• 
::::; Clwl~l(n•) + C ~2 llwlli2(n•)· 
Since every fJ is shared by only two strips ns, after summing over all ns c 0, 
Lemma 3.3.6 implies: 
L llujll~~~2(ri) ::::; Clwl~l(n) + C ~2 llwlli2(n) 
j (3.3.25) 
Then, through the equivalence (3.3.7), the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for the de-
composition of n into nonoverlapping strips ns' and the definition (3.3.3) of a8 (·,. ), 
we obtain: 
::::; c 2: ca8 (u, u). 
n•cn 
Thus, by the representation (3.3.4) of a(·,·), 
~("'112 j J) ·<C (- -) L......t uri u , u r1 _ a u, u , 
j 
from which (3.3.20) follows. Analogously, at the second stage, we obtain (3.3.21). 
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Next, through the definition (3.3.9) of basb2(·, ·), (3.3.20) and (3.3.21) imply (3.3.19). 
Therefore, by Theorem 2.1.3 for the preconditioner Basb2, Amin(B~i2A) is bounded 
independently of the partitioning parameters Hand h. Since (3.3.18) also holds, we 
conclude that: 
Remark 3.3.9 We note that the arguments used to prove Theorem 3.3.8 cannot be 
applied to prove the growth of order 0(1/ H) for K:(B~~A) in Theorem 3.3.4. This is 
because, for Theorem 3.3.4, in the proof of Theorem 3.3.8 u- U0 must be replaced 
by u. Therefore, through the Poincare- Friedrichs inequality, (3.3.25) becomes: 
L llu1 ll~;t2<r1 ) ~ Clultl(n) + C ~2 lliilli2(n) 
j 
This leads to an upper bound of order 0(1/ H 2 ) for K:(B~~A). 
Remark 3.3.10 We mention here that (3.3.19) also follows from Lemma 3.3.6 and 
(3.3.13), as: 
However, we chose to show that (3.3.20) and (3.3.21) also hold. 
Theorem 3.3.11 For the ASB29a preconditioning technique, the relative condition 
number K:(B~8i29A) is bounded independently of the partitioning parameters Hand 
h, i.e. 
A (B-1 A) K:(B-l A) = max asb2g < C. 
asb2g A . (B-l A) -
mm asb2g 
Proof: We can prove this result in a similar manner as Theorem 3.3.8 above, by 
simply replacing the functions at first stage by those at the coarse level, and the 
functions at the second stage by those at the fine level. However, we present here 
a different approach for bounding the minimum eigenvalue, which is based on the 
observation that the ASB29a preconditioner is of a two-level type. This argument is 
also valid for Theorem 3.3.8, with the corresponding change of notation. Moreover, 
in view of Remark 3.3.9, this approach can be regarded as an extension of the 
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argument used to demonstrate Theorem 3.3.4. Throughout this proof we maintain 
the notation adopted when defining (3.3.8) and (3.3.10). 
First, we derive an upper bound for Amax(B~~29A) as follows. Let u E S~(n), 
and let b~b2 (·, ·)and b{b2(·, ·)represent the bilinear form (3.3.8) associated with the 
preconditioners B~b2 and B{b2 respectively. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and 
Theorem 3. 3.4 , 
a(u, u)::; C (a(u, u) + a(u, u)) 
::; C (b~b2 (u, u) + b{b2(u, u)) . 
Thus, through the definition (3.3.10) of basb29 (·, ·), and Theorem 2.1.3 for the pre-
conditioner Basb2g, 
(3.3.26) 
Next, we find a lower bound for Amin(B;8~29A). Let UJ = u} + uf be the (3.3.1) 
decomposition of u at the fine stage, and Uc = u~ +uf be the (3.3.1) decomposition 
ofu at the coarse stage. By the definition (3.3.10) of basb29 (·, ·), u} and u~ are solved 
exactly. It remains to show that: 
As in the proofs of Lemma 3.3. 7 and Theorem 3.3.8 above, let r be the union of the 
interfaces between strips at the first stage and the interfaces between strips at the 
second stage, and Of denote a generic subdomain representing the intersection of a 
strip at the first stage with a strip at the second stage. Let ii represent the discrete 
harmonic extension in the sense described in Section 2.2.1 of the restriction ulr into 
0, and let U0 = QHj2U be the £ 2-projection of U onto 8~;2 (0), and U 0 = llolr· 
Then, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Lemma 3.3.7, 
::; Cbasb2g(ii- U0 , U- iio) + Cbasb2g(iio, iio) 
= Cbasb2g(ii- U0 , U- iio) + Cbasb2(iio, iio) 
::; Cbasb2g(ii- U0 , ii- U0 ) + Ca(ii, ii). 
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Since, by the minimisation property (2.2.5), of discrete harmonic functions, 
a(u, u) ::; Ca(u, u), 
it remains to show that: 
We demonstrate that: 
and 
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(3.3.27) 
(3.3.28) 
(3.3.29) 
Let w = u- U0 . At the fine stage, we proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3.3.4, 
where we take us = wlans. Then we obtain: 
From the above estimate, Lemma 3.3.1 (iii), and the left hand-side inequality in 
Theorem 2.2.3, we deduce: 
L lluill~~b2(ri) ::; C L lluslll2(1i) + C L lusi1I/2(1i) 
1i cans 1i cans 1i can• 
::; C ~ llwlll2(ns) + Clwl~~(ns)· 
Since every fi is shared by only two strips ns, after summing over all ns c n, 
Lemma 3.3.6 implies: 
L lluill~~~2(ri) ::; C ~ llwlll2(n) + Clwl~~(n) 
j 
Then, through the equivalence (3.3.7), the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for the de-
composition of n into nonoverlapping strips ns, and the definition (3.3.3) of as(·,·), 
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we obtain: 
~ C L a8 (ii, ii). 
f"l'CO 
Thus, by the representation (3.3.4) of a(·,·), 
"-(.rl/2 j j) . c (- -) L uri u , u r1 ~ a u, u , 
j 
from which (3.3.28) follows. Analogously, at the coarse stage, we obtain (3.3.29). 
Next, through the definition (3.3.10) of basb2g( ·, · ), (3.3.28) and (3.3.29) imply (3.3.27). 
Therefore, by Theorem 2.1.3 for the preconditioner Basb2g, Amin(B~129A) is bounded 
independently of the partitioning parameters Hand h. Since (3.3.26) also holds, we 
conclude that: 
3.4 Numerical Estimates 
The purpose of this section is to illustrate the efficiency of the ASB2 preconditioners 
when solving equations of the form (2.1.1) by the PCG method. 
Example 3.4.1 We solve the Poisson equation: 
{ 
-~u(x) = f(x) in D = (0, 1) X (0, 1) 
u(x) = 0 on an. 
In the computations, at each stage the unit square n is partitioned into n8 = 1/ H 
equal strips. The mesh size is h for the fine grid, and H /2 for the coarse grid. The 
iteration counts are for a reduction in error of w-4 . 
Discussion: Table 3.4.1 indicates that for the SB2 preconditioning technique, the 
relative condition number grows linearly as the number of strips, 1/ H, and for a 
fixed number of strips it remains bounded independently of the mesh parameter h 
(see Theorem 3.3.4). Table 3.4.2 illustrates the theoretical results for the ASB2a 
preconditioning technique, that is the relative condition number can be bounded 
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Table 3.4.1: Condition number and iteration counts for SB2 . 
1/ H = n8 1/h = 64 128 256 
2 4.3606 10 4.3612 10 4.3613 10 
4 6.0980 12 6.0991 12 6.0994 12 
8 10.7012 16 10.7035 16 10.7040 16 
16 20.6269 23 20.6314 23 20.6324 23 
Table 3.4.2: Condition number and iteration counts for ASB2a. 
1/ H = ns 1/h = 64 128 256 
2 3.2545 8 3.4449 9 3.6298 9 
4 3.1775 8 3.3734 9 3.5636 9 
8 3.0088 8 3.2027 8 3.4000 9 
16 2.9020 8 3.0188 8 3.2065 8 
Table 3.4.3: Condition number and iteration counts for ASB2ga· 
1/ H = n 8 1/h = 64 128 256 
2 4.1725 10 4.1788 10 4.1816 10 
4 4.2897 10 4.3078 10 4.3151 10 
8 4.3498 10 4.3900 10 4.4058 10 
16 4.3755 10 4.4306 10 4.4601 10 
independently of both partitioning parameters H and h (see Theorem 3.3.8). For 
the ASB29a preconditioning technique, in Table 3.4.3, although the relative condition 
number seems to increase slightly with 1/ H, the growth is asymptotic towards a 
value which has not yet been reached, thus it can also be bounded independently of 
the partitioning parameters Hand h (see Theorem 3.3.11). The condition numbers 
in Table 3.4.2 are smaller than those in Table 3.4.3. However, the two-grid method 
has the advantage that the subproblems defined on the coarse grid are significantly 
smaller than those on the fine grid. 
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3.5 Summary 
In this chapter, we have designed a perfectly scalable DD strategy for solving the 
symmetric elliptic boundary value problem (2.1.1) in two dimensions, when the do-
main is partitioned into long and narrow strips. The (two-stage) ASB2 method 
presented here achieves scalability, and therefore optimal convergence properties, 
by alternating the (one-stage) SB2 solver (obtained from direct solvers on the strip 
subproblems and the }-operator on the edges between strips) in the horizontal direc-
tion, with the SB2 solver in the vertical direction. However, since the interior strip 
problems are solved exactly, to machine precision, this is an expensive computa-
tional procedure. Moreover, when the coefficients of the given problem are varying, 
preconditioners with smaller subdomains would better reflect the behaviour of the 
coefficients and give rise to more rapidly convergent algorithms. In the case of 
smooth coefficients, an alternative approach is to employ the overlapping Schwarz 
methods to solve the independent strip subproblems. When the coefficients are 
varying rapidly, the convergence estimates for well designed nonoverlapping DD al-
gorithms are similar to those for smooth coefficients as long as the jumps align with 
subdomain boundaries. 
Chapter 4 
Alternate Strip-Based 
Subst:ructuring Algorithms for 
Symmetric Elliptic PDE's in 2D 
4.1 Introduction 
The strip-based substructuring methods to be presented in this chapter are DD pre-
conditioning techniques for the SC system (2.2.10) in the two-dimensional case, and 
may be viewed as simple generalisations of the two-subdomain iterative substructur-
ing technique with the ]-operator (see Section 2.2) to the case of a decomposition 
of 0 C IR2 into multiple nonoverlapping subdomains with interior vertices. In view 
of the strip based solvers introduced in Chapter 3, the separate treatment of the 
vertices is avoided by assembling the subdomains of the original decomposition into 
nonoverlapping strips such that: the ends of the strips are on the boundary of the 
given domain, the interfaces between strips (i.e. edges shared by two strips) align 
with the edges of the subdomains, and their union contains all of the interior vertices 
of the initial decomposition. Thus, the global interface between the subdomains can 
be partitioned as the union of edges between strips and edges between subdomains 
inside the same strip (edges do not include their end-points). For the subproblems 
corresponding to the various edges, the ]-operator is used. Global coupling is again 
achieved in two stages. At each stage the strips change such that the interfaces 
between strips at one stage are perpendicular on the interfaces between strips at 
the other stage. The two stages allow the use of a two-grid V-cycle and guarantee a 
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good rate of convergence of the preconditioned iterative procedures, which is opti-
mal with respect to the partitioning parameters. These new techniques have natural 
extensions for three-dimensional problems (see Chapter 5). 
The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. In Section 4.2, we describe 
and give a brief account of the behaviour of the strip-based substructuring (SBS2 ), 
and of the alternate strip-based substructuring (ASBS2 ) preconditioning techniques. 
These are further analysed in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4, the performance of these 
DD methods is illustrated by numerical evaluations. This chapter is summarised in 
Section 4.5. 
4.2 Strip-Based Substructuring 
We consider the problem (2.1.1) in the two-dimensional case. For clarity of exposi-
tion, we assume n = (0, 1) X (0, 1). Let (2.2.1) be the initial partitioning of n into 
subdomains such that each subdomain is an open square of uniform size 0 < H < 1 
(see Figure 2.2.1). In every subdomain, we consider the coefficient a(x) of (2.1.1) to 
be constant. We assemble the nonoverlapping subdomains in the initial partitioning 
of n into disjoint strips, ns' such that: the vertices of each strip are on the boundary 
an, the interfaces between strips, rj' align with the edges of the subdomains, and 
the union of these interfaces contains all of the vertices of the initial partitioning 
(see Figure 4.2.1 left or right). Thus the strips ns form a partitioning of the form 
( 3. 2.1) of 0. We denote by Of c ns a generic su bdomain inside the strip ns, and 
by rk a generic edge between two subdomains Of inside the same strip ns. The 
strips ns are open rectangles in IR?, and the edges ri and r k are open lines in lR of 
length 1 and H respectively. If r is the global interface between all subdomains in 
the initial partitioning of n, then: 
Let S~(O) be as defined in Section 2.1 (h < H). As in Section 3.2, for every strip 
ns' we consider the restrictions on fls n n of the functions in s~ ( n)' and denote 
the finite element space of these restrictions by 8~(08 ). We define 8~(08 ) to be the 
subspace of 8~(08 ) consisting of those functions which are zero on the boundary 
ans n n. Next, for every subdomain Of c ns, we consider the restrictions on Of n n 
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of the functions in s~ ( ns)' and denote the finite element space of these restrictions by 
S~(Oi). We define S~(Oi) to be the subspace of S~(Oi) consisting of those functions 
which are zero on the boundary an: n 0. We also consider the restrictions on r 
of the functions in S~(O) and denote the finite element space of these restrictions 
by S~(r). We define: S~(ans), S~(aOi), S~(aOf n 0 8 ), S~(fJ), and S~(rk) as the 
subspaces of S~(r) consisting of those functions which are zero on r \ ans, r \an:, 
r \ (aOf n 0 8 ), r \ fJ, and r \ rk respectively. 
Furthermore, let i\ be the domain obtained from the union of rk with the 
neighbouring regions Of inside the strip ns, and fJ be the domain obtained from 
the union of fJ with the neighbouring strips 0 8 • Note that these domains form an 
overlapping covering of 0, such that every point in 0 is contained in at most four of 
these domains. We define S~(f\) and S~(fJ) to be the subspaces of S~(O) consisting 
of those functions with support in f'k and fJ respectively. Then: 
S~(O) = L S~(f'k) + L S~(f'J), (4.2.1) 
k j 
i.e. for all u E S~(O), there exists a representation, which is not unique, of the form: 
(4.2.2) 
4.2.1 The Strip-Based Substructuring (SBS2) Technique 
Let xOy be a two-dimensional orthonormal system of coordinates. In S~(r), let {'1/Jv} 
be the set of finite element basis functions corresponding to the union of the vertex-
points, and { '1/Jx} and { '!jJY} be the set of finite element basis functions corresponding 
to the union of the edges that lie in the Ox and Oy direction respectively. The set 
of functions { '1/Jx, '1/Jv, '1/JY} is a basis for S~(r) and so any function in S~(r) can be 
decomposed as a linear combination of this basis and represented by a vector of its 
coefficients. If we order these vectors as [ux uv uYJT and consider the SC system 
(2.2.10), then the SC matrix Scan be described in terms of block matrices as: 
Bxx Bxv Sxy 
S = S'[v Svv Svy 
S'[Y S'[y Syy 
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We choose, for instance, the strips to be horizontal, i.e. r1 to align in the horizontal 
direction Ox and rk to align in the vertical direction Oy (see Figure 4.2.1left). Then 
Scan be expressed in factored form as: 
fxx 0 SxyS;/ Bxx Bxv 0 fxx 0 0 
S= 0 fvv SvyS;;/ X sr Svv 0 X 0 fvv 0 XV 
0 0 Iyy 0 0 Syy s-lsr yy xy s-lsr yy vy Iyy 
where Ixx' Ivv and Iyy denote identity matrices; Syy corresponds to the union of 
edges r k' and 
corresponds to the union of interfaces r1 (between strips). 
We observe that, by reordering the finite element nodes, the matrix Syy can be 
expressed as a block-diagonal matrix with each block corresponding to a boundary 
80f n ns. 
Remark 4.2.1 It can be shown that the matrix: 
represents the SC matrix corresponding to the decomposition (3.2.1) of n into the 
nonoverlapping strips ns and is equal to the matrix S in Section 3.2. We refer to 
the Appendix for detailed calculations. Therefore, by reordering the nodes, this 
matrix can be expressed as a block-diagonal matrix with each block corresponding 
to a boundary ans n n. 
In order to construct the strip-based preconditioner for the SC system (2.2.10), 
we proceed as follows. First, we drop all the couplings between different edges rk 
(inside strips), to obtain the block-diagonal matrix: 
blockdiag ( Srk) , 
each block Srk corresponding to an edge rk. Then, for every rk, let ( -82 ;ae)rk be 
the one-dimensional Laplacian operator with domain of definition HJ(rk), and let 
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8rk denote the discrete operator defined on S~(rk) by: 
where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to the arc-length~ along rkl and 
(-, ·)rk is the scalar product in L2(fk)· Note that 8rk represents a finite dimensional 
approximation of ( -82 I 8e)rk. Since Ork is symmetric and positive definite (SPD) 
in the inner product (·, ·)rk, we can define the square root 8~(2 of 8ri (see Bramble 
et al. (1986) [9], pp. 108-109). We denote by Irk the matrix form of 8~(2 , then set 
the approximation for Srk as: 
where ark is a scaling factor equal to the average value of the coefficients inside the 
subdomains sharing the edge rk. We set: 
Myy = blockdiag (Mrk) as the approximation for Syy· 
Analogously (see also Section 3.3), we drop all the couplings between different 
edges fJ (between strips), to obtain the block-diagonal matrix: 
blockdiag (Sri) , 
each block Sri corresponding to an edge f1. Then, for every f1, let ( -82 I 8T2 )ri be 
the one-dimensional Laplacian operator with domain of definition HJ (f1), and let 
b"ri denote the discrete operator defined on S~(f1) by: 
where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to the arc-length T along f1, 
and ( ·, · )ri is the scalar product in £ 2 (f1). We denote by 8~~2 the square root of Ori, 
and by lri the matrix form of £5~~2 , then set the approximation for Sri as: 
where ari is a scaling factor equal to the mean value of the coefficients inside the 
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subdomains adjacent to fJ. We set: 
[ 
Mxx Mxv] 
= blockdiag (Mri) 
M'[v Mvv [ 
Bxx Bxv ] 
as the approximation for _T _ 
Sxv Svv 
We define the preconditioner Msbs2 as: 
Msbs2 = 
0 
0 X 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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0 0 0 0 Myy M -1sr M-1sr I yy xy yy vy YY 
A generic system Msbs 2w = r can now be written in terms of block matrices as: 
fxx 0 SxyM;;/ 
0 fvv SvyM;;;/ 
0 0 
X M'[v Mvv 
0 
0 
The solution w = M 8"b;2r can be derived as follows. 
The SBS2 Procedure (algebraic form). 
(4.2.3) 
(I) compute the solution M;;;/rY and obtain the system equivalent to ( 4.2.3): 
Mxx Mxv 0 wx X s M-1 y r - xy yy r 
M'[v Mvv 0 X wv v S M-1 Y r- vy yyr (4.2.4) 
S'[y S'{y Myy wY rY 
(II) using M;;/rY obtained in (!), solve for wx and wv the system ( 4.2.4). 
(III) using wx and wv obtained in (I I), solve for wYthe system (4.2.4), by backward 
substitution. 
With the preconditioner Msbs 2 we can construct the following iterative method: 
start with u0 as an initial approximation (without restricting the generality we can 
assume the starting approximation to be zero) and generate a sequence of iterates 
u1 • • • u1 • • • as follows· 
' ' ' ' . 
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This can be interpreted as a Richardson iterative procedure (see e.g. Smith et al. 
(1996) [75], Appendix). 
Alternatively, since the new preconditioned matrix M;i!2 S is symmetric and non-
negative definite with respect to the s(·, ·)scalar product (induced by the SPD SC 
matrix S), the CG acceleration can be applied as follows (see also Chapter 2): 
• let u 0 be an initial iterate, 
r0 ~ fs- Su0 , the initial residual 
w0 ~ Msb!2r 0 , the initial preconditioned residual 
v0 ~ w 0 the initial search direction 
' 
• for l = 0, 1, · · · 
(wl rl) 
compute the direction coefficient: Pl ~ - ( vl, ~vl) 
update the iterate: u1+1 ~ u1 - p1v1 
update the residual: r 1+1 ~ r1 + p1Sv1 
if r 1+1 ;::: tolerance, then 
update the preconditioned residual: w1+1 ~ M;i!2r 1+1 
( wl+l, rl+l) 
compute the orthogonalisation coefficient: q1 ~ -'---:----:-'-----:-:---'-(wl, rl) 
update the search direction: v1+1 ~ w 1+1 + q1v1 
else end for. 
The resulting SBS2 method has good parallelisation properties and a rate of con-
vergence proportional to 1/VH, when the strip aspect ratio is r 8 = 1/ H (see The-
orem 4.3.4 and Table 4.4.1). 
Remark 4.2.2 We note that if the problems on each edge rk (inside strips) are 
solved exactly, then the variables corresponding to these edges can be eliminated 
from the iterative process, which then reduces to an iteration on the edges between 
strips. The resulting algorithm coincides with that mentioned in Remark 3.2.1. 
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Figure 4.2.1: The horizontal (left) and vertical (right) association into strips of the 
subdomains of n c IR2 . 
4.2.2 The Alternate Strip-Based Substructuring (ASBS2) 
Technique 
We proceed with our discussion to the two-stage extension of the technique intro-
duced in the previous section. At each stage the direction of the strips changes. 
We assume for instance that at the first stage the strips are horizontal, that is the 
edges between strip align in the horizontal direction Ox, while at the second stage 
the strips are vertical, that is the edges between strips align in the vertical direction 
Oy. Figure 4.2.1 shows the partitioning of the unit square n into disjoint, uniform 
strips ns' at two different stages. 
The Additive Alternate Strip-Based Substructuring (ASBS2a) Algorithm. 
Let M~~~2 and M~~~2 denote the SBS2 preconditioner at the first and second stage 
respectively. It is easy to see that the global interface r is covered by the union of 
the following two overlapping subdomains: on one hand the edges between strips 
and the edges between subdomains inside strips at the first stage, and on the other 
hand the edges between strips and the edges between subdomains inside strips at 
the second stage. Therefore Schwarz algorithms can be derived using the Msbs 2 
preconditioner. The (inexact) additive Schwarz method is: start with u0 as an 
initial approximation (without restricting the generality we take this approximation 
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to be zero) and generate a sequence of iterates u 1 , · · · , u1, • • • , as follows: 
ul+l/2 ~ ul + (M;~l2)-1(fs- Sul) 
ul+1 ~ ul+i/2 + (M;;l2)-1(fs- Suz). 
This can also be written in one step as: 
ul+l ~ ul + ((M(1) )-1 + (M(2) )-1) (J _ Sul) 
sbs2 sbs2 S ' 
and interpreted as a Richardson iterative process with the two-stage SC precondi-
tioner defined by: 
M-1 (M(1) )-1 + (M(2) )~1 
asbs2 - sbs2 sbs2 · 
The new preconditioned SC matrix M:S~82S can also be used with CG acceleration: 
• let u0 be an initial iterate, 
r 0 ~ fs- Su0 , the initial residual 
w 0 ~ M:S~82r0 , the initial preconditioned residual 
v0 ~ w 0 , the initial search direction 
• for l = 0, 1, · · · 
(wl rl) 
compute the direction coefficient: Pz ~ - ( vl, ~vl) 
update the iterate: u1+1 ~ u1 - p1v1 
update the residual: r 1+1 ~ r1 + p1Sv1 
if rl+ 1 ;::: tolerance, then 
update the preconditioned residual: wl+ 1 ~ M:S~82r1+1 
( wl+1, rl+1) 
compute the orthogonalisation coefficient: qz ~ --:--:---:-:--(wl, rl) 
update the search direction: vl+1 ~ w1+1 + q1v 1 
else end for. 
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The following steps will compute w1 = M~~82r1 (l = 0, 1, · · · ): 
or equivalently, 
The resulting ASBS2a method is optimal in the sense that the rate of convergence 
can be bounded independently of the partitioning parameters H and h (see Theo-
rem 4.3.8 and Table 4.4.2). 
However, reloading the problem at the second stage, when the direction of the 
strips changes, can be expensive. We therefore consider the possibility of reducing 
the calculations to a coarser grid at one of the stages, for instance when the edges 
between strips align in the vertical direction, Oy (see Figure 4.2.2). This will result 
in a two-grid process. First, we need to establish some further notation. Let ~2Ph c 
· · · C ~2h c ~h be a set of nested uniform square grids associated with the original 
domain n, such that 1 ::; p E N and 2Ph < H. The coarse grid reduced operator 
for S, Sc, can be defined either by rediscretisation of the problem on the ~2Ph grid, 
or by the relations Sc = RSP, where R is the restriction from grid ~h to grid ~2Ph 
and P = RT is the prolongation from grid ~2Ph to grid ~h. Finally, let Mfbs2 and 
M~bs2 be the SBS2 preconditioning matrix at the fine stage and the coarse stage 
respectively. Now, in the ASBS2a procedures above we can simply replace (M;~;2 )- 1 
by P(M~bs2 )- 1 R, and (M;~;2 )- 1 by (Mfbs2)-1. 
The Two-Grid Alternate Strip-Based Substructuring (ASBS29a) Algo-
rithm. The new additive two-grid method is: start with u0 as an initial approx-
imation (without restricting the generality we take this to be zero) and generate a 
sequence of iterates u 1 , · · · , u1, • • • , as follows: 
ul+l/2 <- ul + P(M~bs2)-l R(fs- Sul) 
ul+1 <- ul+1/2 + (Mfbs2)-l(fs- Sul). 
This can also be written as: 
ul+1 ._ ul + (P(Mc )-1 R + (Mf )-1) (J - Sul) sbs2 sbs2 S · 
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Figure 4.2.2: The horizontal (left) and vertical (right) association into strips of the 
subdomains of n C IR2 , with two levels of mesh refinement. 
When this scheme is used to define a preconditioner for the CG method, the inverse 
of the new two-grid SC preconditioner is: 
The preconditioned SC matrix is M:S~829 S. The resulting ASBS29a method is also 
optimal in the sense that the rate of convergence can be bounded independently of 
the partitioning parameters Hand h (see Theorem 4.3.11 and Table 4.4.3). 
4.3 Spectral Analysis for the SBS2 and ASBS2 
Techniques 
In this section, we concentrate on the abstract framework for the new strip-based 
substructuring algorithms described in Section 4.2. Our approach is via Theo-
rem 2.1.3 applied to the SC matrix S and the new strip-based substructuring pre-
conditioners. First, we present some technical tools which will be used to prove 
our spectral results, then we state and prove the theorems concerning the condition 
number for the relevant operators in the PCG iterations described in Section 4.2. 
Throughout this section the notation introduced in Section 4.2 is maintained. Also, 
C and c denote generic positive constants which are independent of the partitioning 
parameters H and h. The actual values of these constants may not necessarily be 
the same in any two occurrences. Further notation is explained as it occurs. 
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We decompose functions u E S~(r) as: 
(4.3.1) 
where 
ue Eve= L S~(an: n ns) 
s,i 
is the solution of the following problem: 
s(ue, v) = (fs, v), Vv Eve. 
Note that this is equivalent to solving independently for each 8rlf n ns the following 
local problem: find ui E S~(orlf n rl 8 ), such that: 
s(u~, v) = (fs, v), Vv E S~(orlf n ns). 
We denote by us = u- ue the part of the solution u which lies in the orthogonal 
complement of ve in S~(r): 
vs = { u E S~(f)i s(u, v) = 0, Vv EVe}. 
Thus, the value of the function U 8 E vs on r is uniquely determined by its value on 
u rj. From the definition of vs' we deduce: 
j 
s(us, v) = (fs, v)- s(ue, v), Vv E S~(r), 
or equivalently, when V 8 is similarly defined as us, 
Note that: 
(4.3.2) 
Next, we consider the bilinear forms(·,·) on S~(r) x S~(r) defined as follows. 
Let ni be a generic subdomain in a partitioning (2.2.1) of n. First, we set: 
(4.3.3) 
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where ai(·, ·) is given by (2.2.2), and uE, vE are the discrete harmonic extensions 
into ni of u, v respectively. Then, we define: 
N 
.s(u, v) = 2::: .si(u, v). (4.3.4) 
i=l 
It can be shown that the bilinear forms(·,·) is equivalent to s(·, ·),and we can drop 
the tilde from this notation (see e.g. Quarteroni and Valli (1999) [66], also discussion 
in Section 2.2). The bilinear form si(u, u) can be analysed using the fractional order 
Sobolev seminorm lu1Hl/2(B!1;) given by: 
where~ and T denote arc-length along ani (see e.g. Xu and Zou (1998) [87], p. 866). 
For every edge r k c ani, let 
where ~ and T denote arc-length along rk. The associated space: 
is equipped with the weighted norm: 
(see e.g. Xu and Zou (1998) [87], p. 868). 
On the other hand, let uk E S~(rk), and llukiiH~~2(rk) be the norm given by 
(2.2.9), or equivalently, by: 
where T and ~ denote arc-length along fk, and dist(~, ark) represents the distance 
of~ to the end-points of rk. It can be shown that, when uk is a smooth function 
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defined on anr' with support contained in the edge r k c anr' 
(4.3.5) 
(see e.g. Bramble et al. (1986) [9], p. 112, or Xu and Zou (1998) [87], p. 868). 
Furthermore, the following equivalence holds: 
(4.3.6) 
(see e.g. Bramble et al. (1986) [9], p. 113). 
For an analogous discussion regarding the interfaces between strips rj, we refer 
to Section 3. 3. 
The bilinear form msbs2 ( ·, ·) associated with the preconditioner Msbs2 is defined 
by: 
msbs2(u, v) = Lark (o~(2 u%, vDrk + L ctri (o~~2 uj, vj)ri, (4.3.7) 
k j 
where for every edge rk, uk is equal to uelrk on rk, and zero everywhere else on r 
and on an, and we recall that ark is a scaling factor equal to the average value of 
the coefficients inside the subdomains sharing the common edge r k; for every edge 
between two strips rj, uj is equal to U 8 1rj on rj, and zero everywhere else on rand 
on an, and O:rj is a scaling factor equal to the mean value of the coefficients inside 
the sub domains adjacent to rj; and vk and vj are similarly defined as uk and uj 
respectively. 
The process of obtaining the solution wE S~(r) of 
msbs2(w, v) = (r, v), Vv E S~(r) 
is equivalent to the following procedure. 
The SBS2 Procedure (continuous form). 
(I) for every edge rk c r (inside strips), solve for wk E S~(rk) the following 
equation: 
This can be done independently and in parallel for all r k. 
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(II) for every edge between two strips rJ c r, solve for wJ E S~(fJ) the following 
equation: 
Vv E S~(r), 
where vJ = v 8 1ri· This can be done independently and in parallel for all fJ. 
(III) for every strip ns, extend the values of wJ, determined in (I I), discrete har-
monically onto all rk c ns. That is solve for w 8 E '2.:::: S~(8Di) the homoge-
nfc!"P 
neous equation: 
L O:rk(bi(2w 8 , v)rk = 0, Vv E L S~(an: n r28 ), 
rkcns n:cn• 
with w 8 given by wJ from (I I) on rJ c ans. Then, for each r k c ns, set 
Wk = w% + W 8 Irk. This can be done independently and in parallel for all ns. 
Next, we define the bilinear form masbs2 ( ·, ·) associated with the preconditioner 
Masbs 2 as follows. If m~~~2 (·, ·) and m~~~2 (·, ·) represent the bilinear form (4.3.7) 
associated with the preconditioners M;~~2 and M;;~2 respectively, we define: 
( ) - (1) ( ) (2) ( ) masbs2 u, v - msbs2 u, v + msbs2 u, v , Vu, v E S~(r). (4.3.8) 
Similarly, in order to define the bilinear form masbs29 ( ·, ·) associated with the 
preconditioner Masbs2g, let m~b82 (·, ·)and m~bs2 (·, ·)denote the bilinear form (4.3.7) 
associated with the preconditioners M~bs2 and Mfbs2 respectively, we define: 
Vu, v E S~(f). (4.3.9) 
Lemma 4.3.1 Let n = (0, 1) X (0, 1) and let ni = (iH, (i + 1)H) X (0, H) be 
a subdomain in the partitioning (2.2.1) of n. For all u E H 1(r2i), the following 
estimates hold: 
(i) if u is equal to zero along one side of ni, then: 
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(iii) if ns = (0, 1) X (0, H) is a strip such that ni c ns and u E H 1(0 8 ), then: 
In each of the estimates (i) - (iii), C denotes a generic positive constant which is 
independent of the function u and the partitioning parameter H. 
Proof: These estimates can be derived by direct integration and by applying the 
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (see also Lemma 3.3.1). D 
Lemma 4.3.2 Let ni be a subdomain in the (2.2.1) partitioning of n, and rk denote 
a generic edge in ani. If ii E S~(O) vanishes at the vertices of ni, and u = iilen., 
then: 
si(u, u)::; C L (<5~~2 u, u)rk, 
rkc&!1; 
where si(·, ·)is defined by (4.3.3). 
Proof: See Bramble et al. (1986) [9], Lemma 3.2 (ii). D 
Lemma 4.3.3 Let u be a continuous, piecewise quadratic function defined on the 
finite element mesh L;h of the domain n. If Jhu is its piecewise linear interpolant 
on the same mesh, then: 
where ni is a generic subdomain in a (2.2.1) partitioning of n. The same type of 
bounds hold for the L2 , H 112 , and H(,{2 norms. 
Proof: See Dryja and Widlund (1994) [37], Lemma 4. D 
Theorem 4.3.4 For the SBS2 preconditioning technique, the relative condition 
number ~(M8"b;2 S) grows linearly as 1/ H, i.e. 
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Proof: Let msbs2(·, ·)be the bilinear form defined by (4.3.7). In order to show that 
the relative condition number satisfies r;,( M;b;2s) :s;· C / H, through Theorem 2.1.3 
for the matrix S and the preconditioner Msbs 2 , it suffices to show that: 
cHmsbs2(u, u) :s; s(u, u) :s; Cmsbs2(u, u), \fu E S~(r). ( 4.3.10) 
Throughout this proof we maintain the notation adopted when defining (4.3.7). 
First, in order to derive an upper bound for Amax(M8t;;2 S), we show the right 
hand-side inequality in ( 4.3.10). By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
s(L u%, L uD :s; C L s(u%, u%) 
k k k 
and 
j j j 
Let ui be the discrete harmonic extension of ui in f'i, extended by zero to the rest 
of n. Therefore: 
j j 
Then, by Lemma 3.3.2 and Lemma 4.3.2: 
L s(u%, u%) :s; CLark (oi~2 u%, u%)rk 
k k 
and 
j j 
respectively. 
Thus, by the decomposition (4.3.2) of s(·, ·), the above estimations, and the 
definition (4.3.7) of msbs2 (·, ·),we deduce: 
s(u, u) =s(L u%, L u%) + s(L ui, Lui) 
k k j j 
:s; CLark (oi~2u%, u%)rk + C L ari (o~~2 ui, ui)ri, 
k j 
from which the right hand-side inequality in ( 4.3.10) follows. Therefore, by Theo-
rem 2.1.3, Amax(M8t;;2S) :s; C. 
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Next, in order to derive a lower bound for Amin(M;t;;2S), we show the left hand-
side inequality in ( 4.3.10). The argument here is analogous to that used to prove 
Theorem 3.3.4. Let ns denote a generic strip inn, and Of c ns, a generic subdomain 
inns. If u = ue +us is the (4.3.1) decomposition of u, we denote by iie and U8 the 
discrete harmonic extensions of ue and us respectively in n. 
We show that: 
Lark (6~2 u~, u~)rk ::; Cs(ue, ue) (4.3.11) 
k 
and 
~ . (:.1/2 j j) . < C ( 1 1 ) ( s s) L ar; uri u , u r1 _ + H s u , u . 
J 
( 4.3.12) 
Let ryi be defined as in the proof of Theorem 3.3.4, and fJk be a continuous, 
piecewise linear function on the finite element nodes of an: that is zero on the finite 
element nodes at the ends of r k c an: and everywhere else on r \ r k' grows linearly 
to 1 on the finite element nodes of rk such that its gradient is of order 0(1/ H), and 
it is identically 1 on the remaining finite element nodes of rk. If u = ue +us is the 
( 4.3.1) decomposition of u, and Jh is the finite element interpolation operator onto 
the space S~(r), then we define: 
and 
Note that if { ryk} and { ryi} form partitions of unity, then: 
and 
From Lemma 4.3.3 (for the H~L2 norm), we deduce that when v = fJkUe (note that 
this is a continuous, piecewise quadratic function), in order to estimate llukll 2 112 , 
Hoo (rk) 
it suffices to estimate llvll 2 1; 2 • Let rk = (0, H) and Of be a subdomain such that 
Hoo (rk) 
rk c anf, Then, we divide the interval [0, H] in two parts [0, H/2] and [H/2, H], 
and take the tensor product [0, H] Q$)[0, H]. The double integral in the definition of 
llvll 2 112 is then split into a sum of four double integrals. Due to the symmetry, 
Hoo (rk) 
we only need to consider one of them. 
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We consider the diagonal term corresponding to the set [0, H /2] x [0, H /2] and 
use the identity: 
As for the diagonal term corresponding to the set [0, 1/2] x [0, 1/2] in the proof of 
Theorem 3.3.11, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we obtain: 
Therefore: 
In order to estimate the single integral in the definition of llvll 2 112 , we write the Hoo (f'k) 
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closed set f\ as the interval [0, H]. Through the definition of rJk, we deduce: 
Therefore: 
By the above evaluations, we obtain: 
From this estimate, Lemma 4.3.1 (ii) and (i), and Theorem 2.2.3, we deduce: 
L ark llu%11~~b2(rk) ~ C L ~ lluelli2(rk) + C L luel~l/2(rk 
rkcan: rkcan: rkcan: 
~ C ~2lliielli2(fli) + Cliieltl(fli) 
~ Cliieltl(flf) 
~ Cluel~l/2(ann· 
Thus, through the equivalence (4.3.6), 
L ark(t5~~2u%, uk)rk ~ Csi(ue, ue). 
rkcan: 
94 
Since each rk is shared by only two subdomains Of, after summing over all Of C 0, 
through the representation (4.3.4) of s(·, ·),we obtain (4.3.11). 
On the other hand, arguments similar to those in the proof of Theorem 3.3.4 
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yield: 
From this estimate, Lemma 3.3.1 (iii) and (i), and Theorem 2.2.3, we deduce: 
L Cl:rJ llu1 11~~b2(rJ) ::; C L lluslli2(rJ) + C L lusl~1/2(rJ) 
rJ cans rJ cans rJ can• 
::; C ~lliislli2(n•) + CHiiisl~f1(n•) + Cliislt-1(!1•) 
::; C ~ lliislli2(!1•) + CIU.slt-1(!1•) 
::; C ( 1 + ~) liislt-1(n•)· 
Then, we apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for the decomposition of the strips 
ns into nonoverlapping subdomains Of, and the right hand-side inequality in The-
orem 2.2.3, to obtain: 
L O:rJ llu1 ll~~b2(rJ) ::; C ( 1 + ~) L liislt-1cnn 
rJ can• n: en• 
::; C ( 1 + ~) L lusi;J1/2(ann· 
n: en• 
Thus, through the equivalence (3.3.7), 
Since each edge rJ is shared by only two strips ns, after summing over all ns c 0, 
by the representation (4.3.4) of s(·, ·),we obtain (4.3.12). 
From the estimates (4.3.11) and (4.3.12), the definition (4.3.7) of msbsz(·, ·),and 
the decomposition (4.3.2) of s(·, ·),we deduce: 
msbsz(u, u) ::; C ( 1 + ~) s(u, u), 
which is equivalent to left hand-side inequality in (4.3.10). 
Therefore, by Theorem 2.1.3 for the matrix S and the preconditioner Msbs2, 
1/ Amin(M;t;;2S) grows linearly as 1/ H. Since 1/ Amax(M;t;;2S) ::; C, we conclude 
that: 
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Remark 4.3.5 We observe that in the proof of Theorem 4.3.4, when ns is a strip 
with only one edge in the interior of the domain n and the remaining edges on the 
boundary an, we can apply Lemma 3.3.1 (ii) instead of (i). Thus, for this strip, 
L Ctrilluill~~~2(ri) =:; Cliislitl(fV)· 
rican• 
See also Remark 3.3.5. 
Lemma 4.3.6 Let u E S~(r) and ii be its discrete harmonic extension in n. If 
Q2Ph : £ 2 (0) -+ sgPh(n) is the £ 2-projection associated with sgPh(n) (h::; 2Ph < H, 
pEN), we denote U0 = Q2vhii and Uo = iiolr· Then: 
Proof: The proof of this result is based on the observation that the ASBS2a pre-
conditioning is obtained in two stages such that the interfaces between strips at 
one stage are perpendicular on the interfaces between strips at the other stage. 
Throughout this proof we maintain the notation adopted when defining (4.3.7). 
First, we show that for any U 0 E S~(r), 
(4.3.13) 
Then, by replacing h by 2Ph and taking U 0 = Q2vhiiolf in the above estimate, 
the lemma follows, through the definition of s(·, ·),Theorem 2.2.3, and the second 
estimate in Lemma 3.3.6. 
Let u 1 = u1 + uf be the ( 4.3.1) decomposition of U 0 at the first stage, and 
u2 = u2 + u~ be the (4.3.1) decomposition of U 0 at the second stage. Note that 
the global interface r can be viewed as being covered by the union of the following 
two overlapping subdomains: on one hand the edges between strips and the edges 
between subdomains inside strips at the first stage, and on the other hand the edges 
between strips and the edges between subdomains inside strips at the second stage. 
r can also be viewed as being covered by the union of the interfaces between strips 
at the first stage, and the interfaces between strips at the second stage. 
Furthermore, r can be regarded as consisting of overlapping vertex-regions, such 
that each region is cross-shaped, is centered at a vertex-point, and contains parts of 
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the interfaces between strips that are within a distance H from that vertex. Thus 
at most two such regions overlap and the overlap is uniform of order CJ(H). Let rv 
denote a generic vertex-region as described above, restricted to the boundary 8Df 
of a generic subdomain Di 0 Then the restriction uv = Uolrv' of Uo to rv' can be 
analysed using the H!i2 (rv) norm according to definition (2.2.9), as follows. 
Let rh and rh denote a generic edge between two strips at the first and at the 
second stage respectively, such that rv c rh u rh. We introduce the following 
notation: f'v = fJ1 n f'h and S~(f'v) = S~(f'i1 ) n S~(f'i2 ), with S~(f'il) and S~(f'h) 
as in (4.2.1). We denote by U0 the discrete harmonic extension of U 0 in D and derive 
a representation: 
- ~-v U0 =~U, 
v 
where u.v E S~(f'v). We construct this representation as follows. Let 1Jv be a 
continuous, piecewise linear function on the finite element nodes of D that is zero 
on the finite element nodes of the boundary af'v and everywhere else on D \ f'v, 0 :::; 
1Jv :::; 1, and its gradient is of order 0(1/ H). If Jh is the finite element interpolation 
operator onto the space S~(D), then we define: 
Note that if { 1Jv} form a partition of unity, then: 
- ~-v 
U 0 = ~u. 
v 
We proceed to bound the energies of the parts of iiv associated with the elements 
in "2:h. If fjv is the average of 1Jv on a single mesh-element CJh, then: 
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we can write: 
liivl~l(uh) = 1Jh(1Jvfi.o)l~l(uh) (4.3.14) 
:::; 2lfiviiol~l(uh) +21Jh(fjv- 1Jv)iiol~l(uh)· 
Since lliiviiL=(uh) < 1, the first term on the right hand-side of the inequality in 
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(4.3.14) can be bounded as: 
(4.3.15) 
For the second term on the right hand-side of the inequality in (4.3.14), from the 
inverse estimate in Lemma (2.1.2), the weighted norm on element ah of diameter h, 
and the bound on the gradient of T/v, we obtain: 
21Jh(it- TJv)iioiJ-fl(uh) ::; C : 2 11Jh(it- TJv)iialli2(uh) 
::; C ~2lliialli2(uh)· ( 4.3.16) 
Since each ah is associated with only four iiv, from (4.3.14), (4.3.15), and (4.3.16), 
we deduce: 
After summing with respect to ah, we obtain: 
We choose iiv to be the discrete harmonic extension of uv = iivlru in f'v, extended 
by zero to the rest of !1. Then, the last estimate and the minimisation property 
(2.2.5), of discrete harmonic functions, imply: 
L liivl~l(!1i) ::; Cliiol~l(!1f) + C ~2 lliialli2(!1i)· 
ruc8!1f 
(4.3.17) 
Thus, by the left hand-side inequality in Theorem 2.2.3 and Lemma 4.3.1 (i), 
L luvl~l/2(8!1i) ::; Cliiol~l(!1f) + C ~2 lliialli2(!1i) 
rvcan: 
::; Cliiol~l(!1i)• 
From this estimate, by the definition (2.2.9) and the right hand-side inequality in 
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Theorem 2.2.3, we deduce: 
:::; Clual~l/2(ann 
:::; Csi(U0 , Uo)· 
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Since each rv is shared by only four subdomains D.f, after summing over all Of c D., 
through the representation (4.3.4) of s(·, ·),we obtain: 
2: lluv 11~~~2(r") :S: Cs(ua, Ua), 
v 
which implies (4.3.13). 0 
Remark 4.3. 7 We note that, since r can be viewed as being covered by the union 
of the interfaces between strips at the first stage and the interfaces between strips 
at the second stage, the argument used in the proof of Lemma 4.3.6 can also be 
applied to prove Lemma 3.3. 7. In order to achieve that, at the first stage, we take 
uf of Lemma 4.3.6 as the restriction of uf of Lemma 3.3. 7 to the interfaces between 
strips, and uT = 0. Analogously, at the second stage, we take u~ of Lemma 4.3.6 as 
the restriction of uf of Lemma 3.3. 7 to the interfaces between strips, and u2 = 0. 
Theorem 4.3.8 For the ASBS2a preconditioning technique, the relative condition 
number K(M~~82 S) is bounded independently of the partitioning parameters Hand 
h, i.e. 
K(M-1 S) = Amax(M~~s2S) < C. 
asbs2 .\ . (M-1 S) -
mm asbs2 
Proof: This proof is based on the observation that the ASBS2a preconditioner is of 
overlapping Schwarz type, and it is similar to that of Theorem 3.3.8. However, since 
the ASBS2a preconditioner applies to the SC system, here we use discrete harmonic 
extensions of the functions defined on r. Throughout the proof we maintain the 
notation adopted when defining (4.3.7) and (4.3.8). 
In order to bound the condition number K(M;:;,~82 S), we need upper and lower 
bounds for the spectrum of M~~82 S. In order to do this, we use Theorem 2.1.3 
for the matrix S and the preconditioner MasbsZ· First, we find an upper bound for 
Amax(M~~82 S). Let u E S~(f), and let m~~~2 (-, ·)and m~~~2 (·, ·)denote the bilinear 
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form ( 4.3. 7) associated with the preconditioners M~~l2 and M;;l2 respectively. By 
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Theorem 4.3.4, 
s(u, u) :::; C(s(u, u) + s(u, u)) 
:::; C ( m~~~2 (u, u) + m~~~2 (u, u)) . 
From this estimate, the definition (4.3.8) ofmasbs2(·, ·),and Theorem 2.1.3, it follows 
that: 
( 4.3.18) 
Next step of our proof is to determine a lower bound for Amin(B~~82A). Let u be 
the discrete harmonic extension of u in 0, and let U0 = QH/2u be the £ 2-projection 
of u onto S~12 (0), and ua = U.alr· Then, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and 
Lemma 4.3.6, 
:::; Cmasbs2(u- U 0 , U- ll0 ) + Cs(u, u). 
It remains to show that 
masbs2(u- Ua, U- U 0 ) :::; Cs(u, u). (4.3.19) 
We demonstrate that: 
( 4.3.20) 
and 
(4.3.21) 
Let w = u- U0 . Then wlr = u- U 0 . At the first stage, for w, we construct a 
representation of the form (4.2.2): 
w= L:u%+ L:ui, 
k j 
as follows. Let 'T/j be defined as in the proof of Theorem 3.3.8, and 'T/k be a continuous, 
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piecewise linear function on the finite element nodes of 0 that is zero on the finite 
element nodes of the boundary 8I\ (hence at the ends of rk as well) and everywhere 
else on n \ f\, grows linearly to 1 on the finite element nodes of rk such that 
IIV7Jk IIL=(rk) :S C / H, and it is identically 1 on the remaining finite element nodes 
of rk. If Jh is the finite element interpolation operator onto the space S~(O), then 
we define: 
and 
Note that if { 17k} and { 17J} form partitions of unity, then: 
and 
We show that: 
Lark (t5~~2 uk:, uk:)rk :S Cs(u, u) (4.3.22) 
k 
and 
(4.3.23) 
j 
We proceed to bound the energies of the parts of iik associated with the elements 
in Eh. If fik is the average of 1Jk on a single mesh-element ah, then: 
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we can write: 
luk:l1-l(ah) = 1Ih(1Jkw)l1-l(ah) 
:S 2lfikwl1-l(ah) + 2llh(ijk- 1Jk)wl1-l(ah)· 
( 4.3.24) 
Since lliikiiL=(ah) :S 1, the first term on the right hand-side of the inequality in 
( 4.3.24) can be bounded as: 
( 4.3.25) 
For the second term on the right hand-side of the inequality in (4.3.24), from the 
inverse estimate in Lemma (2.1.2), the weighted norm on element ah of diameter h, 
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and the bound on the gradient of T/k. we obtain: 
(4.3.26) 
Since each CYh is associated with only two uk, from (4.3.24), (4.3.25), and (4.3.26), 
we deduce: 
L lu%1t-I(ah) S Clwlt-I(ah) + C ~2 llwlli2(ah)· 
rkcanr 
After summing with respect to CYh, we obtain: 
L lu%1t-~cnn S Clwlt-~cnn + C ~2 llwlli2cnn· 
rkcanr 
We choose ii% to be the discrete harmonic extension of uk: = uk:lrk in f'k, extended 
by zero to the rest of n. Then, the last estimate and the minimisation property 
(2.2.5), of discrete harmonic functions, imply: 
L lii%lt-~cnn S Clwlt-~cnn + C ~2 llwlli2cnn· 
rkcanr 
From this estimate, through the equivalence ( 4.3.5) and the left hand-side inequality 
in Theorem 2.2.3, we deduce: 
L ark llu%11~;h2(rk) S C L lu%1~I/2((Bni) 
rkcanr rkcanr 
s Clwlt-~cnn + C ~2 llwlli2cnn· 
Since each r k is shared by only two subdomains Of, after summing over all Of c n, 
Lemma 3.3.6 implies: 
(4.3.27) 
Then, by the equivalence (4.3.6), the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for the decompo-
sition of n into nonoverlapping subdomains Of, and the right hand-side inequality 
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in Theorem 2.2.3, 
:~:::>:l:rk (o~(2 u~, u~)rk ::; C L liiiJP(nl) 
k n:cn 
::; C L lul~l/2(ann 
n:cn 
::; C L si(u, u). 
n:cn 
Thus, by the representation (4.3.4) of s(·, ·),we obtain (4.3.22). 
Similar arguments yield: 
L liijl1-l(n•) ::; Clwl1-l(n•) + C ~2 llwiii2(n•)· 
rican• 
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We choose u.i as the discrete harmonic extension of ui = ui b into f'i, extended by 
zero to the rest of n. Then, the last estimate and the minimisation property (2.2.5), 
of discrete discrete harmonic functions, imply: 
L luil1-l(n•) ::; Clwl1-l(n•) + C ~2 llwlli2(n•)· 
rican• 
From this estimate, through the equivalence (3.3.6) and the left hand-side inequality 
in Theorem 2.2.3, we deduce: 
L ari lluill~~b2(ri) ::; C L luil~l/2(an•) 
ri can• ri can• 
::; Clwi1-I(n•) + C ~2 llwlli2(n•)· 
Since each edge fi is shared by only two strips ns, after summing over all ns c n, 
Lemma 3.3.6 implies: 
L ari I lui ll~~b2(ri) ::; Clwl1-l(n) + C ~2 llwlli2(n) 
j (4.3.28) 
Then, through the equivalence (3.3.7), the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for the decom-
position of n into nonoverlap ping sub domains n:, and the right hand-side inequality 
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in Theorem 2.2.3, 
L ari (r5~~2ui, ui)ri :::; C L liil~1cnn 
j nrcn 
:::; C L lul~l/2(ann 
n:cn 
:::; C L si(u, u). 
nrcn 
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Thus, by the representation (4.3.4) of s(·, ·), we obtain (4.3.23). The estimates 
(4.3.22) and (4.3.23), and the definition (4.3.7) of msbs2(·, ·)imply (4.3.20). Analo-
gously, at the second stage, we obtain ( 4.3.21). Then, through the definition ( 4.3.8) 
of masbs2(·, ·), (4.3.20) and (4.3.21) imply (4.3.19). 
Therefore, by Theorem 2.1.3 for the matrix S and the preconditioner Masbs2 , 
A min ( M::Sbs2 S) is bounded independently of the partitioning parameters H and h. 
Since ( 4.3.18) also holds, we conclude that: 
Remark 4.3.9 We note that the argument used in the proof of Theorem 4.3.8 
cannot be applied to prove the growth of order 0(1/ H) for the relative condition 
number f\,(M;b!2S) in Theorem 4.3.4. This is because, for Theorem 4.3.4, in the 
proof of Theorem 4.3.8 we must take w = ii. Therefore, through the Poincare -
Friedrichs inequality, ( 4.3.27) becomes: 
Lark llu%11~~~2(rk) :::; Clwl~l(f!) + C ~2 llwlli2(f!) 
k 
:::; c ( 1 + ~2) liil~l(f!) 
and (4.3.28) becomes: 
L ari I lui ll~~b2(ri) :::; Clwl~l(f!) + C ~2 llwlli2(n) 
j 
:::; c (1 + ~2) liil~l(f!)• 
These estimates lead to an upper bound of order 0(1/ H 2 ) for f\,(M;b!2S). 
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Remark 4.3.10 We mention here that (4.3.19) also follows from (4.3.13), the left 
hand-side inequality in Theorem 2.2.3, Lemma 3.3.6, and the right hand-side in-
equality in Theorem 2.2.3, as: 
masbs2(u- Ua, u- Ua) :S Cs(u- Ua, u- Ua) 
:S Clii- iiol1-l(f!) 
:S Cs(u, u). 
However, we chose to show that (4.3.20) and (4.3.21) hold as well. 
Theorem 4.3.11 For the ASBS29a preconditioning technique, the relative condi-
tion number K:(M~~829S) is bounded independently of the partitioning parameters 
Hand h, i.e. 
>. (M-1 S) 
K:(M-1 S) = max asbs2g < C. 
asbs2g ). . ( M-1 S) -
mm asbs2g 
Proof: This result can be demonstrated in a similar manner as Theorem 4.3.8 
above, by simply replacing the functions at the first stage by those at the coarse 
level, and the functions at the second stage by those at the fine level. However, 
we present here a new approach for bounding the minimum eigenvalue, which is 
based on the observation that the ASBS29a preconditioner is of a two-level type. 
This argument is also valid for Theorem 4.3.8, with the corresponding change of 
notation. Moreover, in view of Remark 4.3.9, this approch can be regarded as an 
extension of the argument used to demonstrate Theorem 4.3.4. Throughout the 
proof we maintain the notation adopted when defining (4.3.7) and (4.3.9). 
First, we derive an upper bound for Amax(M~is29S) as follows. Let u E S~(r), 
and let m~bs2 (·, ·) and m~bs2 (·, ·) represent the bilinear form (4.3.7) associated with 
the preconditioners M~bs2 and Mfbs2 respectively. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
and Theorem 4.3.4, 
s(u, u) :S C (s(u, u) + s(u, u)) 
:S C ( m~bs2 (u, u) + m~bs2 (u, u)) . 
Therefore, by the definition (4.3.9) of masbs29 (·, ·)and Theorem 2.1.3 for the matrix 
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S and the preconditioner Masbs2g, 
(4.3.29) 
Next, we determine a lower bound for Amin(M~~829 S). Let ii be the discrete 
harmonic extension of u in 0, and let Uo = Q2PhU be the L2-projection of ii onto 
sgPh(O), and Uo = iiolr· Then, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Lemma 4.3.6, 
ffiasbs2g(U, u) = ffiasbs2g(U- Uo + Uo, U- Uo + llo) 
::; Cmasbs2g(u- Uo, u- Uo) + Cs(u, u). 
It remains to show that 
masbs2g(u- U 0 , U- U 0 ) ::; Cs(u, u). (4.3.30) 
We demonstrate that: 
(4.3.31) 
and 
(4.3.32) 
Let w = ii-ii0 . Then wlr = u-u0 . At the fine stage, in the proof of Theorem 4.3.4, 
we replace u by u1. Then we obtain: 
From the above estimate, Lemma 4.3.1 (ii), and the left hand-side inequality in 
Theorem 2.2.3, we deduce: 
L ark llukll~~h2(rk) ::; C L ~ llujlll2(fk) + C L luji~I/2(fk) 
rkcao: rkcao: rkcao• 
::; C ~2 llwlll2(!1f) + Clwlt-I(Of)· 
Since each rk is shared by only two subdomains Of, after summing over all Of C 0, 
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Lemma 3.3.6 implies: 
Then, through the equivalence (4.3.6), the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for the decom-
position of n into nonoverlapping subdomains nr' and the right hand-side inequality 
in Theorem 2.2.3, we obtain: 
L ar~<(t5~~2 u%, uk)r~< :s; C L lul~l(ni) 
k n:cn 
:s; C L lul~l/2(ann 
n:cn 
:s; C L si(u, u). 
n:cn 
Thus, by the representation (4.3.4) of s(·, ·), 
Lark(t5~~2uk, u%)r~< :s; Cs(u, u). 
k 
( 4.3.33) 
On the other hand, replacing u by u1 in the proof of Theorem 4.3.4, also yields: 
From the above estimate and Lemma 3.3.1 (iii) and the left hand-side inequality in 
Theorem 2.2.3, we deduce: 
L ctrillu1 11~~~2(ri) :s; C L llujll~2(ri) + C L lujl~l/2(ri) 
ri cans ri cans ri cans 
:s; C! llwll~2(ns) + Clwl~l(ns)· 
Since each f1 is shared by only two strips ns, after summing over all ns c n, 
Lemma 3.3.6 implies: 
L CXri llu1 11~~~2(ri) :s; C ~ llwll~2(n) + Clwl~l(n) 
j 
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Then, through the equivalence (3.3.7), the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for the decom-
position of n into nonoverlapping subdomains Of, and the right hand-side inequality 
in Theorem 2.2.3, we obtain: 
~ C L lul~t/2(&!1l) 
o:co 
~ C L si(u, u). 
!1i co 
Thus, by the representation (4.3.4) of s(·, ·), 
j 
(4.3.34) 
The estimates (4.3.33) and (4.3.34), and the definition (4.3.7) of msbs2 (·, ·) imply 
(4.3.31). Analogously, at the coarse stage, we obtain (4.3.32). Then, through the 
definition (4.3.9) of masbs2g(·, ·), (4.3.31) and (4.3.32) imply (4.3.30). 
Therefore, by Theorem 2.1.3 for the matrix S and the preconditioner Masbs2g, 
Amin ( M::S~82 S) is bounded independently of the partitioning parameters H and h. 
Since ( 4.3.29) also holds, we conclude that: 
4.4 Numerical Estimates 
The purpose of this section is to illustrate the efficiency of the ASBS2 preconditioners 
when solving the SC system (2.2.10) by the PCG method. The domain n is the unit 
square partitioned into N = 1/ H 2 equal squares, and the coefficients a: are either 
equal to 1 (Example 4.4.1), or are chosen random constants inside each square 
(Example 4.4.2). The mesh size is h for the fine grid, and H/2 for the coarse grid. 
The iteration counts are for a reduction in error of 10-4 . 
Example 4.4.1 Consider the Poisson equation: 
{ 
-~u(x) = f(x) in f2 = (0, 1) X (0, 1) 
u(x) = 0 on an. 
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Table 4.4.1: Condition number and iteration counts for SBS2 in the case of constant 
coefficients (Example 4.4.1). 
128 256 
4 1.3350 4 1.3353 4 1.3354 4 
16 1.8669 6 1.8674 6 1.8675 6 
64 3.2761 8 3.2771 8 3.2774 8 
256 6.3147 12 6.3168 12 6.3174 12 
Table 4.4.2: Condition number and iteration counts for ASBS2a in the case of con-
stant coefficients (Example 4.4.1). 
11 I H 2 = N Ill I h = 64 128 256 
4 1.2549 4 1.2563 4 1.2572 4 
16 1.3287 4 1.3269 4 1.3262 4 
64 1.4327 5 1.4126 5 1.4036 5 
256 1.5902 5 1.5056 5 1.4723 5 
Table 4.4.3: Condition number and iteration counts for ASBS29a in the case of 
constant coefficients (Example 4.4.1). 
/11 H 2 = N l111h = 64 128 .I 256 
4 2.3109 7 2.3112 7 2.3113 7 
16 2.6319 7 2.6270 7 2.6257 7 
64 2.8284 8 2.8085 8 2.8032 8 
256 3.0722 8 2.9726 8 2.9464 8 
Example 4.4.2 Consider the model problem: 
{ 
-\7 · a(x)\i'u(x) = f(x) in !1 = (0, 1) X (0, 1) 
u(x) = 0 on an. 
In this case, n is partitioned into four by four uniform square subdomains, as repre-
sented in Figure 4.2.1. The subdomains are ni, i = 1, · · · , 16, and their correspond-
ing coefficients are indicated in Table 4.4.4. Inside each strip, the coefficients on the 
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edge between two subdomains ni and nj) with coefficients o:i and O:j respectively, 
are taken to be equal to the average values ( ai + O:j) /2, for all i, j. For every edge 
between two strips, the coefficient is chosen as the average value of the coefficients 
corresponding to the adjacent subdomains. 
Table 4.4.4: The specified discontinuous coefficients for Example 4.4.2. 
0:1 = 10 0:2 = 10-4 0:3 = 102 0:4 = 10-2 
as= 104 0:6 = 1 0:7 = 10-3 O:g = 102 
O:g = 102 0:10 = 10-2 au= 15 0:12 = 10-4 
0:13 = 20-3 0:14 = 102 0:15 = 104 0:16 = 5 
Table 4.4.5: Condition number and iteration counts in the case of discontinuous 
coefficients (Example 4.4.2). 
11/ H 2 = N = 16111/h = 64 128 256 
SBS2 1.8669 6 1.8674 6 1.8675 6 
ASBS29a 2.6321 7 2.6275 7 2.6262 7 
Discussion: Table 4.4.1 shows that for the SBS2 preconditioning technique, the 
relative condition number grows linearly as 1/ Hand remains bounded independently 
of the mesh parameter h (see Theorem 4.3.4). In Tables 4.4.2 and 4.4.3, for the 
ASBS2a and ASBS29a preconditioning techniques respectively, although the relative 
condition number seems to increase slightly with the number of subdomains, the 
growth is asymptotic towards a value which has not yet been reached, hence this 
condition number can be bounded independently of the partitioning parameters H 
and h (see Theorems 4.3.8 and 4.3.11). The values in Table 4.4.2 appear to be smaller 
than those in Table 4.4.3. However, the two-grid method has the advantage that the 
subproblems defined on the coarse grid are significantly smaller, than those defined 
on the fine grid. Note that the results in Table 4.4.5, for the case of discontinuous 
coefficients, differ negligibly from those given for the Laplace operator. Similar 
results were obtained in tests with other randomly chosen coefficients. 
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4.5 Summary 
In this chapter, we have introduced a new class of strip-based iterative substructur-
ing techniques for the SC system (2.2.10) in two dimensions. The new solvers can 
be regarded as extensions of the strip-based solvers presented in Chapter 3 to the 
case when each strip is a union of nonoverlapping subdomains. The global inter-
face between all subdomains is the union of edges between strips and edges between 
subdomains inside the same strip. The interior problems on each subdomain be-
ing solved exactly, the variables corresponding to the interior of the subdomains 
are eliminated from the iterative process, which becomes a boundary iteration on 
the global interface between sub domains. The main task of the (two-stage) ASBS2 
process is to determine the interface data between all subdomains, by solving it-
eratively the SC problem. This method achieves scalability, and therefore optimal 
convergence properties, by alternating the (one-stage) SBS2 solver (based on the 
]-operator on the edges between strips and on the edges between subdomains inside 
strips) in the horizontal direction, with the SBS2 solver in the vertical direction. 
We note that the convergence behaviour of the ASBS2 preconditioners is com-
parable to that of the VS preconditioner (2.2.21) with overlap of order O(H). How-
ever, in (2.2.21) Svi is dense and expensive to compute, hence for the VS method 
the design of appropriate approximations for the local problems associated with the 
vertex-regions still has to be considered to reduce computational complexity. In this 
context, the VS method can be regarded as a Schwarz method (Nepomnyaschikh 
(1986) [63]), while our new preconditioners can be viewed as inexact Schwarz solvers. 
Moreover, when the two-grid technique is applied, we solve one-dimensional prob-
lems on edges (between strips and between subdomains inside strips) at the coarse 
stage, and alternate the direction of the strips at the fine stage. The possibility of 
reducing the size of the coarse solver from two to only one dimension seems to offer 
an advantage, especially if H is small. 
Chapter 5 
Alternate Slice-Based 
Substructuring Algorithms for 
Symmetric Elliptic PDE's in 3D 
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we derive and analyse some possible extensions to three-dimensional 
problems of the preconditioning techniques introduced in Chapter 4. The slice-based 
methods to be presented in this chapter are DD preconditioning techniques for the 
sc system (2.2.10) in the case of a decomposition of the domain n c IR3 , into 
multiple disjoint subdomains with interior cross-points. In this case, the global 
interface r c n between subdomains contains faces, edges, and vertices of these 
subdomains. In order to avoid the separate treatment of the interior edges and the 
vertices (i.e. of the wire-basket, see Section 2.2), first the subdomains are assembled 
into disjoint bars, then the bars are assembled into disjoint slices. The vertices of 
each bar are on the boundary an, the interfaces between bars (i.e. faces shared by 
two bars) are strips which overlap with the faces of the sub domains, the interfaces 
between strips (i.e. edges shared by at least two strips) align with the edges of the 
subdomains, and the union of the interfaces between strips contains all of the interior 
vertices of the initial decomposition of the domain. The edges of each slice are on 
an, and the union of all the interfaces between slices (i.e. faces shared by two slices) 
contains all of the interfaces between strips. Therefore, the global interface r can 
be partitioned as a union of interfaces between slices, interfaces between bars, and 
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interfaces between subdomains inside bars. For the subproblems corresponding to 
the various faces, the ]-operator is used (see Section 2.2). As in the two-dimensional 
case, scalability is achieved in two stages. At each stage the slices change such that 
the interfaces between slices at one stage are orthogonal to the interfaces between 
slices at the second stage. The two stages allow the use of a two-grid V -cycle and 
guarantee a good rate of convergence of the preconditioned iterative procedures, 
which is optimal with respect to the partitioning parameters. 
This chapter is organised as follows. In Section 5.2, we describe the slice-based 
substructuring (SBS3 ) and the alternate slice-based substructuring (ASBS3 ) precon-
ditioning techniques. These are further analysed in Section 5.3. Numerical examples 
to illustrate the performance of these DD methods are given in Section 5.4. Sec-
tion 5.5 summarises this chapter. 
5.2 Slice-Based Substructuring 
We consider the problem (2.1.1) in the three-dimensional case. For clarity of presen-
tation, let the domain n c IR3 be the unit cube (0, 1) X (0, 1) X (0, 1). Let (2.2.1) be 
the initial partitioning of n into subdomains, such that each subdomain is an open 
cube of uniform size 0 < H < 1 (Figure 5.2.1). In every subdomain, we consider 
the coefficient a(x) of (2.1.1) to be constant. 
Figure 5.2.1: The initial partitioning of the domain n c IR3 , with mesh refinement 
shown on one subdomain. 
The boundary of each subdomain is partitioned into faces, edges, and vertices, 
such that the faces are open squares in IR2 , the edges are open lines in IR, defined 
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to be the intersection of the boundaries of at least two faces, and the vertices are 
point sets which are the end-points of the edges. First, we assemble the subdomains 
in the initial partitioning of n into disjoint bars, nb (b = 1, ... 'nb), such that: the 
vertices of each bar are on the boundary an, the interfaces between bars are open 
(rectangular) strips which overlap with the faces of the subdomains, the interfaces 
between strips are lines which overlap with the edges of the subdomains, and the 
union of the interfaces between strips contains all of the interior vertices of the initial 
partitioning of n (see Figure 5.2.2-left). Thus the bars nb form a partitioning of 0: 
(5.2.1) 
Next, we assemble the bars nb into disjoint slices, 0 8 (S = 1, · · · , ns), such that: 
each face between two slices is an open square with its boundary on an, and the 
union of all the faces between slices contains all of the interfaces between strips (see 
Figure 5.2.2-right). Thus the slices 0 8 also form a partitioning of n. 
(5.2.2) 
Let n~ denote a generic bar in 0 8 , and Of denote a generic sub domain (of uniform 
size H) in the bar n~. We denote by F18 a generic face between two slices, by 
FJ a generic face between two bars inside the same slice, and by F~ a generic face 
between two subdomains in the same bar. Let r be the global interface between all 
subdomains in the initial partitioning of n. Then the union of the faces Fz8 , FJ, and 
F~ form a partitioning of r. 
Let S~(O) be as described in Section 2.1 (h < H). For every slice 0 8 , we 
consider the restrictions on 0 8 n n of the functions in S~(n) and denote the finite 
element space of these restrictions by S~(nn. We define 8~(08 ) to be the subspace 
of 8~(08 ) consisting of those functions which are zero on the boundary ans n n. 
Next, for every bar n~ c 0 8 , we consider the restrictions on 0~ n n of the functions 
in 8~(08 ) and denote the finite element space of these restrictions by S~(O~). We 
define S~(O~) to be the subspace of S~(O~) consisting of those functions which are 
zero on the boundary an~ n n. Finally, for every subdomain Of c n~, we consider 
the restrictions on Of n n of the functions in S~(O~) and denote the finite element 
space of these restrictions by S~(Of). We define S~(nn to be the subspace of S~(Of) 
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consisting of those functions which are zero on the boundary an~ n n. 
We also consider the restrictions on r of the functions in S~(n) and denote the 
finite element space of these restrictions by S~(r). We define 5~(808 ), S~(an~), 
S~(80~), S~(an~ nnn, S~(an~ n08 ), S~(an~ nn8 ), S~(F18 ), S~(FJ), and S~(F~) to 
be the subspaces of S~(r) consisting of those functions which are zero on r \808 , 
f\80~, f\80~, f\(80~nn~), f\(80fn08 ), f\(80~n08 ), f\Fz8 , f\FJ, and 
r \ F~ respectively. 
Furthermore, let F~ be the domain obtained by the union ofF~ with the neigh-
bouring regions n~ inside the bar n~' PJ be the domain obtained by the union of FJ 
with the neighbouring bars n~ inside the strips ns, and Pt be the domain obtained 
by the union of F18 with the neighbouring slices 0 8 . Note that these domains form 
an overlapping covering of n, such that every point in n is contained in at most 
six of these domains. We define S~(FD, S~(Fj), and S~(F18 ) to be the subspaces 
of S~(O) consisting of those functions with support in P~, Pz, and Fz8 respectively. 
Then: 
(5.2.3) 
i,k b,j S,l 
i.e. for all u E S~(O), there exists a representation, which is not unique, of the form: 
(5.2.4) 
i,k b,j S,l 
5.2.1 The Slice-Based Substructuring Technique 
The slice-based substructuring (SBS3 ) preconditioner is a natural extension to the 
three-dimensional case of the SBS2 preconditioner introduced in Chapter 4. Let 
Oxyz be a three-dimensional orthonormal system of coordinates. In S~(r), let { 'lpl }, 
{'l/J2}, and {'l/J3 } be the sets of finite element basis functions corresponding to the 
union of faces in the planes xOy, yOz and zOx respectively; { '1/Jv} be the set of finite 
element basis functions corresponding to the union of the vertex-points; and { '1/Jx}, 
{ 'ljJY}, and { '1/Jz}, the sets of finite element basis functions corresponding to the union 
of the edges that lie in the Ox, Oy, and Oz direction respectively. The set offunctions 
{ 'ljll, 'ljl2, 'ljl3, 'ljlv, 'ljlx, 'ljJY, '1/Jz} is a basis for S~(r), thus any function in S~(r) can be 
decomposed as a linear combination of this basis and represented by a vector of its 
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coefficients. If we order these vectors as [u1 u2 u3 uv ux uY uz]T and consider the SC 
system (2.2.10), then the SC matrix Scan be described in terms of block matrices 
as: 
Sn s12 S13 Slv Six S1y slz 
S'{; s22 S23 S2v S2x S2y s2z 
S'{; s~ s33 S3v S3x S3y s3z 
S= Sfv Sfv Sfv S3v Svx Svy Svz 
Sfx Sfx Sfx SJx Sxx Sxy Sxz 
S'{y s~ S[y s~ S'[Y Syy Syz 
Sfz Sfz Sfz s~z S'[z s~z Szz 
We take, for instance, the faces F~ between subdomains n~ in the yOz plane, the 
faces Fj between bars in the xOz plane, such that each bar nb is of size 1 X H X H 
(see Figure 5.2.2-left), and the faces F,8 between slices in the xOy plane, such that 
each slice ns is of size 1 X 1 X H (see Figure 5.2.2-right). 
I 
I 
I I I 
-- ---7'------,-
/ / 
Figure 5.2.2: A bar (with mesh refinement shown on one subdomain) along the Ox 
axis (left) and the corresponding slice (right) of the domain n c IR3. 
basis functions assembled into vectors corresponding to the interfaces between sub-
domains inside bars, the interfaces between bars, and the interfaces between slices 
respectively. Note that wi, \lib, and w s also form a basis for S~(r) and so any 
function in S~(r) can be decomposed as a linear combination of this basis and rep-
resented by a vector of its coefficients. If we order these vectors as [ui ub u8 JT, and 
consider the SC system (2.2.10), then Scan be described in terms of block matrices 
as: 
sii sib Sis 
S= s~ sbb Sbs 
S'{; S'{s Sss 
We observe that, by reordering the nodes, Sii can be expressed as block-diagonal 
matrix with each block corresponding to the boundary of a domain Of, in the interior 
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of a bar 0.~. 
Now, S can be expressed in factored form as: 
Iii 0 0 sii 0 0 Iii sibSii1 
S= sTs-1 ib ii hb 0 X 0 sbb Sbs X 0 hb 
st;;s;;,1 0 Iss 0 -T Sbs Sss 0 0 
where Iii' hb and Iss denote identity matrices, and 
[ 
sbb - s~si--; 1 sib 
s'{s- st;;si--;1 sib 
Sbs - S~Sii 1 Sis l 
Sss - S[;;Sii1 Sis 
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SisSii 1 
0 
Iss 
corresponds to the union of faces FJ (between bars), and faces F{ (between slices). 
Remark 5.2.1 It can be shown that the matrix: 
[ ~: ~bS l Sbs Sss 
is equal to the SC matrix corresponding to the decomposition (5.2.1) of 0 into the 
disjoint bars Of. The calculations are similar as for Remark 4.2.1. Therefore, by 
reordering the nodes, this matrix can be expressed as a block-diagonal matrix with 
each block corresponding to the boundary of a bar 0,~, in the interior of a slice ns. 
On the other hand, the block diagonal matrix: 
sii 0 0 
0 sbb Sbs 
0 -T Sbs Sss 
can be decomposed as: 
Iii 0 0 sii 0 0 Iii 0 0 
0 hb 0 X 0 sbb 0 X 0 hb 
- - 1 SbsSt;b 
0 -T - 1 SbsSt;b Iss 0 0 Sss 0 0 Iss 
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where 
= Sss - [ SJ's S'[s ] 
corresponds to the union of faces F[s (between slices). 
Remark 5.2.2 It can be shown that the matrix Sss is equal to the SC matrix 
corresponding to the decomposition (5.2.2) of n into the disjoint slices ns. See also 
Remark 5.2.1. Therefore, by reordering the nodes, Sss can be expressed as block-
diagonal matrix with each block corresponding to the boundary of a slice, in the 
interior of the domain n. 
From the above factorisations, we deduce that S can be expressed equivalently 
as: 
Iii 0 0 Iii 0 0 sii sibsii1 SisSii 1 
S= S'{;Siil Ibb 0 X 0 hb 0 X 0 sbb - - 1 SbsSt;b 
SJ'sSiil 0 Iss 0 -T - 1 SbsSbi Iss 0 0 Sss 
In order to construct the slice-based preconditioner for the SC system (2.2.10), 
we proceed as follows. First, in the SC matrix S, we drop all the couplings between 
different faces F~ (inside bars), to obtain the block-diagonal matrix: 
blockdiag (SF~) , 
each block S pi corresponding to a face F~. 
k 
Similarly, we drop all the couplings between different faces FJ (between bars), 
to obtain the block-diagonal matrix: 
blockdiag ( S Fj) , 
each block S pb corresponding to a face FJ. 
J 
Finally, we drop all the couplings between different faces F[s (between slices), to 
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obtain the block-diagonal matrix: 
blockdiag ( S PF) , 
each block S ps corresponding to a face F[s. 
l 
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Next, for every face FE {F~,FJ,F1s}, if u E S~(F), let (-.6.p) be the two-
dimensional Laplacian operator with domain of definition HJ(F), and let bp denote 
the discrete operator defined on S~ (F) by: 
(bpu, v)p = (V'u, V'v)p, Vv E S~(F), 
where \7 denotes the two-dimensional gradient on F, and ( ·, ·) p is the scalar product 
in L2 (F). Note that bp represents a finite dimensional approximation of ( -.6.p ). 
Since bp is symmetric and positive definite (SPD) in the inner product (·, ·)p, we 
can define the square root 6J,f2 of bp (see Bramble et al. (1989) [11], pp. 9-10). We 
denote by J p the matrix form of 6Y2 , then we choose: 
Mps = aFsJps 
l l l 
to be the approximation for S pi 
k 
to be the approximation for S ph 
J 
to be the approximation for S Fs. 
l 
Then, we set: 
Mii = blockdiag ( M p~) 
Mbb = blockdiag ( M Pj) 
Mss = blockdiag ( M p
1
s) 
to be the approximation for sii 
to be the approximation for sbb 
to be the approximation for Sss. 
We define the preconditioner Msbs3 as: 
Iii 0 0 Iii 0 0 Mii sibMii1 
Msbs3 = S'£Mii1 hb 0 X 0 hb 0 X 0 Mbb 
sr M-1 0 Iss 0 -T - 1 Iss 0 0 iS ii SbsM;b 
SisMii 1 
- - 1 
SbsMbb 
Mss 
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A generic system Msbs3w = r can now be written in terms of block matrices as: 
h 0 0 Iii 0 0 Mii sibMii1 SisMii1 
srM-1 hb 0 X 0 hb 0 X 0 Mbb 
- - 1 
"b .. SbsMbb t u 
sr M-1 0 Iss 0 -y - 1 Iss 0 0 Mss iS ii SbsMbb 
wi ri 
X wb rb 
ws rs 
(5.2.5) 
The SBS3 Procedure (algebraic form). 
(I) compute the solution Mii, 1ri and obtain the system equivalent to (5.2.5): 
Iii 0 0 Mii sibMii1 SisMii 1 wi ri 
0 hb 0 X 0 Mbb 
- - 1 
SbsMbb X wb fb 
0 -y - 1 SbsMbb Iss 0 0 Mss ws fs 
(5.2.6) 
(II) using Mii, 1ri obtained in (!), compute the solution Mb"b 1fb and obtain the sys-
tern equivalent to (5.2.6): 
Mii sibMii1 SisMii 1 wi Iii 0 0 ri 
0 Mbb 
- - 1 
SbsMt;b X wb 0 hb 0 X fb 
0 0 Mss ws 0 -y --1 -SbsMbb Iss rs 
(5.2.7) 
h -s- -s s-r M--1-b- s CIT M-1 i s-r M--1-b w ere r - r - bS bb r - r - C>is ii r - bS bb r . 
(III) using Mii, 1ri obtained in (I) and Mb"b 1fb obtained in (I I), solve for ws the 
system (5.2.7). 
(IV) using ws obtained m (I I I), solve for wb the system ( 5.2. 7), by backward 
substitution. 
(V) using ws obtained in (I I I) and wb obtained in (IV), solve for wb the system 
(5.2.6), by backward substitution. 
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As in the two-dimensional case (see Section 4.2), using the preconditioner Msbs3 
we can construct the following iterative method: start with u0 as an initial approxi-
mation (without restricting the generality we can assume the starting approximation 
to be zero) and generate a sequence of iterates u1 , · · · , u1, • • • , as follows: 
This can be interpreted as a Richardson iterative procedure (see e.g. Smith et al. 
(1996) [75], Appendix). 
Alternatively, since the new preconditioned matrix M;i!3S is symmetric and non-
negative definite with respect to the s( ·, ·) scalar product, the CG acceleration can 
be applied as follows: 
• let u0 be an initial iterate, 
r0 +- fs - Su0 , the initial residual 
w0 +- Msb!3r 0 , the initial preconditioned residual 
v0 +- w 0 , the initial search direction 
• for l = 0, 1, · · · 
(wl rl) 
compute the direction coefficient: Pl +- - ( vl, ~vl) 
update the iterate: u1+1 +- u1 - p1v1 
update the residual: r 1+1 +- r1 + p1Sv1 
if r1+ 1 ~ tolerance, then 
update the preconditioned residual: wl+1 +- M;i!3r
1
+1 
( wl+l' rl+l) 
compute the orthogonalisation coefficient: q1 +- -'--.,--...,---'-(wl, rl) 
update the search direction: v1+1 +- w 1+1 + q1v1 
else end for. 
The resulting SBS3 method has good parallelisation properties and a rate of conver-
gence proportional to 1/v'H (see Theorem 5.3.4 and Table 5.4.1). 
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Remark 5.2.3 We note that if the problems on the faces F~ (inside bars) are solved 
exactly, then the variables corresponding to these interfaces can be eliminated from 
the iterative process, which then reduces to an iteration on the boundaries of the 
bars. Moreover, if the problems on the faces Fj (between bars) are also solved ex-
actly, then the variables corresponding to these interfaces can also be eliminated 
from the iterative process, which then reduces to an iteration on the faces F/8 (be-
tween slices). 
5.2.2 The Alternate Slice-Based Substructuring (ASBS3 ) 
Technique 
In order to obtain scalability with respect to H, we construct a two-stage precondi-
tioner as follows. At each stage the slices change (see Figures 5.2.3) such that the 
interfaces between slices at one stage are orthogonal to the interfaces between slices 
at the second stage. 
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Figure 5.2.3: Slices of the domain n c IR3 at two different stages. 
Remark 5.2.4 We note that in a two-stage process, the bars may change as well, 
such that the faces between bars at one stage are orthogonal to the faces between 
bars at the other stage. Figures 5.2.2-left and 5.2.4-left show bars and slices at two 
different stages. For clarity of presentation, throughout this section we shall restrict 
our attention to the case when, like the subdomains in the initial partitioning of n, 
the bars, once formed, do not change when the slices change. However, we remark 
that our subsequent analysis (see Section 5.3) is also valid in the case when the bars 
change with the slices. 
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Figure 5.2.4: A bar (with mesh refinement shown on one subdomain) along the Oz 
axis (left) and the corresponding slice (right) of the domain n C JR3 . 
The Additive Alternate Slice-Based Substructuring (ASBS3a) Algorithm. 
Let M;~~3 and M;;~3 denote the SBS3 preconditioner at the first and second stage 
respectively. It is easy to see that the global interface r is covered by the union of the 
following two overlapping subdomains: on one hand the interfaces between slices, 
between bars inside slices, and between subdomains inside bars at the first stage, 
and on the other hand the interfaces between slices, between bars inside slices, 
and the between subdomains inside bars at the second stage. Therefore Schwarz 
algorithms can be derived using the Msbs3 preconditioner. The (inexact) additive 
Schwarz method is: start with u0 as an initial approximation (without restricting 
the generality we take this approximation to be zero) and generate a sequence of 
iterates u 1 • • • ui · · · as follows· 
' ' ' ' . 
ui+1/2- ui + (M;~;3)-1(fs- Sui) 
ul+1 - ui+1/2 + (M;;~3)-1(fs- Sui). 
This can also be written in one step as: 
ui+1 _ ui + ((M(1) )-1 + (M(2) )-1) (f _Sui) 
sbs3 sbs3 S ' 
and interpreted as a Richardson iterative process with the two-stage SC precondi-
tioner defined by: 
M-1 (M(1) )-1 + (M(2) )-1 
asbs3 - sbs3 sbs3 · 
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The new preconditioned SC matrix M::S~83 S can also be used with CG acceleration: 
• let u0 be an initial iterate, 
r0 +-- fs- Su0 , the initial residual 
w 0 +-- M:S~83r0 , the initial preconditioned residual 
v0 +-- w 0 , the initial search direction 
• for l = 0, 1, · · · 
t th d . . ffi . (wl, rl) compu e e 1rectwn coe c1ent: PI+--- (vi, Svl) 
update the iterate: u1+1 +-- u1 - p1v1 
update the residual: r1+1 +-- r 1 + p1Sv1 
if rl+1 ;:::: tolerance, then 
update the preconditioned residual: wl+1 +-- M:S~83r 1+ 1 
( wl+l' rl+I) 
compute the orthogonalisation coefficient: q1 +-- --'---.,--:---:-:---'-(wl, rl) 
update the search direction: v1+1 +-- w1+1 + q1v1 
else end for. 
The following steps will compute w 1 = M:S~83r1 (l = 0, 1, · · · ): 
or equivalently, 
wl +-- ((M(1) )-1 + (M(2) )-1) rl 
sbs3 sbs3 · 
The resulting ASBS3a method is optimal in the sense that the rate of convergence 
can be bounded independently of the partitioning parameters H and h (see Theo-
rem 5.3.8 and Table 5.4.2). 
However, reloading the problem at the second stage, when the slices change, can 
be expensive. We therefore consider the possibility of reducing the calculations to a 
coarser grid at one of the stages (see Figures 5.2.5). Let I;2Ph c ... c I;2h c I;h be a 
set of nested uniform square grids associated with the original domain n, such that 
1 ::; p E N and 2P h < H. As in the two-dimensional case, the coarse grid reduced 
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operator for S, Sc, can be defined either by rediscretisation of the problem on the 
:E2Ph grid, or by the relations Sc _:_ RSP, where R is the restriction from grid r;h to 
grid :E2Ph and P = RT is the prolongation from grid :E2Ph to grid :Eh. 
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Figure 5.2.5: Slices of the domain D C IR.3 at the coarse (left) and the fine (right) 
stage respectively. 
The Two-Grid Alternate Slice-Based Substructuring (ASBS39a) Algo-
rithm. Let M~bsJ and MfbsJ be the SBS3 preconditioner at the coarse stage and 
the fine stage respectively. The new additive two-grid method is: start with u0 as 
an initial approximation (without restricting the generality we take this to be zero) 
and generate a sequence of iterates u 1 , · · · , u1, • • ·, as follows: 
ul+l/2 t- ul + P(M~bs3)-1 R(fs- Sul) 
ul+1 t- ul+1/2 + (Mfbs3)-1(fs- Sul). 
This can also be written as: 
ul+l t- ul + (P(Mc )-1 R + (Mf )-1) (f - Sul) sbs3 sbs3 S · 
When this scheme is used to define a preconditioner for the CG method, the inverse 
ofthe new two-grid SC preconditioner is: 
The preconditioned SC matrix is M::S~839 S. The resulting ASBS39a method is also 
optimal in the sense that the rate of convergence can be bounded independently of 
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the partitioning parameters H and h (see Theorem 5.3.9). 
5.3 Spectral Analysis for the SBS3 and ASBS3 
Techniques 
This purpose of this section is to present an abstract framework for the slice-based 
substructuring algorithms described in Section 5.2. First, we present some technical 
tools which will be used to prove our main results, then we state and prove the 
theorems concerning the condition number for the relevant operators in the PCG 
iterations described in Section 5.2. Throughout this section the notation introduced 
in Section 5.2 is maintained. Also, C and c denote generic positive constants which 
are independent of the partitioning parameters H and h. The actual values of these 
constants may not necessarily be the same in any two occurrences. Further notation 
is explained as it occurs. 
We decompose functions u E S~(r) as: 
(5.3.1) 
where u'P, u'Pb, and u'Ps are defined as follows. First, 
u'P E V'P = :L s~(an~ n n~) 
S,b,i 
is the solution of the problem: 
s(u'P, v) = (fs, v), Vv E V'P. 
Note that this is equivalent to solving independently for each 80~ n n~ the following 
local problem: find uf E S~(80f n nn, such that: 
s(u'P, v) = (fs, v), Vv E S~(80~ n 0~). 
Next, u'Pb is the part of u which lies in the orthogonal complement of V'P in 
Ls,b,i SR(Bn~ n 0 8 ): 
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Thus, the value of the function u'Pb E V'Pb in r \ 808 is uniquely determined by its 
value in U FJ. From the definition of V'Pb, we deduce: 
b,j 
s(u'Pb, v) = (fs, v) - s(u'P, v), Vv E V'P E9 V'Pb. 
Note that: 
We deduce that if v'Pb E V'Pb is similarly defined as u'Pb, then: 
Finally, u'Ps = u - u'P - u'Pb is the part of u which lies in the orthogonal com-
plement of V'P E9 V'Pb in S~ (r): 
V'Ps = { u E S~(r) : s(u, v) = 0, Vv E V'P E9 V'Pb }. 
Thus, the value of the function u'Ps E V'Ps in r is uniquely determined by its value 
in U F18. From the definition of V'Ps, we deduce: 
S,l 
s(u'Ps, v) = (fs, v)- s(u'P, v)- s(u'Pb, v), Vv E S~(r), 
or equivalently, if v'Ps E V'Ps is similarly defined as u'Ps, then: 
Note that: 
(5.3.2) 
As in the two-dimensional case, we consider the bilinear form sf' . ) on s~ (r) X 
S~(r) defined as follows. Let ni be a generic subdomain in a (2.2.1), (5.2.1), or 
(5.2.2) partitioning of n. First, we set: 
(5.3.3) 
where ai(·, ·) is given by (2.2.2), and uE, vE are the discrete harmonic extensions 
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into ni of u, v respectively. Then, we define: 
N 
s(u, v) = L Si(u, v). (5.3.4) 
i=l 
It can be shown that the bilinear forms(·,·) is equivalent to s(·, ·),and we can drop 
the tilde from this notation (see e.g. Quarteroni and Valli (1999) [66], Section 2.4, 
also discussion in Section 2.2). The bilinear form si(u, u) can be analysed using the 
fractional order Sobolev seminorm lu1Hl/2(BO;) given by: 
(5.3.5) 
where (and T denote areas on ani (see e.g. Xu and Zou (1998) [87], p. 866). 
For every face F c ani, let 
where ( and T denote areas on ani (see e.g. Xu and Zou (1998) [87], p. 868). 
When F is an face F~ (inside bars), the associated space: 
is equipped with the weighted norm: 
(5.3.6) 
Next, when F is a face FJ (between bars), the associated space: 
is equipped with the weighted norm: 
(5.3.7) 
Finally, when F is a face F,S (between slices), the associated space: 
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is equipped with the norm: 
(5.3.8) 
On the other hand, let u E S~(F), and lluiiH~~2(F) be the norm defined by: 
where T and ~ denote areas on F, and dist(T, 8F) represents the distance from T 
to the boundary 8F of F. Conform Necas (1967) [64], Chapter 2, Lemma 5.3 (see 
also Dryja (1988) [33] p. 47), in the case of a rectangle F = (0, H 1) x (0, H2), in the 
definition (5.3.9), 
can be replaced equivalently by: 
and 
can be replaced equivalently by: 
r (u(T))2 dT 
} F dist( T, 8F) 
It can be shown that, when u is a smooth function defined on ani, with support 
contained in the face F, 
(5.3.9) 
(see e.g. Bramble et al. (1989) [11], p. 9, or Xu and Zou (1998) [87], p. 868). 
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Furthermore, the following equivalence holds: 
(5.3.10) 
(see e.g. Bramble et al. (1989) [11], pp. 9-10). 
The bilinear form msbs3 ( ·, ·) associated with the preconditioner Msbs3 is defined 
by: 
( ) L ( xl/2 i i ) L ( xl/2 b b) ffisbs3 U, V = aF; UF; Uk, Vk Fi + aFb uFb U 1·, V 1· Fb k k k J j J 
i,k b,j 
L (xl/2 s s) + aFs uF8 u1 , v 1 Fs, I l I (5.3.11) 
S,l 
where for every face F~, u~ is equal to u'PIF; on F~, and zero everywhere else on r 
k 
and on an, and we recall that aF; is a scaling factor equal to the average value of 
k 
the coefficients inside the subdomains sharing the common face F~; for every face Fj 
(between bars), uj is equal to u'PbiFb on Fj, and zero everywhere else on rand on 
J 
an, and aFb is a scaling factor equal to the average value of the coefficients inside 
J 
the subdomains adjacent to Fj; for every face F18 (between slices), uf is equal to 
u'PsiFs on Fz8 , and zero everywhere else on f and on an, and aFs is a scaling factor 
l I 
equal to the average value of the coefficients inside the subdomains adjacent to Fz8 , 
and vL vj, and vf are similarly defined as uL uj, and uf respectively. 
The process of obtaining the solution wE S~(r) of 
msbs3(w, v) = (r, v), Vv E S~(r) 
is equivalent to the following procedure. 
The SBS3 Procedure. 
(I) for every face F~ (inside bars), solve for w~ E S~(FD the following equation: 
This can be done independently and in parallel for all F~. 
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(II) for every face Fj (between bars), solve for w'(J E S~(Fj) the following equation: 
This can be done independently and in parallel for all Fj. 
(III) for every face F18 c r (between slices), solve for w 81 E S~(Fn the following 
equation: 
This can be done independently and in parallel for all F18 . 
(IV) for every slice 0 8 , extend the values of w sz, determined in (I I I), discrete 
harmonically onto all faces Fj c 0 8 (between bars). That is solve for w'(8 E 
I:: S~(8fl~) the following homogeneous equation: 
n.fcns 
L O:pj(o~2w'(8 , v)Fj = 0, Vv E L S~(anr n 08) 
Fjcanf nfcns 
with w'(8 given by Wst from (III) on F'z8 c 808 . Then, set Wb = w'(J +w~~b· 
J 
This can be done independently and in parallel for all 0 8 . 
(V) for every slice 0 8 , extend the values of w 81 , determined in (I I I), and the values 
of w'(8 , determined in (IV), discrete harmonically onto all faces F~ c 0 8 . 
That is solve for wf E L S~(80~) the following homogeneous equation: 
n~cns 
L O:p~(o~2wf, v)p~ = 0, Vv E L S~(80~ n 0 8), 
F~c&n~ n~cns 
with wf given by w Sl from (I I I) on F'z8 c 808 ) and by w'(8 from (IV) on 
Fj c 0 8 . Then, set wik = w~ +w~rk· Again, this can be done independently 
and in parallel for all 0 8 . 
Next, we define the bilinear form masbs3 ( ·, ·) associated with the preconditioner 
Masbs 3 as follows. If m~~~3 (·, ·) and m~~~3 (·, ·) represent the bilinear form (5.3.11) 
associated with the preconditioners M;~~3 and M;;~3 respectively, we define: 
( ) - (1) ( ) (2) ( ) masbs3 u, v - msbs3 u, v + msbs3 u, v ) Vu, v E S~(f). (5.3.12) 
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Similarly, in order to define the bilinear form masbs3g ( ·, ·) associated with the 
preconditioner Masbs3g, let m~bs3 (·, ·)and m{b83 (·, ·)denote the bilinear form (5.3.11) 
associated with the preconditioners Mgbs 3 and Mfbs 3 respectively, then we define: 
\iu, v E S~(r). (5.3.13) 
Lemma 5.3.1 Let n = (0, 1) X (0, 1) X (0, 1) and let ns = (0, 1) X (0, 1) X (0, H) 
be a slice in fl. For u E H 1(r28 ), the following estimates hold: 
(i) if u is equal to zero on one face in ans nan, then: 
(ii) if u is equal to zero on one face in ans n n, then: 
(iii) ifF is a square of size 1 in 8r28 , and lluii1,2 (F) represents the L2(F)-norm of 
ulp, then: 
(iv) if u E H 1(r2), then: 
In each of the estimates ( i) - ( iv), C denotes a generic positive constant which is 
independent of the function u and the partitioning parameter H. 
Furthermore, let rlt = (0, 1) X (jH, (j + 1)H) X (0, H) be a bar in ns, and 
rlf = (iH, (i + 1)H) x (jH, (j + 1)H) x (0, H) be a cube of size H in rlt. Then, 
estimates analogous to ( i) - ( iv) hold when ns and n are replaced by rlt and ns 
respectively, and also when ns and n are replaced by n~ and rlt respectively. 
Proof: These estimates can be obtained by direct integration and the Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality. See Appendix for details. D 
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Lemma 5.3.2 Let ni be a subdomain in the (2.2.1) partitioning of n, and F denote 
a generic face in ani. If ii E S~ ( n) vanishes on all edges and vertices in ani, and 
u = ulan;' then: 
si(u, u) ::; C L (o!/2u, u)F, 
Fe an; 
where si(·, ·) is defined by (5.3.3). 
Proof: This is the three-dimensional version of Lemma 4.3.2. See Bramble et al. 
(1989) [11], pp. 10-11. D 
Lemma 5.3.3 Let u be a continuous, piecewise quadratic function defined on the 
finite element mesh L;h of the domain n. In three dimension, if Jhu is its piecewise 
linear interpolant on the same mesh, then: 
where ni is a generic subdomain in a (2.2.1), (5.2.1), or (5.2.2) partitioning of n. 
The same type of bounds hold for the £ 2 , H 112 , and H;t2 norms. 
Proof: This is the three-dimensional version of Lemmas 3.3.3 and 4.3.3. See Dryja 
and Widlund (1994) [37], Lemma 4. D 
Theorem 5.3.4 For the SBS3 preconditioning technique, the relative condition 
number K;(M~!3S) grows linearly as 1/ H, i.e. 
(M-1 S) = Amax(M~!3S) < C K; sbs3 , (M-1 S) -H. 
/\min sbs3 
Proof: Let msbs3 (·, ·)be the bilinear form defined by (5.3.11). In order to show that 
the relative condition number satisfies K;(M~!3S) ::; C / H, through Theorem 2.1.3 
for the matrix S and the preconditioner Msbs3, it suffices to show that: 
cHmsbs3(u, u) ::; s(u, u) ::; Cmsbs3(u, u), \fu E S~(r). (5.3.14) 
Throughout this proof we maintain the notation adopted when defining (5.3.11). 
First, in order to derive an upper bound for Amax(M~!3S), we show the right 
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hand-side inequality in (5.3.14). By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
i,k i,k i,k 
b,j b,j b,j 
S,l S,l S,l 
On the other hand, by Lemma 5.3.2: 
L s(u;, u;) :::; C L aFj(b~2 u;, u;)Fj 
b,j b,j 
L s(uf, uf):::; C L aFt(oX}uf, uf)F1s. 
S,l S,l 
Thus, by the decomposition (5.3.2) of s(·, ·), the above estimations, and the 
definition (5.3.11) of msbs3(·, ·),we deduce: 
i,k i,k b,j b,j S,l S,l 
CL (s;l/2 i i) cL: (s;l/2 b b) cL: (s;l/2 s s) :::; QF; UF; Uk, Uk Fi + CXFb uFb U 1-, U 1- Fb + QFs uF8 Ul , Ut Fs, k k k ) j ) l l l 
i,k b,j S,l 
from which the right hand-side inequality in (5.3.14) follows. Therefore, by Theo-
rem 2.1.3, Amax(M8t;;3S) :::; C. 
Next, in order to derive a lower bound for Amin(M~;3 S), we show the left 
hand-side inequality in (5.3.14). The argument here is an extension to the three-
dimensional case of that used to prove Theorem 4.3.4. 
We show that: 
(5.3.15) 
""" (s;l/2 b b) < c ( 'Pb 'Pb) ~ a Fj u Fb uj, uj Fj _ s u , u , 
b,j ) 
(5.3.16) 
and 
(5.3.17) 
If u = u'P + u'Pb + u'Ps is the (5.3.1) decomposition of u, we denote by ii'P, (i'Pb, 
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and ii'Ps the discrete harmonic extensions of u'P, u'Pb and u'Ps in n respectively. Let 
Tl~ be a continuous, piecewise linear function on the finite element nodes of n that 
is zero on the finite element nodes on the boundary 8F~ ofF~ and everywhere else 
on r \ F~, grows linearly to 1 such that IIY'flLIIvx> ~ c I H, and it is identically 1 on 
the remainder finite element nodes of F~. Next, let ryJ be a continuous, piecewise 
linear function on the finite element nodes of n that is zero on the finite element 
nodes on the boundary 8Fj of Fj and everywhere else on r \ Fj, 0 ~ ryJ ~ 1, and 
IIV'ryjllv,o ~ C/ H. Finally, let ryf be a continuous, piecewise linear function on the 
finite element nodes of n that is zero on the finite element nodes on the boundary 
8F? of Fz8 and everywhere else on r \ Fp, 0 ~ ryf ~ 1, and IIV'ryfll£= ~C. 
If Jh is the finite element interpolation operator onto the space S~(r), then we 
define: 
and 
Note that if { ryt}, { ryJ}, and { ryf} form partitions of unity, then: 
and u'Ps = L:uf. 
b,j S,l 
1/2 . From Lemma 5.3.3 (for the Hoo norm), we deduce that when v = ryi.:u'P, in order 
to estimate lluLIIH~~2(FD' it is sufficient to estimate llviiH~~2(F~)" 
We consider a generic face F~ = (0, H) x (0, H). We divide the interval [0, H] in 
two parts [0, H/2] and [H/2, H], and take the tensor product [0, H] ®[0, H]. The 
double integral in the definition of llvii~112 (Fk) is then split into a sum of four double 
integrals. Due to the symmetry, we only need to consider one of them. By the 
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definition of 77~ and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we obtain: 
Therefore: 
Next, we consider the single integrals in the definition of llvii~ 1 ; 2 (F~)' Through the 
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definition of 7Jt, we deduce: 
Therefore: 
By the above evaluations, we obtain: 
From this estimate, Lemma 5.3.1 (iii) and (ii) for subdomains Df inside bars, and 
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Theorem 2.2.3, we deduce: 
""""" i 2 """""1 i 2 """"" i2 ~ ap~llukllH;b2(Fk):::; C ~ Hllukll£2(Fk) + C ~ Juk1Hli2(Fk) 
F~canr F~can~ Fkcan~ 
:::; c ~2llii10 li~2(D,~) + Cjii10 l~l(D,~) 
:::; Cjii10 l~l(n~) 
:::; Cju10 l~l/2(an~). 
Thus, through the equivalence (5.3.10) for the face F~, 
Since each F~ is shared by only two subdomains 0~, after summing over all Of c 0, 
by the representation (5.3.4) of s(·, ·),we obtain (5.3.15). 
Next, similar evaluations are also possible on the faces Fj = (0, 1) x (0, H) 
(between bars). Note that by the definition of ryJ on Fj, we first need to divide this 
face into (0, H] x (0, H), · · ·, [1- H, 1) x (0, H). Then the double integral evaluated 
on Fj ® Fj is split into the sum of 1/ H 2 double integrals. However, by symmetry, 
only one case needs to be considered, which is similar to the double integral for F~. 
The single integral is also similar to that for F{ Then we obtain: 
From this estimate, Lemma 5.3.1 (iii) and (ii) for bars 0~ inside slices, and the left 
hand-side inequality in Theorem 2.2.3, we deduce: 
L aFjllu~ll~;b2(FJ):::; L ~Jiu~II~2(Fj) + L Ju~l~l/2(Fj) 
~coof ~~nf ~coof 
:::; c ~2llii10bii~2(D.f) + Cjii10 l~l(D.f) 
:::; CjiiiObl~l(nf)· 
Then, we apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for the decomposition of the bars 0~ 
into disjoint subdomains O?, and the right hand-side inequality in Theorem 2.2.3, 
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to obtain: 
L aFjllu~II~~~2(Fj) ~ Clu'~'bl~~(!1~) 
Fjcan~ 
~ c 2:: iu'~'bl~~(!1y) 
!1~c!1~ 
~ C L iu'Pb 1~1/2(&!1~)· 
!1~c!1~ 
Thus, through the equivalence (5.3.10) for the face Fj, 
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Since each face Fj is shared by only two bars 0~, after summing over all n~ c 0, 
by the representation (5.3.4) of s(·, ·),we obtain (5.3.16). 
Finally, analogous calculations can be carried out on the faces F,_8 = (0, 1) x (0, 1) 
(between slices). Note that by the definition of ryf on F,_8 , we first need to divide 
each interval (0, 1) as (0, 1/2) and [1/2, 1), then express F18 as the tensor product 
(0, 1) Q$)(0, 1). Replacing H by 1 in the calculations carried out for F~ yields: 
From this estimate, Lemma 5 .3.1 (iii) for slices 0 8 , and the left hand-side inequality 
in Theorem 2.2.3, we deduce: 
L aF1sllufii~~~2(F1s) ~ L lluflli2(Ft} + L lufi~I/2(F1s) Ffcans Ffcans Ffcans 
1 ~ c Hllu'~'slli2(flS) + CHiu'~'sl~~(ns) + Clu'~'l~~(ns) 
1 ~ c H llft'PS lli2(flS) + Clft'PS l~l(flS) 
~ C ( 1 + ~) lu'~'sl~~(!1s)· 
Then, we apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for the decomposition of the slices 0 8 
into disjoint bars n~' and also for the decomposition of the into disjoint sub domains 
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n~, and the right hand-side inequality in Theorem 2.2.3, to obtain: 
:::; c (1 + ~) L lii~S,~l(O~) 
n~cns 
:::; c ( 1 + ~) L L lu~s~~~<n~) 
n~cns n~cn~ 
:::; c ( 1 + ~) L L 1u~s~~~ 12umr)· 
n~cns n~cn~ 
Thus, through the equivalence (5.3.10) for the face P1s, 
L O:p1s(6~1uf, uf)p1s:::; C (1 + ~) L L si(u~s, u~8 ). 
F1
8 cans n~cns ntcn~ 
Since each face piS is shared by only two slices ns' after summing over all ns c n, 
through the representation (5.3.4) of s(·, · ), we obtain (5.3.17). 
From the estimates (5.3.15), (5.3.16), and (5.3.17), the definition (5.3.11) of 
msbs3 (·, ·),and the decomposition (5.3.2) of s(·, ·),we deduce: 
msbs3(u, u) :::; C ( 1 + ~) s(u, u), 
which is equivalent to the left hand-side inequality in (5.3.14). 
Therefore, by Theorem 2.1.3 for the matrix S and the preconditioner Msbs 3 , 
1/ Amin(M~;3S) grows linearly as 1/ H. Since 1/ Amax(M~;2S) :::; C, we conclude 
that: 
Remark 5.3.5 We observe that in the proof of Theorem 5.3.4, when ns is a slice 
with only one face in the interior of the domain n and the remaining faces on the 
boundary 80, we can apply Lemma 5.3.1 (ii) instead of (i). Thus, for this slice, 
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Lemma 5.3.6 In three dimensions, let Q2Ph : L2(0) ---t s2PH(n) be the L2-projection 
associated with s2Ph(n) (h :::; 2Ph < H, p E N). Then, for all u E HJ(n), the fol-
lowing estimates hold: 
and 
Proof: This is the three-dimensional version of Lemma 3.3.6. For a proof see e.g. 
Bramble and Xu (1991) [12], Section 3. D 
Lemma 5.3. 7 In three dimensions, let u E S~(f) and ii be its discrete harmonic 
extension in n. If Q2Ph : L2(0) ---t sgPh(n) is the £ 2-projection associated with 
sgPh(n) (h:::; 2Ph < H, pEN), we denote iio = Q2Phii and Uo = iiolr· Then: 
Proof: This is the three-dimensional version of Lemma 4.3.3. The proof is based 
on the observation that the ASBS3a preconditioner is obtained in two stages such 
that the interfaces between slices at one stage are perpendicular on the interfaces 
between slices at the other stage. Throughout this proof we maintain the notation 
adopted when defining (5.3.11). First, we show that for any u 0 E S~(r), 
(5.3.18) 
Then, by replacing h by 2Ph, and taking U 0 = Q2Phiio1r in the above estimate, 
the lemma follows, through the definition of s(·, ·),Theorem 2.2.3, and the second 
estimate in Lemma 5.3.6. 
Let u1 = uf +uib +uf5 be the (5.3.1) decomposition of U 0 at the first stage, and 
u2 = u~ +u~b+u~s be the (5.3.1) decomposition of U 0 at the second stage. Note that 
the global interface r can be viewed as being covered by the union of the following 
two overlapping subdomains: on one hand the faces between slices, between bars 
inside slices, and between subdomains inside bars at the first stage, and on the other 
hand the faces between slices, between bars inside slices, and between subdomains 
inside bars at the second stage. r can also be viewed as consisting of the union of 
the faces between slices and between subdomains inside bars, at both stages. 
Furthermore, the union of the interfaces between slices at both stages can be 
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regarded as consisting of overlapping wire-basket regions, such that each region 
contains an edge of a bar and parts of the interfaces between slices that are within 
a distance H from that edge. Thus at most two such regions overlap and the width 
of the overlap is uniform of order O(H). Let rv denote a generic wire-basket region 
as described above, restricted to the boundary an~ of a generic bar nr Then 
the restriction uv = U 0 ifv, of U 0 to rv, can be analysed using the H;L2 (rv) norm 
according to definition (2.2.9). 
Let F1~ and ~~ denote a generic face between two slices at the first and at the 
second stage respectively, such that rv C ~~ U ~~. We introduce the following 
notation: tv = Fz~ n Fz~ and S~(tv) = S~(F1~) n S~(Fz~), with S~(F1~) and S~(Fz~) 
as in (5.2.3). We denote by Ua, the harmonic extension of Ua in n, and derive a 
representation: 
Ua = Luv + I::u1, 
v k 
where u.v E S~(tv) and ui E S~(PD, with S~(PD also as in (5.2.3). We construct 
this representation as follows. Let ryv be a continuous, piecewise linear function on 
the finite element nodes of 0. that is zero on the finite element nodes of the boundary 
atv and everywhere else on 0.\ tv, 0::; TJv ::; 1, and its gradient is of order 0(1/ H). 
If Jh is the finite element interpolation operator onto the space S~(0.), then we 
define: 
Analogously, let ry~ be a continuous, piecewise linear function on the finite element 
nodes of n that is zero on the finite element nodes of the boundary aP~ and every-
where else on 0. \ P~, 0 ::; T}~ ::; 1, and its gradient is of order 0(1/ H). Then we 
define: 
Note that if { ryt} and { TJv} form partitions of unity, then: 
iio = Luv + l::ui. 
v i,k 
Like in the two-dimensional case (see the proof of Lemma 4.3.3), we obtain: 
L iuvl1l(flg) ::; Cliial1l(flg) + C ~2 lliiall~2(flg)· 
rvcaog 
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We choose fiv to be the discrete harmonic extension of uv = iivlrv in f'v, extended 
by zero to the rest of 0. Then, the last estimate and the minimisation property 
(2.2.5), of discrete harmonic functions, imply: 
L luvi~I(!1f) ~ Clfioi~I(!1f) + C ~2 llfioll~z(nf)' 
rvcanf 
Thus, by the left hand-side inequality in Theorem 2.2.3 and Lemma 5.3.1 (ii) for 
an~ n 0 8 , 
L luvl~l/2(8!1f) ~ Cliiol~l(!1f) + C ~2 llfioll~z(nf) 
rvcanf 
From this estimate, by the definition (2.2.9) and the right hand-side inequality in 
Theorem 2.2.3, we deduce: 
Since each rv is shared by only four bars 0~, after summing over all 0~ c 0, we 
obtain: 
L lluvll~~bz(rv) ~ Clual~l/2(r)' 
v 
Similarly, we obtain: 
L lii~~~l(!1~) ~ Clfiol~l(!1~) + C ~2 lliioll~2(!1~)' 
F~can~ 
(5.3.19) 
We choose ut to be the discrete harmonic extension of u~ = ii~ I Fi in F~, extended 
k 
by zero to the rest of 0. Then, the last estimate and the minimisation property 
(2.2.5), of discrete harmonic functions, imply: 
L lutl~l(nV ~ Clfiol~l(n~) + C ~2 llfioll~z(n~)· 
F~can~ 
Thus, by the left hand-side inequality in Theorem 2.2.3 and Lemma 5.3.1 (ii) for 
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L JuU~l/2(an~) :::; CJiloJ~l(n~) + C ~2 1liloJii2(n~) 
Fkcan~ 
144 
From this estimate, by the definition (2.2.9) and the right hand-side inequality in 
Theorem 2.2.3, we deduce: 
L llu~JI~~~2(Fk) :::; CJilol~l(nn 
F'kcan~ 
Since each F~ is shared by only two sub domains n~ c Ot, after summing over all 
n~ c n, we obtain: 
(5.3.20) 
Finally, (5.3.19) and (5.3.20) imply (5.3.18). D 
Theorem 5.3.8 For the ASBS3a preconditioning technique, the relative condition 
number r.;(M~~83 S) is bounded independently of the partitioning parameters Hand 
h, i.e. 
r.;(A1-1 S) = Amax(M~~s3S) < C. 
asbs3 .\ . (M-1 S) -
mm asbs3 
Proof: We observe that the ASBS3a preconditioner is of overlapping Schwarz type. 
Therefore it is possible to show this result by arguments extended from those used 
to prove Theorem 4.3.8. However, like in the two-dimensional case, this result can 
be demonstrated in a similar manner as shown in the proof of Theorem 5.3.9 below, 
by simply replacing the functions at the coarse level by those at the first stage, and 
the functions at the fine level by those at the second stage. D 
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Theorem 5.3.9 For the ASBS39a preconditioning technique, the relative condition 
number K,( M::S~sJg S) is bounded independently of the partitioning parameters H and 
h, i.e. 
A (M-1 S) /'i,(M-1 S) = max asbs3g < C. 
asbs3g A . (M-1 S) -
mm asbs3g 
Proof: In order to bound the condition number K,(M;;,~839 S), we need upper and 
lower bounds for the spectrum of M;;,~839 S. To this end, we use Theorem 2.1.3 for 
the matrix Sand the preconditioner MasbsJ· Throughout this proof we maintain the 
notation adopted when defining (5.3.11) and (5.3.13). 
First, we find an upper bound for Amax(M;;,t3S). Let u E S~(r), and let 
m~bs3 (·, ·) and m{b83 (·, ·) denote the bilinear form (5.3.11) associated with the pre-
conditioners M~bsJ and MfbsJ respectively. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and 
Theorem 5.3.4, 
s(u, u) ~ C (s(u, u) + s(u, u)) 
~ C ( m~b83 (u, u) + m{b83 (u, u)) . 
From this estimate, the definition (5.3.12) of masbs3 (·, ·), and Theorem 2.1.3, it 
follows that: 
Next, we develope a lower bound for Amin(M;;,~839 S). Let ii be the discrete 
harmonic extension of u in n, and let Uo = Q2Phll be the £ 2-projection of ii onto 
sgPh(O), and Uo = iiolr· Then, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Lemma 5.3.7, 
ffiasbs3g(U, u) = ffiasbs3g(U- Uo + Uo, U- Uo + Uo) 
~ Cmasbs3g(u- Uo, u- Uo) + Cs(u, u). 
It remains to show that 
masbs3g(u- U 0 , U- U 0 ) ~ Cs(u, u). (5.3.22) 
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We demonstrate that: 
(5.3.23) 
and 
(5.3.24) 
Let w = ii-ii0 . Then wlr = u-u0 . At the fine stage, in the proof of Theorem 5.3.4, 
we replace u by u 1. Then we obtain: 
From this estimate, Lemma 5.3.1 (iii) for subdomains n~ inside bars, and the left 
hand-side inequality in Theorem 2.2.3, we deduce: 
Since each F~ is shared by only two subdomains n~, after summing over all n~ c n, 
Lemma 5.3.6 implies: 
L aFk llui11~~~2(F~) :::; C ~2 llwlli2(0) + Clwl1l(O) 
i,k 
Then, through the equivalence (5.3.10) for the face F~, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequal-
ity for the decomposition of n into disjoint sub domains n~' and the right hand-side 
inequality in Theorem 2.2.3, we obtain: 
L aF~ (6~2uL u~)F~ :::; C L liil~l(Of) 
i,k nrcn 
:::; C L lul~l/2(ann 
n~cn 
::; C L si(u, u). 
Of cO 
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Thus, by the representation (5.3.4) of s(·, ·), 
(5.3.25) 
Next, replacing u by UJ in the proof of Theorem 5.3.4, also yields: 
From this estimate, Lemma 5.3.1 (iii) for bars 0:~ inside slices, and the left hand-side 
inequality in Theorem 2.2.3, we deduce: 
L aFjlluJII~~b2(Fj):::; L ~llu?lli2(Fj) + L lujbl~l/2(Fj) 
Fjcanf Fjcanf Fjcanf 
1 2 2 
:::; C H 2 llwii£2(0.f) + ClwiHl(O.f)· 
Since each Fj is shared by only two bars D.~, after summing over all 0~ c 0, 
Lemma 5.3.6 implies: 
Then, through the equivalence (5.3.10) for the face Fj, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequal-
ity for the decomposition of n into disjoint subdomains nr) and the right hand-side 
inequality in Theorem 2.2.3, we obtain: 
:::; C L lul~l/2(&n~) 
n~cn 
:::; C L si(u, u). 
n~cn 
Thus, by the representation (5.3.4) of s(·, · ), 
L apj(o~2 uJ, uJ)Fj :::; Cs(u, u). 
b,j 
(5.3.26) 
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Finally, by replacing u by u1 in the proof of Theorem 5.3.4, also implies: 
From this estimate, Lemma 5.3.1 (iii) for slices !18 , left hand-side inequality in 
Theorem 2.2.3, we deduce: 
L aFtllufii~;~2(F1s) ~ L llu?II~2(F1s) + L lu?l~l/2(F1s) F18 c&f2S F1Sc&f2S F1Sc&f2S 
1 2 2 ~ C H llwll£2(ns) + ClwiHI(OS)· 
Since each F/8 is shared by only two slices !18 , after summing over all !18 c !1, 
Lemma 5.3.6 implies: 
Then, through the equivalence (5.3.10) for the face F/8 , the Cauchy-Schwarz inequal-
ity for the decomposition of n into disjoint sub domains n~' and the right hand-side 
inequality in Theorem 2.2.3, we obtain: 
L aFls(bx;uf, uf)Fls ~ c L liil~l(nn 
S,l n~cn 
~ C L lul~l/2(&n~) 
n~cn 
~ C L si(u, u). 
n~cn 
Thus, by the representation (5.3.4) of s(·, ·), 
L aFt(bx;uf, uf)Fls ~ Cs(u, u). 
S,l 
(5.3.27) 
The estimates (5.3.25), (5.3.26), and (5.3.27) imply (5.3.23). Analogously, at the 
coarse stage, we obtain (5.3.24). Then, through the definition (5.3.13) of masbs39 (·, ·), 
(5.3.23) and (5.3.24) imply (5.3.22). 
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Therefore, by Theorem 2.1.3 for the matrix S and the preconditioner Masbs3g, 
A min ( M::Sts39S) is bounded independently of the partitioning parameters H and h. 
Since (5.3.21) also holds, we conclude that: 
5.4 Numerical Estimates 
The aim of this section is to illustrate the efficiency of the ASBS3 preconditioners 
when solving equations of the form (2.1.1) by the PCG method. 
Example 5.4.1 We solve the Poisson equation: 
{ 
-~u(x) = f(x) in 0 = (0, 1) X (0, 1) 
u(x) = 0 on an. 
In the computations, at each stage the unit cube n is partitioned into N = 1/ H 3 
equal cubes. The mesh size is h for the fine grid, and H /2 for the coarse grid. The 
iteration counts are for a reduction in error of 10-4 . 
Table 5.4.1: Condition number and iteration counts for SBS3. 
11/ H 3 = N 111/h = 16 I 32 64 
23 3.2369 8 3.5697 9 3.6692 9 
43 3.6275 9 3.7039 9 3.7250 9 
83 5.7642 12 5.9023 12 5.9266 12 
163 10.1532 16 10.9779 16 11.0591 16 
Table 5.4.2: Condition number and iteration counts for ASBS3a. 
11/ H 3 = N 111/h = 16 32 64 
23 3.0767 8 3.3672 9 3.4036 9 
43 3.1926 8 3.5881 9 3.6512 9 
83 3.3836 9 3.7624 9 3.9844 9 
163 3.8914 9 4.0684 10 4.1180 10 
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Discussion: Table 5.4.1 shows that for the SBS3 preconditioning technique, the 
relative condition number grows linearly as 1/ Hand remains bounded independently 
of the mesh parameter h (see Theorem 5.3.4). In Table 5.4.2, for the ASBS3a 
preconditioning technique, the relative condition number is bounded independently 
of the partitioning parameters H and h (see Theorem 5.3.8). 
5.5 Summary 
In this chapter, we have introduced a new class of slice-based iterative substructuring 
techniques for the SC system (2.2.10) in three dimensions. For the new solvers, 
the separate treatment of the wire-basket points (see Section 2.2) is avoided by 
partitioning the global interface between all subdomains as a union of faces between 
slices, faces between bars inside slices, and faces between subdomains inside bars. 
The (two-stage) ASBS3 techniques presented here achieve scalability, and therefore 
optimal convergence properties, by alternating the (one-stage) SBS3 solver (based 
on the ]-operator on the various faces) in two orthogonal directions. When the two-
grid technique is applied, we solve two-dimensional problems on interfaces (between 
slices, between bars inside slices, and between subdomains inside bars) at the coarse 
stage, and alternate the direction of the strips at the fine stage. The possibility of 
reducing the size of the coarse solver from three to only two dimensions seems to 
offer an advantage, especially when His small. 
Chapter 6 
Conclusions and Further Remarks 
6.1 Overview 
In this thesis, we have considered the solution of discrete linear systems of equations, 
which result from the finite element approximation of second order symmetric elliptic 
PDE's on bounded domains, via a new class of DD methods. The alternate strip-
based techniques described and analysed in this thesis are: 
• optimal with respect to the partitioning parameters, 
• suited for parallel computing architectures. 
After the claimed convergence behaviour of these methods has been verified, the 
next step is to consider some more practical matters. Since the early implementa-
tions of DD methods on parallel computers, programming techniques and computer 
architectures have significantly evolved and developing efficient programs for these 
architectures needs in general some expertise in parallel programming. In a parallel 
setting, it is natural to match the number of subproblems to the number of proces-
sors available. In addition, the amount of storage requirements for each processor 
should be roughly similar. The new two-stage methods proposed in this thesis are 
all additive techniques. Corresponding multiplicative versions can also be derived. 
The convergence rate for additive methods is slower than for the multiplicative ones, 
and in general may require twice as many iterations as the multiplicative versions. 
On the other hand, additive algorithms tend to be easier to load balance, since the 
number of parallel tasks is significantly larger than in the multiplicative case. 
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An important issue in DD is choosing the subdomains. Very often the choice of 
the subdomains is dictated by geometric considerations, e.g. subdomains with reg-
ular geometry are preferable. From a purely computational complexity viewpoint, a 
small H provides a better, though more expensive, coarse grid approximation, and 
requires solving more subdomain problems of smaller size. However, for problems in 
two dimensions, when the ASBS2 technique is applied, only one-dimensional prob-
lems need to be solved at both stages. Similarly, for problems in three dimensions, 
if the ASBS3 technique is applied, then only two-dimensional problems need solving 
at both stages. 
The results in Chapters 3 to 5 of this thesis remain valid if the solvers for the 
subproblems are replaced by spectrally equivalent solvers. In view of extending the 
(two-stage) ASB2 , ASBS2 , and ASBS3 methods from the case of a quasi-uniform 
partition of n to the case when the elements of the coarse grid are shape regular, 
or to finite elements with polynomials of higher degree, we note that throughout 
our analysis the £ 2-projection operator can be replaced by other local averaging 
operators (see Clement (1975) [29], Ciarlet (1978) [28], Section 3.2.3, Scott and 
Zhang (1990) [71], Xu and Zou (1998) [87], Section 4.2.1, or Brenner and Scott 
(2002) [17], Section 4.8). 
6.2 Time Dependent Problems 
Extending the alternate strip-based algorithms to parabolic problems is an area 
for future research. We now consider briefly one possible extension based on the 
observation that once a parabolic problem has been discretised in time, it can be 
viewed as a sequence of elliptic problems. 
Differential Form We consider the following model parabolic problem: 
8u(x, t) 
-\7. a\lu(x, t) + at = f(x, t) on n X (0, T] 
u(x, 0) = uo(x) on n (6.2.1) 
u(x, t) = 0 on 80 x (0, T], 
where the domain 0 C JRD is a polygon, for D = 2, or a polyhedron, for D = 3; 
x = (x1 , · · · , xv) denotes a generic element inn and f and u0 are given data. The 
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coefficient a(x) ::=: a 0 , for some positive constant a 0 , is a(x) 
equation) or piecewise constant in n. 
1 (for the heat 
Variational Form Let 
L2 (0, T; HJ(r!)) = 
= { u: (0, T)----+ HJ(r!)l u- measurable in (0, T), 1T llu(t)111l(n)dt < oo} 
and 
C0 ([0, T]; L2 (r2)) = { u: [0, T]----+ L2 (r2)1 u- continuous in [0, Tl}. 
The weak form of problem (6.2.1) is: find u E L2 (0, T; Hr}(r!)) n C0 ([0, T]; L2 (r2)) 
such that: 
{ 
-(\7 · a\lu(t), v) + :t (u(t), v) = (f(t), v), Vv E L2 (0, T; HJ(r!)) 
u(O) = uo, 
where (-, ·) denotes the scalar product in L2 (r2). 
(6.2.2) 
Finite Element Approximation (Thomee {1984) [79], Morton and Mayers (1994) 
[61]) The time discretisation for (6.2.1) is the discontinuous Galerkin method (see 
e.g. Johnson (1987) [50], Section 8.4.3). This is based on a uniform partition 
0 = t 0 < t1 · · · < tNt = T of the time interval [0, T], with time-step 6.t = tp+l - tp, 
p = 0, · · · , Nt - 1, and a finite element formulation in time with piecewise poly-
nomials of degree r. As in the time-independent case, at each given time tp, the 
space discretisation is based on a uniform mesh of the domain n. Let h denote 
the space-step at each time tP, Sh(r!) be the space of continuous piecewise linear 
functions associated with the mesh Eh, and S~(n) c Sh(n), the subset of functions 
that vanish on an. Let: 
v; ~ { u I u(x, t) ~ t. ti¢;(x), ¢; E sJ:(O), (x, t) En X (tp-1, ip)} 
and 
v~t = { u I ulnx(tp-l,tp) E v;, Vp = 1, 0 0 0 'Nt} 0 
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The full space-time discretisation for problem (6.2.1) is: find u E V~t such that, for 
p = 1,· · · ,Nt, 
1~ d 1~ ((-\7 · aVu, v) + dt(u, v))dt = (u;_ 1 - u;_1 , v;_ 1) + (f, v)dt, Vv E v;, tp-1 tp-1 
(6.2.3) 
where u;_ 1 = lim u(tp- 1 + s) and u;_ 1 = lim u(tp_ 1 + s). 
s-+0_ s-+O+ 
Algebraic Form of the Discretised Equation Let { ¢j }J!=1 denote the nodal 
basis for S~(fl), where m is the number of degrees of freedom for the grid. If we 
take: 
m 
uP(x) = L u~¢k(x), Vp = 0, · · · , Nt- 1, 
k=1 
and v = ¢k (k = 1, · · · , m) in the case r = 0, then (6.2.3) generates by numerical 
integration (trapezoidal rule) the following linear system: 
!J.t (!J.tA + M)uP = MuP- 1 + 2 (fp- 1 + JP) , (6.2.4) 
where A and M denote the stiffness and the mass matrix respectively, and uP is the 
m vector of the point values { uUr=1 . We note that this is a simple modification of 
the backward Euler scheme (see e.g. Johnson (1987) [50], Section 8.4.2) where the 
term involving the data f involves an average over the time interval [tp_ 1, tp] rather 
than the value fP of f at tP. 
Domain Decomposition for Parabolic Equations When L = !J.tA + M in 
(6.2.4), the condition number K(L) is of order 0(1 + t.lt/h2 ) (Quarteroni and Valli 
(1994) [65], Section 6.3.2). If t.lt = O(h) or !J.t = O(h2), then K(L) < K(A). In this 
case a coarse solver might not be needed for the global communication of information 
(see Bank and Dupont (1981) [3]). For developments in Schwarz preconditioners for 
parabolic problems we refer to Lions (1988) [53], Cai (1991) [22] and (1994) [23], 
Meurant (1991) [58], Israeli et al. (1993) [49], and Lube et al. [54]. 
Let n be partitioned into N nonoverlapping subdomains ni, and r denote the 
global interface between all subdomains. If we write: 
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where Luis the submatrix of L associated with the nodes inn\ r, and LEE is the 
submatrix of L associated with the nodes in r, then we can use the following LDU 
factorisation of L: 
where sis the sc matrix defined ass= LEE- LfEL!/LIE· When n c IR2 , using 
the same notation as in Chapter 4, the preconditioners MI and M2 , at the first and 
second stage of the alternate strip-based substructuring process respectively, can be 
described in terms of block matrices as follows: 
and 
fxx 0 SxyM;;J 
0 fvv SvyM;;J 
0 0 
0 0 
S T M-I I 0 XV XX VV 
S T M-I 0 I XY XX YY 
X 0 
0 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
M;v M;y 
(M;y)T M;y 
X 
X 
0 
0 
0 
0 
M -IsT M-IsT I yy xy yy vy YY 
0 
0 0 
0 
In two and three space dimensions, if tlt ::; C H, then by using the one-stage strip-
based preconditioner we would generally expect the condition number of the precon-
ditioned SC system to be bounded independently of the space-time discretisation 
parameters H, h and tlt. For larger tlt, the same estimate would hold provided 
that a two-stage alternate strip-based preconditioner is employed. 
Appendix A 
Auxiliary Results 
In this appendix we prove some of the results underlying the theorems in this thesis. 
Proof of Lemma 3.3.1: Let 0 = (0, 1) x (0, 1), ns = (0, 1) x (0, H) be a strip-
subregion of 0, and u E H 1(0 8 ). 
(i) If u is equal to zero along one side of size H of ns, {0} x (0, H) say, then: 
( ) -1x OU(T,y)d u x,y - ;::} T. 
0 uT 
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
To complete the proof of inequality ( i), we integrate first with respect to y: 
then with respect to x: 
(ii) If u is equal to zero along one side of size 1 of 0 8 , [0, 1] x {0} say, then: 
( ) -1y ou(x, T)d u x,y - ;::} T. 
0 UT 
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By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
To complete the proof of inequality ( ii) we integrate first with respect to x: 
then with respect to y: 
(iii) If rj is a side of size 1 of !18 , [0, 1] X {0} say, then: 
[Y OU(X, T) 
u(x, 0) = u(x, y)- Jo OT dT. 
By the Cauchy inequality, 
Next the Schwarz inequality and the bound on y imply: 
{H (8u(x,y)) 2 
u
2 (x, 0) :::; 2u2 (x, y) + 2H Jo By dy. 
Integrating with respect to x yields: 
t t t {H (ou(x y))2 Jo u 2 (x, O)dx:::; 2 Jo u 2 (x, y)dx + 2H Jo Jo oy' dydx. 
Integrating again with respect to y implies: 
Hence: 
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(iv) For u E H 1 (D.), we can write: 
. ix au(T, y) 
u(x, y) = u(zH, y) + a dT. 
iH T 
For all (x, y) E ni, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we deduce: 
(i x au(T, y) ) 2 u 2 (x, y) ~ 2u2 (iH, y) + 2 iH aT dT 
X auT, y 
( 
( )) 
2 ~ 2u2(iH, y) + 2(x ~ iH) 1H aT dT 
1(i+l)H (a ( ) ) 2 ~ 2u2 (iH, y) + 2H ~H u;; y dx. 
Thus: 
and 
On the other hand, it is easy to show that: 
Therefore: 
Now we can write: 
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Proof of Remark 4.2.1: As in Section 4.2, let (2.2.1) be the decomposition of the 
domain n into nonoverlapping subdomains with interior cross-points. We consider 
the SC system (2.2.10), and write the SC matrix S as: 
Bxx 
S= s;v 
s;;y 
Axx 
A~v 
A~Y 
Hence: 
Bxx Sxv Sxy 
s;v Svv Svy 
s;y s~ Syy 
Sxv Sxy 
Svv Svy 
s~y Syy 
Axv Axy A'fx 
Avv Avy AJv X A[} X [ Alx Alv A1y ] · 
A~y Iyy A'fy 
Axx- A'fxA[} A1x Axv- A'fxA!/ A1v Axy- A'fxA!} A1y 
A~v - A'fvA[} A1x Avv - A'fvA[} A1v Avy - A'fvA[} A1y 
A~Y- A'fyA[} A1x A~Y- A'fyA[} A1v Ayy- A'fyA[} A1y 
(A1) 
We also write Sin the factored form: 
fxx 0 SxyS;;y1 Bxx Sxv 0 fxx 0 0 
S= 0 fvv SvyS;;y1 X §T Bvv 0 X 0 fvv 0 XV 
0 0 Iyy 0 0 Syy s-lsr yy xy s-lsr YY vy Iyy 
where 
] [ 
Bxx Sxv ] [ Sxy ] x s-1 x [ sr S!. J 
sr s s yy xy vy 
XV VV vy 
corresponds to the interfaces between disjoint strips into which the subdomains in 
(2.2.1) are assembled. Hence: 
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When we replace the matrices on the right hand-side in (A2) by their equivalent 
forms from the right hand-side in (Al), we obtain: 
+ (Axy- AfxA!} Aiy)(Ayy- AfyA[} Aiy)-1(A;Y- AfyA// Aiv) 
S-T AT AT A-lA XV = XV - I v I I I X 
(A3) 
On the other hand, we assemble the subdomains in (2.2.1) into nonoverlapping 
strips, such that the strip interfaces align in the Ox direction. Then, we can write 
the sc matrix for the decomposition of n into strips as: 
Note that: 
Therefore: 
Axv ] _ [ A Jx Axy ] X [ An 
Avv AJv Avy AJy 
Aiy ] -l = [ In 
Ayy 0 
[ 
A-l 
II 
X 
0 
Aiy ] -1 X 
Ayy 
(A4) 
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After completing the calculations in (A4), we obtain: 
Proof of Lemma 5.3.1: (ii) We prove that if u E H1 (D.~) is equal to zero on 
one square face of n~, {0} X (jH, (j + l)H) X 0, H) say, then: 
For u E H 1(nn equal to zero on {0} x (jH, (j + l)H) x (0, H), we write: 
( ) -1x 8u(T,y,z)d U x,y, Z - a T. 
0 T 
Thus, for all (X) y) z) E n~ by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
Now (i1 ) follows by integrating first with respect toy and z: 
then with respect to x: 
(i2 ) We show that if u E H 1 (D.8 ) is equal to zero on one strip like face of 0.8 , 
{0} x (0, 1) x (0, H) say, then for all (x, y, z) E 0.8 : 
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Let u E H 1(r28 ) be zero on {0} x (0, 1) x (0, H), then: 
( ) -1x au(T, y, z)d U X,y,z - a T. 
0 T 
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we obtain: 
And ( i 2 ) follows by integrating first with respect to y and z: 
then with respect to x: 
(ii 1) We prove that if u E H 1(r2t) is equal to zero on one face of n?, then: 
Let u be equal to zero on (iH, (i+ l)H) x (jh, (j + l)H) x {0}. For all (x, y, z) En?, 
we can write: ( ) -1z au(x,y,T)d U X,y,z - a T. 
0 T 
Thus: 
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Now (ii1 ) follows by integrating first with respect to x andy: 
i (i+l)H r(j+l)H tH JjH u 2 (x, y, z)dydx::; HJuJ~~(n~)' 
then with respect to z: 
(ii2) We show that if u E H 1 (D.:) is equal to zero on one strip like face, (0, 1) x 
(jh, (j + 1)H) x {0} say, then: 
Let u E H 1 (D.:) be equal to zero on (0, 1) x (jh, (j + 1)H) x {0}, then for all 
(x, y, z) E n:: ( ) -1z ou(x, y, T) d U X, y, Z - ~ T. 
0 uT 
Thus: 
Now (ii2 ) follows by integrating first with respect to x andy: 
then with respect to z: 
(iiii) We prove that ifF= (0, 1) X (jH, (j + 1)H) X {0} is a face on an:, then: 
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Let ( ) ( ) 1z au(x, y, r) u x,y,O = u x,y,z - 0 Br dr. 
By the Cauchy inequality, 
u 2 (x, y, 0) o; 2u2(x, y, z) + 2 (/,' Ou(~y, r) dr )' 
Next the Schwarz inequality and the bound on z imply: 
u2(x, y, 0) o; 2u2(x, y, z) + 2H 1H ( iJu(~;· z)) 2 dy. 
Integrating with respect to x and y yields: 
11 i(j+l)H 11 i(j+l)H u 2 (x, y, O)dydx::::; 2 u2 (x, y, z)dydx 0 jH 0 jH 
111(j+l)H1H (au(x,y,z)) 2 + 2H a dzdydx. 0 jH 0 Z 
Integrating again with respect to z implies: 
Hence: 
(iii2) We show that ifF= (0, 1) X (0, 1) X {0} is a face on ans, then: 
Let ( ) ( ) 1zau(x,y,r)d u x,y,O = u x,y,z - 0 ar T. 
By the Cauchy inequality, 
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Next the Schwarz inequality and the bound on z imply: 
Integrating with respect to x and y yields: 
Integrating again with respect to z implies: 
Hence: 
(iv1) We prove that for every u E H 1(nn the following estimate holds: 
First we write: ( ) (. ) !X au(T,y,z) u x,y,z = u zH,y,z + · a dT. 
iH T 
For all (x, y, z) En~, by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we deduce: 
u2 (x, y, z) <; 2u2 (iH, y, z) + 2 (1: Bu(~;' z) dT) 2 
<:: 2u2 (iH, y, z) + 2(x - iH) 1: ( Bu(;;;v, z) )' dT 
l (i+l)H (a ( ) ) 2 :::; 2u2 (iH, y, z) + 2H tH u ~~y, z dx. 
Thus: 
1H j(j+l)H 1H j(j+l)H u 2 (x, y, z)dydz:::; 2 u 2 (iH, y, z)dydz + 2Hiul~l(nb) 0 jH 0 jH ' 
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and 
On the other hand: 
1
H ~(j+l)H 1H ~(j+l)H 
u
2 (iH, y, z)dydz::; 2 u 2 (x, y, z)dydz + 2H\u\~1 (ns). 
0 jH 0 jH b 
Therefore: 
We deduce: 
from which ( ivl) follows. 
(iv2 ) We show that for every u E H 1(0.5 ) the following estimate holds: 
We write: 
( ( 
. ) ~Y &u(x,T,z) 
u x,y,z) = u x,JH,z + 0 dT. jH r 
For all (x, y, z) E O,b, by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we obtain: 
Therefore: 
u2(x,y, z) S 2u2(x,jH,z) + 2 (1: au('"a-rr, z) dr) 2 
S 2u2(x,jH, z) + 21: (au( '"a-rT, z) )' dr 
r(j+l)H (ou(x y z)) 2 
::; 2u2(x,jH, z) + 2H JjH 0~ ' dy. 
A Auxiliary Results 
and 
Moreover, 
Thus: 11 1H u 2(x,jH, z)dzdx:::; 2llull~2(fts) + 2Hiui1Icos)· 
Now (iv2 ) follows from the inequality: 
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